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It  is now some generati e Josh Billings, 
untline, and Colonel Prent ham, intimate fril 
f Colonel William F. Couy, useu to forgather in 
Hice of Francis S. Smith, then proprietor of the i 
'ork M7eekly. I t  was a dingy little ofice on Rose S t  
lew York, but the breath of the great outdoors sti 
)ere when these old-timers got together. As a resur 
these conversations, Colon 
line began to write of thc 
for Street & Smith. 
Colonel Cody was born m acorr: ~ o u n r y ,  -- -, . 
lary 26, 1846. Before he had reached his teens, 
ither, Isaac Cody, with his mother and two sis 
ligated to Kansas, which at that time was little n 
Ian a wilderness. 
When the elder Cody was killed shortly afterwar 
le Kansas "Border War," young Bill assumed the ( 
11t r61e of family breadwinner. During 1860, and i 
ie outbreak of the Civil War, Cody lived the ardt 
l e  of a pony-express rider. Cody volunteered his s 
es as government scout and guide and served throi 
~t the Civil War  with Generals McNeil and A 
mith. H e  was a distinguished member of the Sevc 
ansas Cavalry. 
During the Civil War, wl h the str 
F St. Louis, Cody rescued a fr~ghtened schoolgirl f 
band of annoyers. In  true romantic style, Cody 
ouisa Federci, the girl, were married March 6, 186 
In 1867 Cody was employed to furnish a spec 
nount of buffalo meat to the construction men at  worK 
2 the Icansas Pacific Railroad. I t  was in 
tat he received the sobriquet "Buffalo Bill.' 
In 1868 and for  four years thereafter C 
s 
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,.., "DOC Mlner to  wnom tnc scouts referred In 30 I.*=, L I I ~ Y  I I ~  had adventure m u  CXLSLCIIICIIL 
their conversation, was a gold boomer, the leader of a -e, and yet Buff: lad hinted that 
small band of men who had taken Buffalo Bill captive ild's play to wha :fore them. 
and then planned to kill him. But th- gold Branching off from tne Indian trail they naa I 
had sa1 life of the chiei uts a t  wed alo, river, Buffalo Bill tool 
his owr ld thereafter th ecarne :sterly d toward the Sweetwater. 
They haLl r L I L  ~ p o n  four Indian ponies wh~ch  tl 
.ed by Indians d brought along with tl work of carry 
1 in a fight in : packsaddles, leaving tl I extra horses f 
m. again use as any one might be 
again The ride during 
loss, ry long one. \V 
hts with the Inc 
ared them all he 
An early camp 
les from the Sweetwater, ancl the chief was anxu 
cover his trail all that he could, and go throug1 
ilntry the Indians would not enter without so 
region b od reaso 
ing to He did 
were in ms migf 
Beelzehilb refusc When the Sweet 
couts p~ ~ssed,  the trail 
following tnat on wmcn uoc  Mlner had - mp of the gold 
been car r the Inc nfident that a eeached, the rock fort be i~  
long tra efore th I Buffalo Bill 3ill had been captured by 
had not yet tola them WII,L 1113 pldlls were, they felt ife saved by Doc Miner. 
sure, from the ( isions and extra "Pards, this is ur reserve camp for som 
munition brougt le direction in \ ne," said Cody. can herd the horses up th 
nge, where the pasturage is fine, but I would advi$ 
\ ion that ad started upon. u t o  dri 
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8 The Lo'lte Camp. The Lone Camp. \ 9 
me. If he is able to go, we will start upon our pile of rocks, for you coultl hold it against a big force 
return to find this lost valley, and we will go on foc 
of redskins. I shall leave here before dawn and go This was another surprise to the scouts, but tj 
alone; but I hope to be back to-morrow night, though, 
uttered no word against it, and were glad that th 
perhaps, not until the follo~ving clay, for it depends 
ief hat1 let thein into his confidence. upon the condition in which I finrl my man. 
That night they slept in the gold boonlers' ca 
"Five of you are the11 to  remain in this camp, and a r  the rock fort, but stated that they would the n 
the rest will go with me zip toward the Big Horn coun- y put the rock fort in fine condition for their home. 
try, and I'll now tell you that our glide will be a black Before dawn Buffalo Bill arose, and, mounting his 
inan." t horse, Buckskin, who knew the trail, he quietly rode 
The scouts all looked surprised at this, but Buffalo say, leaving the scouts in charge of Pawnee Bill. 
Bill continued : H e  rode at  a good pace, hoping to get to the negro's 
"In a certain v7ay he will be our guitle, for we are mp for an early breakfast, so that he could start bark 
going upon a blind trail, and he is himself lost. But th Beelzebub, take it slowly, and return to the r 
he came from a camp in the Big Horn country, where rt that night. 
there are men, wronien, and children gold hunting, and At last he reached the lone camp. But he receivLu 
tlley are not only lost, but they are in a valley that is I greeting. The camp was deserted. The negro was 
unknown to any one so far as I can learn. me ! 
"I believe my black friend, nlho rejoices in the devil- Buffalo Bill's first act, on making the discovery that 
ish name of Beelzebub, has told the truth, so far as he e negro was gone, was to bring his rifle around ready 
either knows or dare do it. H e  came for help for r use and to run his eyes over the whole scene. for 
the others, who are in sane  danger, but what kind ere might be a foe lurking near, was the thought that 
of danger he will not tell. ~tered his mind. 
d r  
H e  was sixty-seven days wandering among the H e  could not understand the absence of the negro. 
mountains, and I found him ~ v l ~ e n  o my way to Fort he tiine he had set for his return to the negro's ca 
Aspen, or, rather, he found me, only hc was half ~d not expired. 
starved, wouncled, and suffering, ant1 had his dead In- Had the man been deceiving him, and, less hurt t 
about him to show what the trouble was. H e  b had pretended to be, had he gone off as soon as the 
had fo~lght a number of Indians single-handed. out had left him? 
d <  Fie is in a lone camp, nrhere I k f t  11im-0~ I This Buffalo Bill could not believe. 
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12 The Lorre Catlrp. 
pace to reach camp early and have all ready for  : 
early start in the morning. 
H e  was determined now to go nlotlnted, taking tv 
of the men along to bring the horses back to  the r 
CHAPTER 11. 
serve camp when they had conie up with those wi T H E  P U R S U I T .  
' whom the negro had gone off. During the day at the reserve camp the scours I 
Buckskin, therefore, was kept at a brisk pace, a1 orked like beavers. 
before sunset, Buffalo Bill rode up to his camp a1 They had buili a rock corral in which to  keep 
was greeted with a cheer. rrses at night, and with a protected passageway le 
Dismounting, the chief told Pawnee Bill and 1. g to  it, that the animals could be led into the for 
men the result of his day's work, and added: ted be. 
"We will start before dawn, go mounted, and t \  The whoIe place had been thoroughly cleaned, i 
of the boys of the reserve force can go along to bril discovery had been made that a rock in one cor 
our horses back if all goes well. The men we se cl the entrance to a tunnellike cave, leading sevc 
are on foot; we can catch then? by to-morrow night ~ndred yards underground to a cliff, where there 
noon the next day, at any rate. But we must go pr 
3s a fine spring of water. 
pared for our journey northward, as first intendec As this spring was in the side of the cliff, it could 
~t be cut off, and, in case of a siege, men and h o ~  
uld get all the water necessary. 
The rock cabin was, therefore, found to  be a fc-., 
~ndeed, and Buffalo Bill was more satisfied with leav- 
ing his reserve there; for, with provisions in plenty, 
and water, they could stand a long siege, and he told 
e men that their first duty must be to cut grass in the 
:adow for hay, and it could be stowed away in a 
ck addition they could build, to  feed the horses with 
a siege by Indians. 
ngements were made that night f (  
t. rnurr~~ng, and an hour before dawn the men rode 
~ u t  of carr 
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?n Buffalo Bill said : 
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:m early 
- -11 ---- "Well, we have got them In slgnt, ana 1t WIII ne 
to lose sight of them in this plain, for we coi 
t pick up their trail, perhaps, for days. If they ; 
od men and true, recognizing us to be white m 
l n e  nexL IrlurIliIlg all w a s  I C ~ U V  I U I  '1 1110ve aS S( 
it was light enough to r 
~t very long in coming 
rrty had passed the night. 
The fire had been put ou vent its : 
tracting the attention of bands c 
- - 
lould an! ut, but the ashes were yet warn' 
"Anothc will bring them in sight, 
do Bill. this he was right. 
There \ white n 
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IT be abo 
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And in 
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:s a goo 
.nd be PI 
at 
for 
were six len, the 
niles oul 
negro, ; 
t upon tl 
and the UL- 
lis- ~d them, 
rered." 
mr 
ve are c 
he plain. ere a co. 
his glas s ,  the cl ted long elr 
eir 
** "11 L I B  
filled th rter of an hour 's rest, 
Pursuit 
canteens, and, their horses having had a slight bunch 
of grass, they mounted, and rode off on the plain. 
The men in advance had gotten all of three miles 
farther away, meanwhile, and were a long distance 
off. 
Buffalo Bill set the pace, and soon reduced the dis- 
tance, and it was kept up until the party ahead were 
little over a mile away. 
"They see us, pards," suddenly said Pawnee Bill. 
I t  was true, as all could see by the excited move- 
ments of the men. 
Some one had looked behind and seen the scouts. 
Instantly the pursued men turned square off from the 
way they had been traveling and went rapidly toward 
a timber waste. 
I t  was about a half acre in size, rose in a slight 
mound, and was a pile of rocks overgrown with a 
thicket. 
"They've got a strong fort right at hand," said Paw- 
nee Bill. 
"We were unfortunate to  strike them so near it," 
said Buff a10 Bill. 
The scouts were walking their horses now, and were 
watching the others closely. 
:y saw them reach the waste, and disappear from 
:er a while, two of the men appeared upon a rock 
that rose above the thicket, and one was seen to turn 
a glass upon the scouts. 
The two alternately looked through the field plasses 
for quite a while, talked excitedly, and disappe; 
The . 
., 4 4 Burralo Bill still lea on as bef,. -. --e had raised 
is field glass to his eyes and made remark that six 
etermined men could, in that waste, stand off a large 
dtacking force. 
When they reached the spot whence the men had 
looked back and discovered them, Buffalo Bill kept 
-traight on. 
If the men in the waste were congratulating tl 
elves that they had not been seen, their joy 
hort-lived; for, after getting well by, Buffalo 
urned to  the left, and began to  circle entirely around 
he thicket. 
H e  was about four I~undred yards away from the 
waste, and, as he knew what his rifle could do, he 
wanted to find out what the weapons of the six men 
ould accomplish at that range. 
Out in the open plain as they were, the ould 
be at a terrible disadvantage, for they co even 
ee their foes. 
The men in the waste, not counting the negro, were 
ix ;  the scouts were ten in number, but this 1:ttle ad- 
rantage numerically did not weigh against the others' 
losition. 
But were they friends or  foes? That question was 
o be decided. Having circled entirely around 
vaste, Buffalo Bill called a halt. 
Then they all dismounted, the horses were ur.,,, 
Iled, and the chief, with a white handkerchief in his 
land, stepped out from the others. No one coiild be 
Ken at the motte. All was as silent as death there. 
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bullet hit the hara eartn to  one -.-- 
of the scout, and went ricocheting along. "Nev 
I t  was an unmistakable command to halt. try." 
66 Buffalo Bill was covered with fine sand, cut UI I have a rlgllc Ilerc 
cl by the bullet. nptly ha1 teled, 
ed out : 
v far did that b ~ , , ,  .,, ooys?" 
"It fell just yonder;" and Pawllee Bill ran and 
picked up the piece of lead. 
C- :'I wonder if that was fired bv their best gun." And 
g of truc 
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,,- - came ln a L ~ ~ U I  us from the scouts. 
".l'hey will kill YOU," cried Pawnee  ill. 
"If they do kill me, protected by a flag of truce, you 
: Ilegru, men know that it means no nrlarter o murder--- I,' 
311, in t was a silence of over a -minute. ust reac' 
ho had 5 I 3s evident that the words of the scout h: 
flag. I, 
: know! We'll ~ V L I I Z C  V ~ U ,  ~ u ~ ~ l -  D:tl 19, I '  them; that they had not suspected he knew 
.vage ro; the neg 
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The Pursuit. 
"What is your answer?'' called out the scout, tired 
of waiting for a reply. In saying that he knew them, he had meant that 
"We have no prisoner." hey were gold boomers. 
"The negro is with you." The reply had proven that they were f a r  worse law- 
"He is a comrade, not a prisoner." breakers than men who were invading a forbi 
Rttffalo Rill was slightly talten aback at this. Could land, thus stirring up strife with the Ind 
it be true? which reflected upon honest settlers elsewhere. 
But, no; if a comrade, would the wounded negro be ~ u t  he wished to  know more of them before acting, 
carrying a pack half as heavy as did the pony? 50 answered: 
No; it was but a game to  deceive him, and he re- "In a land where ~vlrhite men are few and fa r  be- 
tween, when they meet they should be friends. W e  
"I know who and what the man is, and demand his saw you, and only your liostile attitude caused us to  
release." go slow and greet you utider a flag of truce. Yon 
"YOLI won't get him." dishonored it by firing a t  me, and now you Say YoLt 
'(Let him answer if he prefers to  remain with you are a t  bay and will fight us. Why should you do this ?" 
or come to  us." " w e  are not of your stripe, Buffalo Bill, a s  you 
"He will not answer." well know, for  you talk smooth to  entrap US." 
"Have you killed him ?" "Who are you?" 
"We wo~~lcl not kill a comrade." "You don't deceive us by pretending not to  know." 
"Who are you ?" The scout was about to reply that he did not know, 
"That is none of your business, Buffalo Bill." upotl his honor, when Pawnee Bill said, in a low tone: 
6 1 
You know me, as I do you, and I demand, as an "Go slow, chief; I know them." 
officer of the government, that you surrender and Showing no sign of having heard Pawnee Bill's 
save yourselves further trouble." words, the chief returned : 
"If yo11 know us, and I believe you do, you must "Well, what are you going to  do? Talk quick " 
know, then, that we are not men likely to  surrender "Fight." ' 
to You and be hanged for our crimes. No, we are des- "YOU refuse to, submit ?" 
Perate men at bay, Buffalo Bill, and if you take 1 "Yes." 
lfl'ill be our dead bodies," came the clear and d "Upon no  terms?" 
mined response. "You know that you have no power to  grant u$ 
Buffalo Gill's eyes were opened by the reply. terms, and that we would hang as so01 
us t o  the fort." 
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The "Si.v S a t a ~ z ~ . ' ~  TIze "Six Satans." 24 
"Pards, I thank you. That volley saved me, as it %in, when they came upon the negro. But why they 
kept those other fellows from firing," said Buffalo have turned right back upor1 their trail I do not 
Bill. "I only hope it did not kill the negro." understand. 
"He seems to have struck the right party, his name " ~ f  that volley you all fired did not kill Ekdzebub 
being Beelzeb~ib, and they are the Six Satans," Paw- ]lack, he is certainly in very devilish conlpan!r. But 
nee Bill said, and the scouts all laughed at the coinci- ye are going to a m p  right here on their trail, t o  
dence, while Buffalo Bill remarked : ake then1 or drive them to suicide." 
"The Six Satans, as I understand, Pawnee, are a A cheer greeted these words of the chief, and the 
gang of Arizona desperadoes, ~ v h o  secretly (lid a great scouts then waited for orders. 
deal of deviltry, but were found out, arrested after The men in the matte, having found that their bul- 
they had killed a sergeant and two soldiers, and es- s fell short, had ceased firing, and all was silence 
taped from Fort Defiance later by killing their guard. ere. 
They were pursued, but got away, ant1 word was sent The scouts were several hundred yards 
to the forts of the Northwest to look out for them, listallt upon the plain, and with no shelter near. 
they were not seen by any one jvho knew them." Far away, beyond the-motte, was a ridge where Buf- 
"Yes, that's the gang. They have committed more falo Bill's experienced eye told him there was water 
lnurders and robberies than any band of men in the and grass. I t  was some five miles distant, however- 
So~lthx~~est, and 1 knew each one of them before they "Parcls," he said, after a moment of t h o ~ ~ g h t ,  "yon- 
 ere known as the secret devils they proved to be. Jer is grass and water beyond a doubt. 
There we can 
They calne North a year ago, and there is a big price :ep the hof.ses, half at a time, and two of You boys 
on the head of each one of them. n keep charge of them. 
"They were last heard of in Cheyenne, I be- 
"We'll camp around that little abode of the Satan% 
lieved that they had gotten out of the country, hut it ivillg our camp right here, while we can encircle 
e $ace day and night. W e  all have our canteens s ~ m s  they have not. Their leader, Snaky Sam, is as 
_ ~ r  water, and can come in here to our camp one at  a desperate as they make them, and they have vowed 
time for food, by day only, for  we must keep our never to surrender, and to take their o y n  lives rather 
posts at night and wide a~vake, or those Six %tans than do so, when they know that all ho$e is gone." 
lalill get our horses and be off. "The]' are the men I have heard of ,  Pawnee, and 
"They have not much food, I feel sure, and we 
'nust have gone on up into the Big €lor11 country 
m starve them into surrender or death, for there is 
and been in hiding-perhaps have been gold hunting I. 
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The "Six Satans.'' 
28 The "Six Sataiu." 
" ~ h !  You wish to trade him?" 
Noon had come and gone, and Buffalo Bill raised a "yes, for  you want him." 
white flag on the pole and advanced toward the waste "1 might and I might not." 
as far as he dared. A shot halted him, the spent "What do you mean?" 
bullet falling at  his feet. "1 don't want a dead negro." 
H e  waved the flag, and he was surprised at  the re- he scout watched the face of Snaky Sam close] 
sult. A man stepped out of the thicket and moved le spoke. 
solllethillg meant to be white, but which was dirt --He's not dead." 
color. ''YOLI are sure?" 
"Ho, there!" shouted the chief, and the scout farther "Heys all right, for  we are not fools to destroy our 
off heard his clear tones. stock in trade." 
"1'11 meet you halfway," cried the outlaw. 
(< 
('All right ;'what do you want, Snaky Sam?" ar 
Aye, aye, come along!" Buffalo Bill eyed the man from head t o  foot. 
Buffalo Bill at  once walked forward, carrying his 'he face of the man looked haggard, and B ~ f f a l o  
flag with him. felt that it had a half-starved look. 
The man also advanced, but slowly. At last Buffalo If allow us to go our way, we'll leave the 
Bill halted. H e  had gotten to where the scouts had yer safe and sound." 
halted the day before when he had advanced toward 'No, we'll wait and take him." 
the waste. 'No, you won't." 
"You must come here, Snaky Sam." 'Why not, for  you are as safe as rats in a cage?" 
"1'11 come ha1 fway." 'If you don't accept our terms, we'll kill the nig- 
"1'11 go you," and Buffalo Bill boldly walked the before your eyes, and then fight it out with you." 
distance. rhe scout did not allow an expression on his face 
The otltlaw advanced slowly and with evident dread. change, as he replied: 
"Well ?" 'What good is the negro to  us, for  he is simply a 
"What do you want, Buffalo Bill ?" ,der wanderer, whom I found wounded and cared 
"Your surrender." , and Whom you found later, and have since sub- 
"We won't." ed upon the provisions he had, for yours were about 
"Then we can't trade." 
1 O U ~ ? "  
"We can." The man looked surprised, while he asked: 
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~g is go happen,' out the' 
s ~ u u i  as the man rode away. 
r Pa 11 was the scout then in camp with Buf- 1 
f a10 ing his supper, and hc was told what had 
occurrecl a1 the meeting wit11 Snaky Sam. i 
"He knew I was on his trail ant1 had vowed to show 
no mercy, for they killed my pards," said Pawnee Bill, 
and he added : "What will you do to-night ?" 
'Pkou think it best to make some move?" 
"They'll never surrender alive, never! Wtlcrl ulcy 
get good and hungry : that there is r 
t11ey'll end it all." 
"Kill themselves ?" 
t o  it?" ICTT-4. n.. x u u  ale rlgm. sllall 1 put LIIC U U Y ~  ULI 
"No, for the outlaws might suspect something, s 
ing me go the rounds. They will not expect us 
'tack and risk a fight with desperate men as lone 
: have them sure by waiting, so they wil 
xtch, I am certain." 
"All right. Count on me t o  be there," anu r a w l r c c  
ill went back to his post. 
The men came in for their supper o 
id darkness again fell upon the scene. 
Several hours passed, and then Buffalo Bill began 
I prepare for his dangerous reconnaissance of the po- 
tion of the outlaws. 
H e  rolled up several blankets very close, .mP 
athers and stirrups t o  them, and bound .O a 
cotlple of the heaviest saddles. 
When completed, this made a c 
secure shield against bullets. 
Hanging this with a lariat about his n 
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"How so?" 
<<-. le nights are very dark, and by cseeping in from 
osts upon the waste, we can locate and attack 
at close quarters. I will go in iirst and recon- 
nolter, then make the rounds of the line and get the 
men, and we can win." 








Then he stooped low and began to crawl forward 
~oiselessly, the shield rising from the ground tb  above 
 is head, and if a shot or  shots were fired at close 
,ange, it would surely check them. 
Nearer and nearer the scout crept to  the waste, until 
~t last he reached the thicket unseen; and crouching 
here, he heard voices not very far from him. 
6 6  I believe we can, though we ~ v i l l  lose some of our 
men, for they are game." I 
i 
66  We may have to remain here for a week, perhaps I 
longer, for the negro has food, you know, and thev t 
must have a little. We cannot spare the time, ancl then 
it is the only way I can see to  save the negro, for 
thev'll starve him sure, if not kill him." The outlaws were awake, if' not watchful. 
Buffalo Bill had crept into the mseen. The  : motte 1 
outlaws supposed the SCUULJ v y d ~ l d  take Llu Llldllct-s 
tack when they h so surely by 111a. 
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to  his first scout. Bob. H trace his the edge hicket. 
and, recognizing I ched the IW his s ming. 
"What's up, ch rlrr were stouvl~lK ruw, coming a line, and 
go arou~ 1 bring all the boys hirty fec 
h ~ s e  no tir he circle line in corn- ' "Ho, r 
aria make no sound t~ ~ I I U W  ~ n e  outlaws where I "Chief. 
a "We have no time to km." 
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36 A Daring Recorzn.oissance. Snaky Sam's voice rang out distinctly and without 
"Have your rifles ready for quick work, and 1'11 
show you a thrilling picture." 
The chief of scouts led the way into the thicket, 
and close behind hinl followed his Inen in single file. 
They climbed noiselcssly over the rocks, and at last 
f 
reached a point where they saw a glim~ner of light. 
"In line!" 
They silently obeyed. From where they stood now 
they could see the six outlaws. 
They could also see the negro and hear his pitiful 
groans. 
.remor. 
But it was Buffalo Bill's v~rct:  r u a c  urrc lLu  r..b ku 
2nd : 
"Fire!" 
The outlaws were stancling up it1 a line. They had 
their revolvers drawn, and Snaky Sam was talking. 
The Inen stood with bowed heads, and the light of 
the fire falling upon their faces showed that they were 
livid, had thrown aside their hats, and were strangely 
nervous. 
"Pards, we get what con~fort we can in killing the 
nigger first. He is what Buffalo Bill is after. Fire 
at  the word as I give it, and fill him full of lead. 
Then we'll grasp hands across, look each other 
scluarely in the face to show that no one of us shrinks 
from keeping an oath, to die hy his own hand, and 
then, when I give the word 'Fire'! pull trigger." 
"We will !" 
Every word that Snaky Sani uttered was heard by 
the scouts. The voices in chorus were also heard dis- 
tinctly. And the deep groans of poor Beelzebub 
reached their ears, too. 
"Are you ready, pards?" 
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You h ve not . . q  
40 A Devil to  tlze Last. A Devil to  the Last. 
can. If you have any last wish to make known, I will 
see that it is faithfully carried out." 
"Thank you. But I will die in silence as to  the 
past, and those that do  not know lne as I am, need 
tlever learn the fate of one, strange as it may seem to  
you, they love and trust. I ~vill simply be registered 
as 'fate unknown,' with thousands of others." 
Buffalo Bill made no reply, and the scouts stood in 
silence, looking on. 
The scout had removed his hat, for he stood in the 
presence of death. The others had follo\~ed his ex- 
ample. 
Beelzebub sat not far away, sipping water from a 
canteen to cool his throat and get back his voice. 
I t  was a strange, ghastly scene, one not to be for- 
gotten. After  a short silence, the outlaw leader spoke 
"I did not intend to  kill myself, but the others 
'he men had given me a lot of vnld to hide fro111 
ou; but I left it right over ..--- -. -- "" 
ied, and my men, too, I intended t o  grab that gold, 
run to  the edge of the thicket, and when you and your 
scouts came here 011 the jump I would have slipped 
out, reached your camp, and, taking the horses you 
ave there and the outfit, make a run of it for w 
ur  other treasure is hidden. 
"I would have had a long start, a number of hc 
9 ride, while you could not easily trail me across this 
I 
lain, and never coulcl have caught me. 
"Yes, I intended to  be : 
lave gone my way alone; 
I 
low I'll die with the secret 




again : V Buffalo Bill ; h.., ---, --- - 
"You gave the order to  fire when it was up011 my 







He had seen many a nlan die, but never one 
"you knew that we intended to kill the lligger?" 
"Yes." was so hardened as was this one. 
"You saved him." He uttered no lvord, simply placed the callteen of 
ll We were just in time." vater to  the lips of the 111a11 and did what he could 
0 relieve his intense suffering, for  though Snaky Sam "MY Illen intended to  kill themselves." 
l' 
I lleartl YoLIr nrordS of how you were oath-hound," ,ttered 110 o~qtcry, no  groan, all saw that he was fluiv- 
''But I did not intend to  ltill ~nyself." :ring ~vi th  mortal anguish. 
''Yotl did not ?" asked Bt~ffalo Bill, in surprise. 
"Oh, no, born a devil, I would have been a devil to 
the last." 
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sent for. 
B E E L Z E B U B ' S  S T O R Y -  
Breakfast over, the SCOLlts set to work to dig a large 
grave the outlaws, and as pick and s]lovels ],ad ~h~ dead outlaws were laid to rest in One grave' 
been along, it was not a difficult task. ,nd then the scouts devoted themselves to  cleaning 
The bags of gold which Snaky Sam had de- pitled to heir firearms, patching LIP bridles, and all elSe that 
Mrere found to be equal to several thou- leeded it, and getting all ready for  the start On the 
sand dollars in value, and this was to go into  the norrow. 
a bath in the stream and the dressing lunds scout's t r e a s ~ l r ~ ,  to be equally divided, while Beelzebub 
was allowed a share in it also. greatly refreshed Beelzebub, dlru lJL "" 
The of the Sco~lts was that the large treasure of that lie woLllcl be all right for the march On the 
the co~lld be found, and of which the leader row. 
tell, and they believed that if they kept ~~i~~ on his blanket, while Buffalo Bill and P a w l r s ~  
In there* they might be able to follow the trail  ill sat near him, after dinner, and the others were 
lliding place. lolling about, taking i t  easy, Beelzebub said: 
"Massa Buffler Bill, yer ain't ask me ' ' ' about This decided to ask the chief to do, if he did 
not think a or two of delay ~ o u l d  make any great my leavin9 ther camp whar Yer left me.' 
Beelzebub, I did not wish to wc I, and difference to  the finding of the people of the ~~~t , 
Valley. 1 thought you'd tell you in good time. 
"1 did leave there, sal tell yer now it 7 
1 wanted to." 
"From the CI I foulld you in. I thinlc not . 
myself ." 
"1'11 tell you all about it, sah, and I c1 ,Y that 
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whar them fellers had 1 hid, they'd ha' 
me sartin." 
"1 do not doubt it.'' 
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The Scotits of Sile~lce. 
rarus, we go into ambush here." 
The spot where Buffalo Bill had halted was a lo 
:e, over which ran a well-marked game trail. 
CHAPTER VII. rhis trail the scouts had been following since lea 
the Wind River, and it led up the ridge, over 
THE SCOUTS O F  SILENCl?. 
I to  an open valley beyond. 
2ach one of the scouts not\- took the corlis,  bun^^ 3y taking position upon the ridge, they could readi 
them in the camp fire, and began to put on their "bla~ ~ m a n d  the trail as it canle up the hill. 
'I have an idea that we are being tracked, parc 
They laughed heartily at each other \\-hen all we I by delaying half a day here we can find out. 
as sable as young pickaninnies, but Beelzebub did n 1 be better to  lose the time than be crept upon 
see the joke. canlp some night. We get a good chance here 
AS soon as the scouts were all ready for the marc,,, see sollle llliles behind us, and can hold this rid! 
packs were slung on their backs, and Buffalo Bill took against a large force if we are attacked. L 
the lead, with Beelzebub nest to  him, and Pawnee and .see." 
""I bringing up the rear. The chief's mere suspicion ~ v a s  as much as mc 
The Wind River ~ v a s  reached at noon, and, unrollil n's conrrictiotl, and the scouts were glad to halt a1 
rubber boat, which was some eight feet long 1 what came of it. 
three in width, a light frame of sticks was n ~ a d e  f The afternoon was about half gone, when Pawn 
it, the things put in, and, throwing off their clothes, t I,  who was on watch, said quietly: 
scouts plunged in and swan1 to the other bank. 'They are coming, Cody." 
The boat was easily towed after them, and as th 'Indians ?" 
reached the other bank, Eeelzebub said, with 'Yes." 
'About three to one, if there are 
. was not nigger sperrits." 
'Mounted ?" rhe  scouts lost no time in putting on their cloth 
his hint, for fear Indians might be around. 'Yes." 
rhen they went into camp on the river, to  co 'We'll be ready for the1 ... 
tramp 01 rrow, for they had made 'Massa . id Beelzebub. col 
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56 ?'kc Scoltfs of Silence. 
Buffalo Bill still leacling the way and puslling In a UI- 
rection that must bring him, he felt assured, to the 
Uigl~orn River. 
They marched along with lighter step, and when the 
halt was made at noon, the nature of the country was 
becoming s~ldll that Buffalo Bill ordered hoots off and 
to be replaced by rawhide moccasins. 
The mountain could be more readily climbed with 
the lighter and more ~ielcling footgear, and then the 
latter would leave no trails to speak of. 
"I think we can get over this range in front of us 
by nightfall, and I feel pretty sure the Bighorn River 
is beyond," said the chief as they once more resumed 
their way. 
Beelzebub hat1 now become himself again, and went 
up the mountain at a pace that even the roughened 
sinews of the scouts co~iltl not stand, and he got well 
ahead of them in the long, hard climb. 
Eut suddenly Buffalo Bill, who ~ v a s  nearest to him, 
and a few hundred yards behincl, saw I1in1 enter a pine 
thicket, and at the same tiine all saw a pumber of In- 
dians fleeing for li fe-all evidet~tly frightened at the 
appearance of the supposed black men. 
"Beelzebub has made a discovery," Cotly called back 
to Pawnee Bill. 
They all advanced and found, lying in the pine 
thicket, a prisoner. 
I t  m7as a white man. 
T T was securely l ~ o ~ ~ n t l ,  painfully so, and Beelzebub 
neeling 11y his side, unfasteniq the illon gs that 
The Scol~ts of Silence. 
were about his hands and feet, and which were IIIULII 
swollen and inflamed. 
But a glad- cry broke fro111 the Iips of Buffalo Bill 
as he arlvanced toward the prisoner. 
It was Doc Miner, the gold-boomer captain. 
"Ah, Miner, I am glad, indeed, to see you, and I 
]lave fo~incl it hard to believe you (lead," said the 
chief. 
"Only half dead, :\Ir. Cody; but you have saved 
me." 
"And glad we are, for we cleeply deplored nut hav- 
ing been able to do  so before." 
"You scared the Indians and they ran off and left 
111e." 
"Pards," saicl Cocly, "this is the mall who proved my 
fricnd, the gold-boomer captain, Doc Miner, as I have 
told you." 
The Inen pressed about bin? and grasped his swolle~i 
hands, which Ceelzebul:, had released. Turning to the 
ncgl-o, Buffalo Bill said : 
"!Vcll, Eeelzebub, you have kept your word and 
frightened the redskins into fits, so I kno\~r n o ~ v  surely 
that there is virtue in what you have asserted about 
black spirits being a terror to the Irldians of this Big 
I-Iorn country." 
Leavin<no trail 117ith their ran-hide shoes, the scout: 
soon after that turned their steps toxvard the base 
of t11c mountains and went along the range, Doc Miner 
going with them. 
"ile after mile they Ileld on, seeniing to Ix tire- 1' 
less. 
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The scouts still kept their faces and hantls blackcd 
well with burned cork; for they had realized the vir- 
tue of being blacked up in that country, and Doc Miner 
had transformed himself also, in appearance at  least, 
into a negro. 
Without a guard, the scouts lay down to sleep, and 
nothing disturbed their slumbers. 
The next mornitlg Pawnee Bill took a party hunt-  
ing up the valley with him, and Buffalo Bill and Beel- 
zebub began their first real search for the Lost Valley. 
The hunters were gone all day, and when they re- 
turned to the camp at sunset, they carried very heavy 
loads of various kinds of game. 
But Doc Miner and the two scouts who remained in 
the camp with him could give no  reply as to what 
I had become of Buffalo Bill and the negro. 
They had not put in an appearance, and it was cer- 
tainly thought that they should have done so. 
"Were it any one else than the chief, I would be 
anxious," said Pawnee Bill hopefully; but all could 
see that he was anxious, even though it was the chief. 
The scouts awaited supper for some time, and then 
ate it, as the chief and the negro did not return. 
The meal was, however, not enjoyed by any one. 
Bedtime came; and yet what could be clone? No one 
could go out at night to look for the missing chief and 
the negro. 
If nothing had happened, then Buffalo Bill would 
find the way to  the camp. All knew that the scout 
Nearillg the Lost Valley. 
A search 0.f the traps of the negro showed 1 
had gone also prepared for a stay, if necessary 
At last the scouts decided to retire, and Pa\\lliLl; Ulll 
put the best face on the nonreturn of the chief by 
saying that they had doubtless gone so far, made some 
discovery, and, t o  carry out their intention, had decided 
to camp where they were for the night, to  be on the 
spot early in the morning, rather than return to camp. 
Dawn came, but the chief and the negro had not re- 
turned. One of those who appeared to  be most anx- 
ious about the chief was Doc Miner. H e  wanted to 
go on the search, but this Pawnee Bill would not hear 
of. . . 
"We will all go, and divide in twos, save myself, and 
i f  we cannot find their trail, we will go the way we 
think they rnust have gone. You take care of the 
camp, Doc, and each one of us, as he gives up the 
'search, will come in; ollly I do  not wisl~ any man to  
give up until he is certain that he cannot find the chief, 
and must get back here by night. Now, pards, let us 
be off." 
Such was Pawnee Bill's order to his conlrades, and 
they all started on their search. 
And in the lone camp Doc Miner remained by him- 
self, watching them as they disappeared on different 
trails, and musing to himself in a very determined 
way. 
"Buffalo Bill must bc dead or alive; : 
dead, he shall be avencr 
2 found, 
ecl !" 
that, perhaps, he wo~ild tell hlrn more than he thus far  
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thither by some one else, and had simply left there 
to endeavor to  find his way to a place where Ite could 
get word of him, the chief of scouts, ~vllo was to  he --.-, wen1 on ror some rnues, a11u L ~ I C  vni le \  
secretly urged f 
As they came out into the la 
stance-had no 
had been unak nd out from Beelzebub, who 
would tell nothnng Irlvre than he had made up his are sur 
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knows , whar I i 
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mind c 
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l U L l  
"Yes, 
"FOII 
( ( T T - -  
should, 
alone w zebub, a .. .nd havi . . .  
negro 1 led to I> ring h i ~ r  I ,  Buffal o Bill tl 
I are?" 
"I don't just grasp your meaning, Beelzeb ' " 
"I-have been in dis valley before, sah." 
"Ah 1" 
"I has kilt game here, sah." 
"Then you think you recognize where yor 
"I knows it, sah." 
"You believe you can find your way from here 
the Lost Valley ?" 
"I kin, sah." 
''What do you recognize about this valley?" 
"If I is right, sah, you see den1 cliffs way yonder 
"Yes." 
"Dein is over de cafion where dey used ter git go1 
"Where are they now?" 
"In de Lost Valley, sah." 
"Can you go there f rotn here ?" 
"If dem cliffs yonder is over cle gold cafion, I E 
sah." 
"Shall we go to the cliffs?" 
('Yes, sah." 
"They are some miles from here." 
"I knows dat, sah, hut right along." 
The negro started off down the valley in a way t 
told the scout that he was in earnest, that he I 
certainly "found himself"-or, that is, gotten his bf 
ings from some familiar scene before him. 
H e  kept up a rapid pace, Buffalo Bill Iteeping cl 
I.- his side. 
The cliffs loomed up nearer and nearer, and at 
the scout and the negro were alnlost under the1 
shadow., 
"Massa Bill ?" 
"Well, Beelzebub." 
"You see dat break yonder in de cliffs?" 
"S7es." 
"It is a cafion, sah." 
"Well." 
"It runs back from where you see de open place 
sah, and dere big spring yonder dat flow down d 
cafion, and clere is whar dey found de gold." 
"The gold hoonlers ?" 
"Yes, sah." 
"Then they are there now?" 
('NO, sah; dey ain't." 
"IVhy not?" 
"Dey in de Lost Valley." 
"Do you know how to get there from here?" 
"Yes, sah; but you jist wait right here until I g 
up to cle break in de cliff and take a peep in fust." 
"All right; go ahead, and I'll wait here, Beelzebub. 
The negro went forward alone, began to clin~b up 
the steep roclts to the break in the cliff, and, watching , 
, him, Buffalo Bill saw him peep cautiously over, as . 
though he expected to  see an enemy beyond. 
A moment he remained thus, and then came a dis 
tant report of a rifle that echoed and reichoed amon 
the cliffs, and Buffalo Bill ! 
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"Yes, dead as ther devil. I chipped him atw le to  hesitate Ic 
3w a crime t o  g eyes. Come along, and we'll plant him." 
The scout remained behind the bowlder. 
1 wnen ne cou~u Drlng me perpetrator t o  UWUA.  fiord to wait; for  he knew that 
houghts went like lightning through his mind. ear, and would so011 be in srght. 
'e thought of the people of Lost Valley that the - TLc. vllC ~n sight had fired on the negro, knowlnpl 
-0 had risked,so much to rescue. Could they have 
d their rescuer ? 
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1 Bill he :ard; yet lo, Rock :s, yer g 
An U?zseerz Eizellly. 
58 "It does; but we'll do  ther killin', as has just beell 
done in this case of ther nigger; but let's drag hill1 
I seen. pockets, and see what he's wuth to us outside 
fired the shot. on, fer it's too n~uch  like work ter plant him." 
"Sure." 
"How'd he git out?" 
"Who knows; fer I thought he'd give up trying long 
19 ago. 
"He didn't though, if he's here." 
"No, he didn't; but there can't be more of 'em out." to the side of the rock nearest to  which thej 
"You bet ther ain't, and they won't be no 111ore; so 
we've got it our way, sure." A moment more and they came within ten 
"We has ef our two pards comes hack all right." him, and would have come full upon him, whe 
"They'll git here, fer  gold will fetch 'em, you bet." denly they were confronted by a tall form and 
"Then we'll be rich for our nat'ral lives." 
"We will, and hev something ter leave after death. "Hands up, both of you!" 
Mle played to.win, and we got ther ganle; only I don't 
like this nigger getting out." 
"Me nuther." 
"More might." 
"Not ef they come ther way he did; for thar ain't 
more men kin do it that I'm acquainted with." 
"Nor me; but I wishes our two pards \~oulcl git 
back with the horses, for it's after time some weeks, 
and provisions is running low." 
"Yes, and gold won't buy food in this country." 
"No; all we has got won't git tts a meal if we was 
starving." 
"That's so ; but suppose me keep a eye on ther valley, 
for if we sees more of 'em gittin' out, it means death 
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At tlze Revolzfer's Mztzcle. 
t/zg Revol.r~c~~'s ildztc.zle. 
-_.: men had stood watching the every moveillellL 01 
covered liis revolver, ant1 aiding in binding them "We ain't got no  camp," said oi~e.  
"See here, men. You sought to  kill this negro para 
is a marvel. I 
then1 tied together, Beelzebub-there, hat you have a 
camp here, for you came fro111 the camp of those 
kept sitting on the ground. "That's so, Massa Bill, fer 
being nained Toin Vail ancl t U L I ~ C ~  ~liey calls Rocks. 
theill thus with his own lariat. dey want ter kill me I doesn't know, fer I never did 
"T\ionr, Beelzebub;" and he 
felt sorry for 'em; but dere i~lust be two more of 'em, 
ent-.re minutes. to make you, and which you will not lilte." 
athing the wouiicl with n The scout had unnround his lariat, so that they could 
billding it up wit11 a b; 
out said : * 
We has a lcetle canip clo\vn the valley, if you want 
\\rill soon wea 
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de Lost Valley.' 
At t]?e Revolver's M ~ t x l e .  
hands, and draw on the cabin's larder for  his Sup- 
A fire was smoldering outside of the cabin, and this 
was replenished, 2nd soon a dinner of roast potatoes, 
CHAPTER XI. 
bacon, venison, hoecake, and coffee was prepared. 
PREPARING A WELCOME. 
Buffalo Bill would have liked to have returned to  his 
still somewhat dazed by the wound in his head, and 
he did not just know how it would turn out. 
The scout had seen similar wounds prove fatal when 
least expected, and i f  the negro was left to guard the 
two prisoners, he might lapse into unconsciousness, and 
there might be a possibility of the men getting free. 
Then, too, he knew what had been said by the two 
men of the par'ds they were expecting. 
They were overdue, and might never come; and yet, 
again, if they did happen to  come that very night, it 
would mean sure death to Beelzebub should he be left 
So the scout decided to remain, and after the meal ' 
was over, he secured the prisoners, left Beelzebub in 
charge, ancl started out to reconnoiter. 
He was not long in finding a trail leading into a wild 
cafion, through which flowed a stream like a river in 
wet weather, but at  other times was dry. 
Going down this, the scout saw that he had struck 
the gold beds of the people of the Lost Valley. 
I t  was a case of placer mining, the wash frc 
nlountans of the particles of gold, and - yet - th 
and  hovel had been brought i~ l to use : 
Irn the 
le pick 
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to be 111 "Yc he pines 
, rifle ir I hand, ore secu: re, but I mn the 
and be ready to drop those men if they attelllpt to 
run away." 
"Yes, sah; 1'11 do it." CHAPTER XII. 
"J-Iide a short distance off in the pines. NOW, are 
TAKEN IN MOST CLEVERLY. you ready?" 
"Yes, sah." That the chief of scouts had made no mistake in hi 
"All right. 1'11 wait in the cabin to  welcome them." surmise as to who the two horsemen were was prove] 
The negro shouldered his rifle and walked to a place by the sound of hoofs corning up the cafion. 
of I~itIjiig, with the scout by his side. Beelzebub saw by the moonlight two men; with'fiv 
Then Buffalo Bill returned to the cabin and closed led horses, two carrying packs, pass by him. HI. 
the door, to await the arrival of the visitors. fleard one say : 
"1'11 be sartin afore I make a ireak, for we don' 
I 
know what has happened in ther three mc*-~'-o -nrn 
has been away." 
I 
"All right; 1'11 wait here," was the answe1 
The first speaker then rode on alone to  iuc: L ~ V U  
and called out : 
The two prisoners writhed in agony of spirit, but 
Buffalo Bill, imitating the voice of Rocks, and having , 
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Beelzeb~ib!" called out the scout, and the I two of the other horses had bridles and saddles 
31,1al15 to the cabin at  the call, having followe hem for the use of the men who \\?ere to ride 
last ma1 
from the scou~ a b ~ ~ l l l l l l l t (  IL,Il the face, but roll1 ttle conversat~on or the four men, ~juttalo 
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his hea 
went to lead the horses to water and to change then 
to a fresh grazing ground. 
This was acco~nplished by the time Beelzebub hac, 
breakfast done, and as the chief came up, he found the 
prisoners talking earnestly with the black, who called 
I 
out : I 
"Massa Bill, what you think dese bad gemmens I '  
want me to  do just now?" 
"Kill me, I suppose, and set them free." 
"Lorcly, Massa Bill, you read minds same as you 
does a book." 
"It does not require tnuch mind reading, Beelze- 
bub, to know that they offered you big money to  turn 
against me." 
-- 
"That's just what they did do, sah give me 
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yot1." '% 
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88 A Secret Discovered. A Secret Discovered. 
When within a short distance of the end, Buffalo 
"We are after you, chief, for, as you did not put in 
Bill halted suddenly and cried: 
an appearance last night, we got anxious-" 
"See there, Pawnee !" "W]lere's the black giant ?" called out Pawnee Bill. 
"Why, it looks as though this end of the pass had 
"Safe, but by a miracle only, for  he got a wound 
been blasted out with powder." 
that was a very close call." "That is just what it was, Pawnee, and-we have 
"Fell on the rocks, I suppose, sir." 
found it-see! The Lost Valley lies before us!" and 
"No, he was shot." Buffalo Bill's voice rang like a trumpet through the 
Then Buffalo Bill told of the discovery so f a r  made, 
2nd the capture of the four gold boo~ners; ancl, learn- 
Pawnee Bill fairly started at the ringing words of 
ing that the scouts were scattered in search of lliln, he 
said : The chief of scouts, since his meeting 
row, and Pawnee Bill will go with me now, and see 
He had given his pledge to the negro to  answcr rrlc 
if we cannot make further discoveries." call upon hini for aid, to  go with hi111 on ~vllat to 
Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Bill went back down the FIe had pushed on against all dangers, all obstacles, 
valley. 
and his intent was to triumph. 
,As' the break in the cliff was reached, Buffalo Bill With very little to work upon, a mystery to solve, 
let1 the way up the steep hillside, and the two continued he had at last found the El Dorado. There before on through the narrow pass. him was the Lost Valley. 
EufTalo Rill had an idea that he would make some The two scouts stood gazing through the pass c1olvn 
discovery by going through that pass that severed the upon the valley, for it lay far below them. 
range. 
It \\.as no  wonder that a triumphant sniile I 
As they drew near the farther end, they could see about the 1110~1th of Buffalo Bill and his dark eyes,  
through the opening that a large valley lay far  l~elow 
them, a thousand or more feet. 
He had come to the end of the long and perilous 
The pass had narrowed to  less than a hundred feet, trail. The situation was a striking one to  both men. and arose in solid walls of rock far above them. 
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A Secret Discon)ercd. -.--- 
"What a beautiful picture it is." 
"Beautiful, indeed. The negro told the truth, 
Pawnee." 
"He certainly did, but why did he not tell sooner!'" CHAPTER XIV. 
"That remains to be seen, and there is sollle mystery 
about his not doing so.'' A S T R A N G E  S T O R Y .  
"I-IoW to get down there is the cluestion." Pawnee Bill looked with interest as he a1 
not from this side." Beelzebub, revolver in hand, lay on the pine stram 
"That is evident, but Beelzebub \sill know." 
I t  is t o  be hoped so, but it looks to me like a pe 
, bowl into which you must tumble to get there Jeither the negro nor his prisoners heard i 
SO it does." roaching, but the latter heard Rocks sayir 
After a close search of the cliff all around throq See here, nigger, don't you be fool enough to think 
the glass, Buffalo Bill said: four of US is goin' ter hang, and that one of us 
"1 can discover no break anywhere in the walls." ~ ' t  git away, and that we will kill you sure as the 
"What do you think was the cause of blasting th shines if you don't let us go. That fool, Buffalo 
cliff to pieces with powder, Cody?" , has gone off trustin' you, and our horses ain't 
"I cannot see t h r o ~ ~ g h  it, but Beelzebub must kno7 away, so ure can all pack some provisions on, Ioad 
and we'll go and hunt hiln up, for  there is no need 1 up with gold, and be far away afore he comes ,back. 
our remaining at the camp where I left him and the ( As yo ,  say you are all on foot, ther s c o ~ ~ t s  kin never 
prisoners with that valley at hand." 
"NO, we will go there." your clays as a rich man." 
1st not be caught on the way. Come, we will 1 one time. You gemmen is as bad as you kin be, 
er  Beelzebub." I'm on ter your whole game now, though them in 
[ valley don't know it. When dey does, your neck. 
~ ' t  be worth nothin', I is a-thinltin', gemmens." 
Good for you, Beelzebub !" 
'he nePro sprang to  his feet, and was face to facL 
~d Pawnee Bill. 
Bill 
7 .  .." 
goi thar 
and k .  
1. "'" 
C woc 5 2 
1 Bill an 
1 than a .. , 
:he scout 
1g : 
/1 Sfratt.qf Sfol*?'. ''5 
Sfrnt~<jc Story. 
, , , , l1.t : ~ t  '11rlset cnlll(' \~11:1t 
The four prisoners sco~vlecl ant1 rntittcrctl curses 
all tllouC\lt 
a .arthquxke or  ~ ~ l r a n r ' .  :'nl! ( 1 ~  
"L\-ell, Bcelzcbub, JW lia\.c fount1 your 1,ost \'alle hole frollt of (le r \ l l i  fell in to  ( 1 ~  vn'!'?. 
"Done found it,  hlassn Bill?" uDcre anti fire ant1 c ' l l l h  $0 n':!. tlp 6 I 
yes,  we went through the brm1< i l l  the clili aher de a i r ,  allll tllrre pr~,ple i : ~  ilc \.nll('? \v:lG kilt 
I 
)u so nearly lost your lifc ycstcr(lny." tad -or,e ITlal,, l,I,c \ , ( , I I~xI ,  : i ~ i ( l  3 l i ~ ~ l ~  :::+-11n(l :'I! 
"J'es, sah, you ltin see it f rom tlicrc." lva5 scarc(l, Pall. \Vllrn rler a( rc .r'lcrc (lc l lcXt I 
I 
''I have sent Lasso Lar ry  t o  uor camp niter the day, SLlndng, (le!. cnllle to rle ct-lic!rlsi~ri llat (lr. four 
9's. and we will all go -olon.n into tllc valley wlien min, ,,,, rer,, Renllnm, ilere. 1,nh let clc p(l\\(:cr i 
ep conle." on fire blclY 111) tlc cl'ff n~ ld  1\t.17)v Im‘) i 
2' rude laugh came from the prisoners, and Ceelze- qtIt I rlo\,. I < ~ ~ , ~ ~  dnt SCTT3Tl lCi lq  I ) l r~~ .c ( l  up flat 
~b said: ,jig 0" parpose, sail. (!.it ~lc!. i l l . ~ ' l :  S I ~  all cle $!nlr' I 
" H ~ J v  YOU goin' t o  git down dere, Massa Bill?" ,hat \\.as foulltl in ,lc callon a1:(1 keep it. 1 nuiv 
"By the trail." . . 
mo\,c (lat (lev \\qrk hard t c,r ~l :nl )re : t1Yi.o oi 
"What trail, sah ?" a ,vent off aftcr hor+c\. ;\il(! cle cllllcr t\\.cj 5l;lY llerc uqtl l  
"IS there no  trail?" 1 
"No, sah." they come back. 
< C  "Yer see, cab, as clc rilcrl hunr cdtl in ~ 3 - l > ~ l .  
did those people get there, then ?' 
ant1 i t  is so far frnnl tlc valley. plc.r~ty o i  l ) r ~ ' w i ~ i ~ ~ n c  I 1 
"Dere was a trail den, sah, but only one, ma li were \ 
nras kept here in tlis cnl)iii, anfl clr! li:.I> all 11t.y v n n t .  lr0~%h de pass and down tle sitle of de  cliff. 
But, hIassa Bill, tlcn~ poor pcclpic i l l  dc v:tlic\- w:~.; P , 
"It were mighty dangerous fe r  wagons, sah, but I 
'I fer de people ter walk. Dcy settle down 
same a< in jail, for tlcy coril(1r~'t $1 w i t  1 1 1 ( 1 1 ~  fc1.I 
so sorry for 'en1 tlat T snv 1 try tcr cli-?il) \I!) rliff.; a I de $ah, and SO innny inen work dere each 
ant1 go for help. \\rcll. snli, tlc c.n;,'n o i  tlc f(llk.: tr.11 
i 
ay' making and de Others cO1ne up and 
n~e i f  I got out, T mu.1 g r ,  for y,lil. for ! ,ti by;,< Unt fer gold in de a e o n  we carne through, and find 
good little bit, too. Saturday iligllt (ley all went a partic'lar fricntl of hiqti." 
Own in de to preach, pray, sing. and rest o k r  "\\'hat is his name ?" 
i u n d a ~ ,  f o r  In-t of 'em mighty good f "hlassa Jack 'I?oticliil~. snll." 
;a turda~,  Massa Bill, all went but four "Jack Boncliill ! \\'11y, he is n q  nltl ~ c o ~ l t  nrifl x I -1 
ley is, right here now. very dear pard. T o w  illy lifc t o  liirl~ ninrlv tirl~rs. I 1 4  
ccnp" 'lad heen - - on de r God bless his old solil! So Jack T(nrlr\iiII i<  tI:c. cnptairl 
of these gold booiners of the Lost Valley. ~ ? c e l ~ e ~ > ~ i ~ r  ?'* 
u c y  11 







6 A Strarrge Story. 
"Yas, sah, and he tell rlle ter find you, but not tell 
you no more than rlat dere is peoplc lost here and 
I 
great trouble, ant1 wants you to come and sabe ' 1  - 
for you was de only man as could." 
"That is saying a great deal, Black Pard." 
"It at11 true, sah." 
"I'll vouch for that, Beelzebub, for no other r 
ould have brought us here." 
"We came under Beelzebub's prescription of bl 
aces, Pawnee, until we reached our last camp, ,uL. 
:now, when we washed off our false colors," said 
3uffalo Bill. 
nan I 
"The blackened faces saved us, no  tloul~t, Cody, 
nore than once, btit still that does not take from your 
>ringing us here." 
< I  Yes, you is ther Inan thet c'u'd (lo it. and cuss ye 
fer doin' it, Buffalo Bill," growled Rocks. 
% 
Buffalo Bill laughed and thetl said : 
II  Go on with your story, Beelze1,uh." 
I<  Well, Massa Bill, dere ain't much inore ter tell, 
sah," resumed Beelzebub. 
1 certainly got out of the valley." 
sah." 
\lr did yoti do it ?" --- ,. 
"Well, 
place I lc 
-I",,,, a*.. 
, sah, I am built like a cat, ant1 kin climb 
in gil a grip on. T went around hunting f 
p l a ~  c r  git LIP, and at  last secrl a shcli 
some two hundred feet up. I ."we b~tilt a ladcler, and I rlel.t up it, rlriiili' 
iron nail . icc le crev cliff ter hold it ( 
,{,itll ropes, though it t ~ l k  weeks ter git ter that 
si~elf, I got thar. r 
"~ro l l l  derc I c'u'tl slirlg my lasso up t o  a tree in 
de forty feet away, and catch it. I tie m y  lasso 
I 
elld to de &elf in de cliff to colue back by, and a t  last 
I climb up to de tree. 
"Den I see11 another tree I c'u'd lariat, sah, and I 
got dere, too. 1 \#.ere den jist al)out four hundred 
feet up de si(1e of  de cliff, and it lied tuk me weeks ter 
work up dere. 
('1 jy~nt  on from dere, ant1 seen I C ' L I ' ~  clinil> up 
de balance of de way, so I conclutlctl I were all right. 
]>en I return to tle valley, and it were ticklish work. 
'%ut I got my wecpons. n1y camp outfit, and pro- 
visions, and start once more, eljcry 1nnn sayin' hc 
~vouldn't risk i t ,  nohon.. Dey a11 secn me go up, and 1 I 
(ley pray for nie. I liccrtls tletn pray a s  I clitnb up 
and up. 
"Many tirnes I alniost take a tuml~lc, but I catch 
1$ myself, and at last reach dc top. T {rave my hat and 
I 
try ter llollcr fer joy, but I c'u'dn't d o  it, and I fell I I 
right down, I were so ~vcak-kneed, Den I start on 
dat long tramp. ITassa Bill, anti fintl yon; hut I slveaf' 
ter hiIassa Jack Roiichill I tlnn't tell n o  one but you, , I  
for he say (ley ct1111 and roll 'en1 of de gold dey 
found, for nobody in de valley know dese four  gem- 
mens was so bad, and feel sorry for  'ern, thinking i I 
[ley was deatl: but here dey was, plottin' ter git da t  i 1 I. 
gold all dc titue. E L  
Story. 
. T 
A Strange Sto 
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savagelj Bill replied : 
elzebub, ' heroes, and a 
mave anu noble a man as ever w e d ,  be he whitt 
blacl iskin. These fc  did pre 
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rl;@ and keep those people in the valley, which you 
they were a lost people as well. 
nd them, and we have not corn 
1 1 3  llUL LU yet them out of their trouble, fo 
with us. told me to  brin; 
:lzebub, id so, in additio~ 
ro xwnicn we nave tnose of me s ~ x  Satans and Do 
9 s  party, so that we mt 
of lariats, which we ca 
the aid of blanlzt 
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A Strangc Story. 101 , 
A Strange Story. 
awnee Bill, with lariats swung over their shoulders, I 
pass farther along, which YULI can blast dowll to 
I 
walked down the ledge toward the valley. 
1 I 
the trail." They came to within fifty feet of the t 
saw that a few more blasts would open the way, 
f 
I 
1ne11 will be here then," was shouted back in the clear they went down on their ladder of lassos, made j 
tones of Buffalo Bill, and a great cheer arising told to the rocks. 
11i1n he had been heard, and hope filled every heart. Who can describe the joy of all, the greeting t 
The scouts all assembled at night in the cabin in the Buffalo Bill, Pawnee Bill, and Beelzebub met with 
caiion, and were hilarious over the capture of the four I3ut Buffalo Bill and his scout comrade told all t 
traitors and the success of the expedition thus far. the negro was the hero, that he had done all, for 
The next morning all assembled upon the cliff, and it was who had wandered so long and faithfully alone I 
Beelzebub led the way to the other pass, and it could 
\ 
in his tratnp to save them. 
be seen that a little blasting 1vouIc1 cut it down to the And the story was told of the treachery of four of 
I 
I 
ledge, a natural road, which had been destroyed at  their ntuiiber, and Buffalo Bill made the request, as 
both the upper and lower'ends by the treachery of the they were in the way of all hands worlcing upon the 
I 
four prisoners. cliff, that they be taken care of by guards in the 
The people in the valley were already at work, and valley. 
lariats were tied together and lowered, to be drawn up They were then sent for, and their livid jaws 
again with kegs and cans of powder. showed their dread at meeting those they had so cruelly 
This was put in the most advantageous places, a wronged. y 1 ' 
train was laid, a signal given to those in the valley to Back to the cliff went Buffalo Bill and h 
stand from under, and then the mountain shook under 
- i panions that night, and when they glanced uown I -'- k 
the explosion. the valley the following morning, four objects w ( 
seen that were not there the day before. 
The scouts gave a cheer as they saw the success of 
But at  a glance the scouts saw that they were gal- 
F 
their first blast. 
lows, upon each of which a human for111 was swinging. . I 
For days this was kept up, and then the pass was The people of the valley had punished the traitors 1: clear to the ledge, so that a man could pass through it. in their own way. P 
Then the work in the valley was begun, and again And while the four forms swung to and fro, the b 
and again the mountain trenihled under the giant gold boomers worked on untiringly; the rocks were 
shocks given its base. blasted; the way made cl , 
Days went by, and then Buffalo Bill, Beelzeb~ 
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The Faker. 105 I 
- f  this town has not heard and seen me L V - I I I g I l ~ -  I 
not me, but my works and what I am doing. Some 1 
have just joined the crowd. I cannot impose upon 
/I I 
CHAPTER XV. those who have listened to  me so courteously by re- 
peating what I have said, or doing over again what 
I i 
THE FAKER. I have done. But I must repeat this: I am not here 
I i 
"why is that crowd gathered there. Cody?" as one compensated according to  the business I do. 
i 
"There's little use in guessing at it, Patwee. Sup- I am working on a safary-or I would not be able 
pose we g o  and see." to do as I am doing. I confess that I have not the 
The great scout and his pard were seated in front --pita1 to carry on an advertising business of the kind 
of the hotel in Golden Gulch. I t  tvas early in the have outlined. But 1- am honest and try to  give 
e\~elling. The street was quite deserted, save fo r  the y employers-the biggest and wealthiest jewelry 
crowd mentioned by Pawnee Bill. )use in the tvorld-full I-alue for  \\.hat they pay me.'' J 
1 6  
The Major Lillie-that was Pawnee Advertising." whispered Pawnee Rill. 
Billss right name-looked down the street, where, ''Wait," responded the scoiit. "This is going to be 
I 
at some distance from them, there shone, thro~lgh the eresting." 
earlr darkness, the glow of two lights, between which ''And for  that reason," coiitinued the illan on 
might be see11 the head and shoulders of a man loon1- rtform, "I try to be as earnest as I can. 1 told 4 -- 
ing above those clustered about him. ittle while ago that I was going to  sell some little 
A few minutes later, Buffalo Bill and Pawnee Bill ver rings for fifty cents, and that, with each ring 
were on the outskirts of the crovld, listell- ;old, I would give a ticket calling for one dollar. 
ing to the speaker, who stood on a  litf form. The le purchaser might keep the ring and receive back 
lights shone down on his interesting face, bringing lollar, thus making fifty cents in addition to  having 
--a+ :7 c l e a  relief the heavy lines that marked it. His ' ring-which is not costly, but which is at least 
lrth the money. When I had finished sellillg i I black hair, which he brushetl back fro111 his 
,cad now and then, made him one tvho ~ o u l d  be gs, I redeemed the tickets. I won't ask for cc I 
d in almost any assemblage. nation of that-every illan in the cro~vcl Itnolvs tf 
tile two scouts joined the crowd, the speaker's made good. There are perhaps here nt 
rho are four bits riches than they ~ n d  have 
E 
lieen and alert, noted them. I 
"1 am sorry," he said at once, his voice lo\\., retty little sing for their sn-eethea b 
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The Faker. 1 I 
106 2 a t  the hotel e 1 
ou, tlowever, that I may not be able to ma . hunting Icnife I 11 in these parts for  m e  
ffer agai might. I shall 1 I r, And with ,ez e I would give a ticket 
,g for ~ T Y O   doll^.^. - --ter selling the knives- ver my :e if the thing 
ty o l  you had lllade up your il~iilds illat low con1 
square then-I did redeem those tickets He dre 
i 
elve two dollars to each holder of a knife. So :yed the 
ade goo1 lough to allow his hearers ro pre 
ral to  a: do this. hat he was almut to say. 
which I "Now, here it is," he coniinued, turnlng ana *a< 
, just as rst one tl and then anotl 
I 
3ing to  r ve dollars each, en coine 
personal contact wit11 tne citizens of the country, atches-sliver, mlnd you!-not gold, as lllally I 1 
of the I voultl do, giving you fake stuff-but watches I comes well known. The 
housand: ;ht say a  nill lion dollars vorth twice that amount on accot~nt of the I 
vvcL,-l~~it whenever a man who has purchased .I ICCLIUII of the works. I shall not go into unintar- 
one of these agt ts to buy something that 3 how tl ches are 
eople supply, jeh d cutlery-he always re- nto then men do  
51 
bers hear in^ the aticlll. and seeing him give- ulub-v~u wanr results, ana you will have to  t 
: results 
~~riosi ty,  1 I
ilncl, ne paused again, leanlng t a r  iorward, trier rnonve-ana ~naices 111s purchase i ~ y  rnal~. 
, I make solenin oath that I shall make absolutely ng arm outstretched, "n I watch I am go 
ng out of my sales to you, nor will the housc give a ticlcet that call: lot ten dollars, 
h I rep1 Those cf who have heard five dollars, nor two doll&>, llvl m e  dollar-but that 
know th )sition to make. 11s for a preser I will hi in 
you are all not keep you is case. Perhap! ' you wi aPs 
1 longer. at the hotel f o ~  )u will think t h a ~  I udve been stanuing up nere and 
Any ( ~t t o  see me, or ing all this time. The fewer watches I sell, the I 
1 
F 
in any v r in ~vllich I have e firm loses. The advertisement will be just as gc 
I sell but one watch, for the Inan who buys t YUUl  
it1 th C 
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The Fake?-. 
one watch wyll get his present, atld the whole town I 
%rill ktlow a little while how lucky he was- In a moment 1 shall put them on sale, and 1L lb lrnI I 
N T ~ ~ ~ ~  who believe in mer have this chance. lie- terial to me whether you buy or not. I should I 
nleIllber I have told you that I do not know whether however, to sell at least one watch, so that those 
or 170t I shall be able to make this offer to-mOrrow do 110t ~ L I Y  inay fi11d out what fools-yes, ' ' 
Iligllt. But I repeat that I shall be here. NOW for were not to trust me." 
the watches. Remember, I give a ticl<ct that calls for Buffalo Bill turned to  Pawnee, a strange 
lVorth-I shan't say how much. Of course, the firm '(And llow," continued the man 011 the platform, 
gives away no fortune, hut the presellt will be worth "1 want to repeat that my name is Craig Newton, and 
at  least as much as two of the \vatches. 
SanY, of New y o r k  City. I t  is a new con- i 
very rich. You will receive literature from 
I 
y or  cutlery, remmber  me and the way in I 
have treated you. Now for the watches. 
, 
ing on the representations I have made, 
things I have clone, and the fact that with each Mra 
et calling for a present from me-who v 
Another silence followed. Man turned to  man, a 
derisive laughter was heard everywhere. Then able value of the present I shall give." 
"Wo~l't be worth nuthin'," came a voice from the 1gh voice shouted : 
crowd. "I guess, mister, ye don't know wot sor 11 
"That remains to be seen," replied the faker, wit* got ter deal n~i' out here. W e  don't stan' fer -.- II i 
t dignity. )lin' an' ef er feller humbugs us, 11e won't git outer 
Te must think es how we're er gang o' fools,' vn feelin' very con~fortable. Ye ain't done nuthin' 
L 
L ~ L I , ~  another cry. ter make us mad, an' ye better stop afore ye g p C  1 
I further. Tal advice 11 We see yer game," called a third. 
'1 
f you are all so wise," remarked the tna IWS." 
---- 6 < T  q general shout a l J g r ~ ~ a l  VVCIIL  l l V l l l  would advise you not to p u r r h ~ ~  - 4  ,l~+LLLI 
wd. but the tall, black-haired man on the platfo~ 
I I : 
vet 
re ther 















"He'll git out qn~ck  es he kin when he sees rnet he 
can't fool 
ther same. 
"Now tnar rne gentleman nas nau his 
tit faker, " that I n 
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house will make r 
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munity like this." 
e the man on the m, and 
ol]ar bill t o  him. The tall tiian handerl into the tr; nd took 
le had been holding, and with it a slilall 
Then he 1c ad loolte 
L---l - - -  Buffalo Bill placed both in his pocltet "I believe rnar vou ~urchased the ~varcn r np s: 
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HIS manner, as he adclressed Buftalo BIII, was q~ 
differeitt from that which he had 
in speaking to  the crowd. I t  wa: 
tallzing- to  another. 
he tall I hout rep 
:e the ch an lckage i r  
d l 1 1  L I I U  L[ I~ILLC- -CL 3 C I  sure thine LL1 YL,"  came 
it, rne man spoKe again. 
"I don't know whether L a resicl 
town or not," he saicl, "but ne that n 
,.., .-11 man went on, I nrre remains notrilrlg LO 11" here know you. I would llke to  have the men n 
le ticket calls for. But feel sure that you are not a confet 
this: I supposed that I would like to have you show th, 
you were nood sports, hlte most of the men who live is only fai and the 
orrt i 11 
it ma! 
,, 1,- 
riIs y one else?" cam 
black-ha~rea man, and there was a 1 x 1  
e the clul 
- -  - 1 - - 1  
estion f r  
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I 12 The Faker. Tlze Falier. 
thet war straighter than he aire. EveryMdy knows ;ume the purchaser, whom you all seem to Know, 
hitn-'cept yerself, 1 guess." 
box of wood. 
I ten crowded about Buffalo Bill, aski~lg questions 
He foulld Pawnee Bill, and the two toward 
sparkle of the brilliant metal. 
"Counterfeit !" 
" 'Tain't gold et all !" 
"Fake !" 
"Run 'im outer town!" 
-- 
le faker's long arm was raised, his hand open, 
~g for silence. 
'ime will tell whether the coin is a counterfeit, 
the metal of the locket is gold. 
I 
he lleard once jllorc the smothered word. Ile placed his I 
ban([ on the knob and t~zr~icd it gclltly. 
It ,,,as absolutc~y d:~k hl thc hall, and, as the scout 
1 
I 
CHAPTER XCVI. opo,ed the door, whicli, he found, unlocked, no 
]igllt penetratetl the npartlllcllt. 
CWJG NEWTON ATTACKED. F~~ a llloment he stood in the half-open door, 1;s- 
'dvhen they reached the hotel, Pawnee Bin and fb tening. l\gain a yoicc- -\lso the scraping 
+.I.:-t -2 '- ---'.--I r -  Ll-- - - . - l A L  - . ,  .L ,., , of feet on the flool'. 
lcCowards !" heard the voice Say. 
ut anray from his He tried to  placc the spcakcr in the darklless. A 
1 
i 
n thinking of, when it second longer hhc hesitated, then suddenly struck a 1 I 
match, and7 by its light, darted to tllc relief o f  the I 
ready to respond to the failltest call that his sleep man he now saw XIS I)eing attaclccd by two 
came to him. fellows. And the man who was at the tnercy of the 
So it was that, not long after he had dosed hi others Craig Ncnrton. 
eyes, the king of scouts found himself &ting u The tall, black-haired nlml was on the floor* each 
straighr in his bed. What hat! mrakened him he di hand gripping the throat of one of his ad~~ersaries* 
not know, btlt there was in his llrain the consciou while one of the Irctter held, poised ahore Ne~j'ton's 
ness that something was WronK, head, a long knife, \vhicll glean1ed in the light from 
Suddenly he did hear a sound. I t  was like the gr the match of the scout. 
% wood apins t  stone. And it brought to Buffalo "Do what you can with the mnn you're holding with 
a feeling, inexplicable, but deep, that he your right liai~d," said Ruffalo Eill, as he scizecl the 
needed. one with the kniie. "I'll attend to  the other." 
H e  was on his feet in a moment, standing- mot And then, in the darlcness of  the roo111 of the little 
less, to tell whence the sound came. The Western hotel, there ensucd a terrific hand-to-hand 
was again, and it came surely froln the room battle, the scout grappling urith one of N e ~ ~ ~ t o n ' ~  as- 
to him. sailar~ts, the tall inan with the other. 
Then Bill heard a ~ o r d  spoken. Not cl Nor did Nelvtot~ stop to inquire \\rho it \vas thxt - and -- distinctly, but a muffled worcl. had thus come to his rescue. H e  uttered not a ~~\lord. \ 
But, from the sounrls the scout heard, he was sure I 




I 16 Cmy Ne~epton Attacked. 
I 
the king of scouts. 
sharp thud. 
"Ah," muttered Buffalo Bill, and then, w 
There isn't anything for me to do cscept side with tlie 
ked.  Craig Newt of z Attac 
. 9 
z Attac, ked. 
Llffa]o. Bill as he uttereu these worns, anu, 
ling to 1 flected on the tall 
1's face 
"You see, Jewton, ~nopplng his face with his lllL c~nd tried LV K I L L  me, anu now 
I handkercl~ie 3s sleeping peacefully when these loose, after 1, with  OX ince, ha( 
fellows wok They c\idIl't intend to do it, of But, after  all, there 2 in objec 
-se, but I am a light sleeper, and when they began 
'eel around underneath my pillow, where I often "'They n~ouldn't spread the story, 
e some valuables, I naturally woke up. Thank YOU 
your timely he& put themselves in a hewer lig' ' " 
ng on f "That is my main reason f ,  You se'erned to 
~ c k  the match," replied the scout, treatin: continued the tall man. 
as lightly as the black-haired man had done. Buffalo Bill nras 
But it couldn't have lasted," returned Newtoff 
:Idy, "I had a feeling that there was a knife some- "So," he ven t  on 1 
:re about, and when your match blmed 1% 1 assurt over them for a little ~Ghile, 
I that it wasn't a very pleasatlt sight t o  see how have than taken away. I pr 
sort of a loclzup in this town ,,,;e to my body the thing was. It wot~ld 
vell, bt~riecl in a noment. 
right thing." Iqen7ton left the room, and presenl 
'The question is nom~,,, said Buffalo Bill, "what the deputy sheriff and the propriet 
to do with these fellows?" 
pair on 1 
: to hav' 
rl ,ma " 3  
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n, lookir 
I B~r fa lo  Bill Pcrplcxctl. I21 
I Pa~ynee Rill tlirl not reply, and soon, from around . tile corner of the building, came the object of their thoughts, mountctl oil his horse, and looking as CHAPTER XVII, though he intcndctl to  have a full clay of enjoyment 
a\yay from the haunts of man. 
BUFFALO BILL PERPLEXED. 
He brightly as he passetl them, and Buffalo 
;4ccording to  his custorn, Buffalo Bill was up shortly Bill oatchetl hi111 wit11 keen eves. 
after dawn the next morning, and was sitting, before u ~ o p e  to see you tcrnight," said Newton. "If I 
breakfast, in front of the hotel, enjoying the fresh cloll't s h ~ ~ t l  up, tcl! :!~c cro\vrl that I'ln lost. hfy a 
air of the new day. trm>k is tllere in tllc l~otcl-ant1 sonlc lnore of  the 
H e  was joined soon after by Pawnee Cill. presellts are in keeping of the proprietor-SO I guess 
The two now entered the hotel and fcund that they'll see me again." 
breakfast was ready. Craig Newton, loolting frch \\7ith a boyish Inugh. lie rode off in the tlirection of 
ant1 strong, as though he hacl enjoyed a good night's 
' 
the trail that let1 through forest into a wild country. 
cleel~. was there, eating heartily. Buffalo Bill remainccl n~otionless a moment, then 
IIe  nodded cordially to Buffalo Bill and his pard. deppPd forrvard and llent over tile ground. Pres- 
lltl called to them across the small room. ently he returned and restrmetl his seat. 
"-4 perfect day, I see," he said. "It is just " '\\'ell," snit1 Pan.n'ce Rill, "it \vouldn't hurt me to  
ki11ci that calls me into the xjrilds. I'm off for 
3\11 just \\hat you (lid that fur." whole day. Hope I don't get lost." 
"Just keep your eye on the trail," replied the sc 'I was lool<inl: at the tracks rnatle I>? Xe~vton's 
"You'll find plel~ty of beauty of scenery if you fol rse," \\-as the scout's reply. 
it, ant1 you'll be sure to  be hack in tilne for 3 "Is there anything strange alyout thc sh(~cs the :mi- 
evening's entertainment." il \\.ears?" 
The pards finished just as Newton left the ro "Yes. Thc shoe on the nigh forefoot has been 
and r ~ s t m ~ e d  their seats in front of  the hotel. trfl down at the tips. Tt xvoulcl I,c an  easy track 
('1 have an idea," said Buffalo Rill, ''that something to f~ l lo \~ . "  
'"I1 develo~ after a while. 1'111 willing to take my Mua., illc street, frolll [lie (lircctioll opposite to  
'!lances, allYwaY, and see whether or not I am wrong that wbch )Jen.ton lln(l taken, callle a proce+ . I ,  . * 
"011 Half a rlorei~ nlen on horscl~nc1c rode slo~vly I their 100l i~ turned on the distant fiqurc o f  the ; up to. 
I B:l.ff a10 Bill Pel-pic-rctl. i 23 122 B ~ ~ f l u l o  Bill Pcvplc.retl: 
I nlan had a frown on his face, ar~tl svnle of those tall man. Presently, when opposite Btlffalo Bill and faces were not pleasant to look upo11. his pard, they halted. When they hat1 tlisappcarcd, the scout turrietl t o  The scout rosc, ancl ~valked for\vard to t k  Pawnee Cill. ie side of 
L,,.. 
kin1 
s tq  





the leader's horse. "Ditl you notice a n ~ t h i n g  pcculiar al~out the outfit 
"Look here," he said cluictly, "I don't blame You for that Ne\~ton hat1 ivith 11im ? 1 Iinvc just thought 
thinking that there is something queer about that man, of it." 
Craig Newton, but I (10 repeat that he's tlolle llothing "Gig saddlel~ags-that's all." 
wrong yet, and I don't see \\.hat business it is of ours "The bags looketl as thougll they were well filled." 
what he does to-day as long as we haven't anything . He inter~tls to I>c alvay all day," respontletl Pawnee 
against him. Ii your pards are half drunk, as we Bill. "Probably the bags were full of grub." 
imagine they are, there is no telling what tlle~'ll do "That nlay be. And i i  what he told us is true-that 
to him if they imagine they have sometlling on him< he was lost once heforc on a trip like this, he map 
Just remember that, and don't do  a n ~ t h i n g  to a have talcen an extra supply \z.~th I~ini-just as a pre- 
stranger till you're sure that you are right about hls cautioll in case i~lissetl his \yay again." 
not being straight. YOLI mean to follow hi111 now, do "That csplains it..' 
you not?" But now Buffalo Bill ~ v w  on hi4 fect. 
"Yes, Buffal6 Bill," replied the man. "\Ire kno1 'i\nd," he said quickly, "if that cro\vd of fello\vs 
vnrl, and we'll be careful. nut,:' and a frown camb rwch him and find that hc 113% provisions for several 
4 s  face, "we're wise enough to li110w that thern days in his bags, or ii thev fin(] that he has his ,,alua- 
.er fellers fro111 the East can think up a lot of bles sit11 him, jVon't tlle17 apt to think that lIevs 
igs to do to get thc best of a feller, and i f  lie's that . planning to get out ?" 
d, and is going to try anything, ~ve're goin' to "Sure. But he has a right to get nut, hasn't he- 
I him-that's all." Then the leader raised his voice i f  he's paid up here at the hotel ?jV 
I called to his companions.-. "He has a right to," returned Rnffalo Bill, "but i f  
'Come on, boys. He's gone up the trai " I tllose men, they won't think of  his ridits. 
follow him easy. 'I guess he ~von't git rn just think that he's trying to fool them, and 
Conle on." where they stop? They'll get even first, and try 
I'he band was on the move no\?r, and, as they 
' 
find out what he's done after~vartl." 
rted out, the scout noticed that the tnen other than : see about his l~ill here. and whether he's left 
were far less sober tlial ry his valllables, as he told us he had," remarked Panrnee leader n was h 
11, and v 
far  fro 
24 Btl ffalo - Bill Perplexed. 
Bill, who now entered the hotel and sought the I: 
prietor. The illan said that Newton had left a sn 
hand bag with him, saying that it was very valua 
and that the man's trunk was still in liis care. Eut hc 
has seen no inoney or valuables, and the hotel bill had 
not been paid. 
Pawnee Bill reported to the king of scouts. 
"I didn't want to play the spy on him," said Buf- 
falo Bill, "but now I an1 able to persuade myself that 
we ought to  take a hand in matters. Perhaps I all1 
fooling myself and malting nlyself believe that I am 
going after him just because I think he is in danger 
from the men of Golden Gulch, when, in fact, I am 
going because I an1 curious. But, at any rate, I atn 
going." 
They hurried to the stable and saddled their horses. 
n a few minutes they were started on their way in 
he track of Craig Newton and the Golden Gulcll 
land. 
I t  was a glorious morning, and now that the pards 
were surrounded by the great trees of the forest 
:hrough which the trail led, they spoke in low tones, 
%s was their custom. And then, suddenly, Buffalc 
Bill raised his hand quickly and leaned for~varcl, lip 
tening intently. 
From what seemed a long way, catne a pecclliar 
smothered sound. I t  was not the call for help of i 
man or woman. I t  was not the cry of a wild beast 
and Yet there was something of both in the sound. 
6 L What?-that comes from a great distance," sail 
7 catching the sound. Pawnee Bill, nov 
"Perhaps," replied the scout. "But some way it 
seems to me that it is near at hand." 
They fastened their horses, and Buffalo Bill made 
an investigation of the trail once more. There could 
be no doubt but that Newton had ridden on past this . 
spot, and there were the tracks of the Golden Gulch 
men also. The sound which they had just heard, 
therefore, had nothing to do with them in all proba- 
The pards pressed forward. Once more there came 
to them a repetition of the strange sound, and then all 
was quiet and they had nothing more than their re- 
lnelmbrance of the direction whence it had come, to 
At a point where the ground rose, whence they were 
able to see some distance through the trees, Buffalo 
Bill, who had been leading, stopped and peered 
at his side, and it was then, for 
the third time, that they heard the strange, appealing 
hat they recognized-or, at least, 
t sort of an animal was calling 
een the pards, and then, silent 
ts native haunts, and as sure of 
in search of its prey, Iiuffalo 
started forward down the de- 
they proceeded, to keep their 
as possible and their eyes alert 
t present itself to them. 
Bill darted behind a great tree, 
as the 1: 
~e undcrl 
Btrfalo Bill Perplexed. 
no\\., and he, with the other two, had pasped ullniilg forward, anJay irom thel11. 
their knives anti \\?ere standing, tense. Waiting for a 
The re ,topped at a place whcre the under- 
moment to stri]ic. They iccre not covered with war brush wa ~ s c  that the cye could not pelletrate 
pin t ,  but \yore the clothes to wliich they \Yere accus- 
~ t ,  and one oi  tlle~n disappeared. In a ~nnment he was 
seen once more, and in llis hands \\.ere what seerned 
told the scout that the 1)aron was right-the red men to be straps. 
hat1 soi~~~iyherc gotten hold of \vhisliy, and this was 
Now, lards watched, there appeared from tlieesplanation o f  their trentnlent of the baron. 
behind th ,rush something that was like a great Cut csp1ana:ion or no  explanation. there was n o  
Jag, tossea anc~ n ~ o v i n ~  through the air. tYgain the 
question but that therc was hlootl in their eyes at this 
sound reached thc now it was plain that it came minute. Ant1 even hefore the ccout ant1 his pard ex- 
f l  o ~ n  the baglikc Then, following that, ap- 
petted it, the attack came. 
peared the body vl c r l l  aliiinal. 
The three darted for\varcl simultaneously, their 
The head of tl- 
hing-and it wa ad that gave tile appearance 
hat was so stran,,. Pa~vnee Bill could have shot t h c n ~  in their tracks, for 
The I r  s pullilig at the I: 
was mov ly forward. war that might follo\~ the killing of three of the red 
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bridle, an 
Pawnee Bill was less fortunate, and, as the king 
scouts turned to face the Inclian \rho had just mis 
him with his knife, Pawnee felt the knife of the tl 
1 
Indian grazing his side. 
H e  turned, was upon the red man, and in a second 
had wrenched the weapon fro111 his hanrl and mas 
ressing him to the ground, driving the breath from 
is lungs. 
Buffalo Bill was grappling with the man who had 
ome so near entling his life, l ~ h i l e  the second Indian 
' 
;as lying niotionless on the ground, where he had 
allen fro111 the blow of the king of scouts. 
( 6  Goot-goot-goot !" catlle the baron's voice again. 
Put I you tells dat dey iss anodder-a pig fellow- ! 
30k oudt for him." 
I 
Pa~vnee Bill, reminded by the baron's voice that all I 
vas not yet over, ~u l l ed  a stout cord fro111 his c10tll- 
5 ,  
ng and bound the hands and feet of the fallen India11 
<is own blood fell on the upturned, red face of the 
' 
nan, and his own shirt was saturated, but this 
I 
torgot. H e  had his late antagonist helpless by the 
:ime Buffalo Bill, throwing his lithe opponent over 
his shoulder and following this move with a stlddell 1 
leap to his chest, had secured the first Indian. The 1 one the scout had struck was tnotionless, and binding 
him was a mere formality. 1 
NOW the three Indians were lying side by side, their 1 
sullen faces and deep-set eyes turned upon their cap , 
tors. 
; glad-you here con~e-vat to call at dis titrle i 
/ I  I 
"I vas 
made yc 
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ceI ' . 
~ tin 
- 6 ,  he: 
~piness, unable to move on account of the ropes 
.h which he was bound. 
'You see," replied Buffalo Bill, "we were invited to 
this party by your precious mule. \Ve were 'way up 
on the trail when we heard this call, but did not feel 
r like resisting the invitation." 
i: Pawnee Bill was busy with the baron's bonds, and 
now that foreign gentlelnan stood up, stretched, and 
c - shook his fist at the Indians before him. 
li,. The baron then turned his attention to the arrange- 
, r ment that had been placed about the heat1 of the mule, 
and when at last he succeedecl in removit~g it, and the 
3~1d hee-haw of the animal could be heard without 
nything to  interfere with the sound, the baron's face 
vas wreathed in smiles. 
"I-Tow peautiful vas it?" he exclaimed. "Some- 
les his voice makes me think off dat opera-I vonce 
ar2-so clear, so machestic, und-so grant." 
"But how did all this happen? Where did you see 
:se Indians, and where were you going?" asked Buf- 
, ,, --lo Bill. 
' 1 So many kvestions you ask it," replied the baron. - 
th a frowii. "I have yust through a pad time been, 
d I cannot clearly think." 
"Perhaps you had some of the stuff that the Ilidians 
ve been taking," suggested the scout, with a twinkle 
his eye. 
"You me insult," cried the baron. "Put I forgive 
u since you my life have saved. I knew clat Golden 
&: uulch you vas at, und I lonely vas. .Vy should I not 
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an he too near my mu-el he I "Well," said Pawnee Bill, "now that we have tnese 
qu-el's head-not expecting sucf~ a talki- their feet and stoocl a moment before the nlall Y V , , ~  
1. -lad yet, und upon me und my treated tlGm as few in that country would have done. 
I-el aey I ~ I I .  Y uu uer rest knovl-but now it all "Pa-e-has-ka friend of Indian," said the spokes- 
;ht 17as." man, with great dignity. "Fire water no friend of 
The explanation was very clear, and Buffalo Bill Incbian." 
rl Pawnee fancied that they could picture the anger "You tell Pa-e-has-ka where Indiar water ?" 
the drunken Indians when they saw one of their asked the scout. 
(1 
mber kicked by a white man's animal. But what Reservation-now all gone," and the s 
d become of the fourth memller of the party rc- lievecl the words of the red man. 
lined a mystery which the baron seemed unable to "Pa-e-has-ka tell I~ldian go back. Keep all quiet 
Ive for them. : now. No warpath." 
'No give word-Intlian not know," was the honed 
like 
1 
ouncil o. . " 
I get fire 
answer. 
"Indian has had cl f war?" 
“Talk-talk- nebb be 
- JO war  yet ?" 
JO war yet." 
'a-e-has-!<a aslt : elp keep quiet. Go." 
Jebbe great chief say war-th Iff~hhr 
t chief say no war-then no w 
r sav-they come." 
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visible wherever the ground was soft. BI 
illg t o  the red Inen to take any other view of afternoon now, and it would be all that they cvull 
the matter, but he trusted to the story that they ~vould do to get back to  town by dark, even if they startel 
tell when they reached the village to do some good if at once. And Buffalo Bill knew that Newton intendel 
i t  should reach the ears of the chief. H e  bowed to return in time to  do his usual evening's work on the 
ilently as the Indians disappeared into the woods. street. 
The scouts now started through the woods in the They hurriecl on. They felt the need of a bite to 
,irection of the trail where they had left their horses, eat, but the king of scouts, with his new thought in 
and the baron brought up the rear, riding his precious his mind, did not feel like taking the tirne to stop for  a 
beast. But all the time the scout was thinking of the meal. They pulled a bit of hard-tack out of their sad- 
fourth Indian \vho had disappeared. He had re- dlebags and did the best they could to lnake this an- 
frained from asking the other red lnen about it, for  swer. They stopped at a spring and refreshed thetn- 
he knew that they'\~ould refuse to  tell 11i111, and it selves and watered their horses. Then they took up 
was his custom to use his knowledge of what they the trail again, and made the best ley could 
\~~ou ld  and what they would not do, and never t ry  to in the direction of the Indian reserv hich they 
get them to say anything that at the beginning he felt were now nearing. The Indians \vhotn tne scout had 
they would refuse to tell, And the actions of one of turned loose had evitlently decided to take another 
their party ~ ~ ~ o u l d  never be spoken of by the others- 
! way to their village, or  else they kept out of sight 
the scout had learned that Inany years ago. of the white men. At  any rate, they \;ere not seen, 
They found their mounts where they had left them, and the scout disnlissed the thought of them from his 
and a quick investigation told Bufialo Bill that Newton mind-all except the fourth red man, and of him he 
had not passed back over the trail, nor had the half thought often. 
dozen men from Golden Gulch. It  certainly began to  Of  course the baron had to be infortned of all that 
look as though the tall man had tried to  get away as had happened at Golden Gulch, and Inany and in- 
the citizens of the town had suspected he would. teresting were the comlnents he tnacle on the situa- 
"But," said the scout, as he and Pawnee Bill were tion. He  was all eagerness to see the present Buffalo 
mounting their horses, "I don't see where he could be 
Bill had received, and equally as eager to get hack to 
lmuncl for, starting as he did in this direction. I t  is 
+^*vn and have a chance to buy one of the watches him- 
t great distance to  any town, and a lot of wild country . 
f and tnake the money that purchasing one evi- 
~ o u l d  have to be passed over." 
ltly meant. They rode rapidly over the trail which was very 
1 I
They h a d  reached a spot where the fra i l  was very, 
















risible. IATithout stopping to  merit only, Buf 
orough examination, which would a lo~lu-s~ol<ell word to I, ,, ,. ,,, ,,,,,, 
her or not thc party had passed over forward, and in a moment  as bt tall man 
amused smile was upon Craig I -tion of the way, Enffalo Eill slowed ; face a! 
I 
ecognizcd Buffalo Dill .... r T  
o\j7n, and, as they were ( - ground at this time, 
e took the opportunity t ts far alieacl of him 
:d but a moment at  the 1 
s he could through the tr up at once as a friend ( 
.Qlrnost 7 in front of them the grountl rose ill," said Newton, in ~nucli tile salne ton 
Ind at the top of the miniature motm- hich he had been reciting, "it is a pleasu I a steep 
%in there mras a clearing, so that the highest point of OlIg, lnanly face in a place like this, whc 
isible, ontlined against the sky. thing within sig he gronr ling of nature, I mean- 
As Buf looked, he pulled his horse to a halt. is not strong. I e you to the place I havc 
I 'hen his stretched out, his finger pointing :I whence I can er what seems to be the 
to that high, bare part of the country. The eyes of : of the earth." 
his t ~ ~ o  pards were turned in that direction, and there, dhatever your 1 
~ilhouetted against the s b ,  was'tke tall form of Craig d be upon the r 1 nat recitation o i  yours 
qeurton. ~ o n d e r f ~ i l ,  New1 
As the they lost sight of the : wouldn't be hapE fo r  people," MGI 
all figrre stanalng on rne very highest mint  of i ; reply. "I don', ,. that I could do 
:round. : as not until they were T ;e to  
! ps, afte "S expel shall 1 
rim that ir the man again. to  try : done 1 ell to-da 
9 9  
And nuw LllFr were able to hear the W O ~ C ~ S  ne L ~ G  . bednner-an allla~clir. 
t ?ow sof thrilling, now 1 I in- ; 'hich reminds me," responded the scout, "that I 
t ne the t c  he rich voice. 2rY c~lrious to  know what has become of a cer- 
IT was a born oraror-r actor-who wd3 ap~aKlng, Lnlll !)arty of six men who rode out of Golden Gulch 
and in spite of himself, and in spite of the stlspicion  onl ling shortly ; u did, a1 
which he had of the man, Buffalo Bill was impressed. ]at place." 
I t  seemed as though sotne one mias talking from an- , don't wonder that you are curiou3 auvuL Lllclll, 
other Ian in inspired words. 1 Newtc was rather cusic :If, and 
Those were written by the greatest poet of ny curic lnged to a diffe ling. I 
Tnn'lght for  a L u l l c  ~ u d t  I was going to  De c~lsrurhd in 
I paused 
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136 A  over of Solitzrde. 
my clay's pleasore, but 1 was not. In  fact, I am greatly 
pleased at the ~~nconscious compliment that they have 
paid me.", 
"You have seen them, then?" asked the scout. 
"I have seen them and have had the pleasure of 
spending most of my time with thern." 
"I can't understancl quite-'' 
"They appeared shortly after I had reacl~ed this 
place and seemed t o  be in an ugly frame of mind. I 
did my best to convince them that what I did with 
my spare time was none of their basiness, but I fear I 
failed. The'y had a lot hf stuff to drink with than,  
and the more they took of it, the more insolting they 
became." 
"I thought such a thing was possible," interposed 
the scout. 
"And at last they began to  investigate my belong- 
ings with the evident intention of finding u~hat  I was 
going to  do during the next few hours. When they 
opened my saddlebags, which I had loader1 wit11 p r e  
visions to guard against hunger in case I should get 
lost, they seemed to think that they had discovered 
me in the perpetration of some terrible crime." 
"You guessed it," muttered Pawnee Bill to  the scout. 
"And then things began to  take a serious tr~rn," the 
tall man went on. "For a time I didn't know but that 
it would he well for  me to run after all, and leave what 
valuables I had back at the hotel. But 1 hate t o  run, 
and I tried to think of n way to get out of the diffi- 
c111ty without turning my back, as they ordered 1 
A Lover of Solitztde. 137 
I should do, and running for  it. I have never dolle that yet, and I hated to start in." 
I "It is. not a pleasant thing to be compelled tc agreed Buffalo Bill. do," 
"Unt vere," interposed the baron, now quite C I I I Q V -  
tured by the man, "tlid you dose Inen put-vat ti 
(lo ?" 
"I cravetl of them one privilege. I was very _.. . 
Me, and the men began to get almost sorry for me. 
It is amusing to think of, but I really shed tears when 
I seemet1 to take in the fact that I would be driven 
oilt of their glorious land-disgraced in their eyes 
ancl in the eyes of the citizens of Golden Gulch, ~vhom, 
as I told them, they so fittingly represented." 
"The favor you requested?" 
"To sing to them 1ny favorite song-I asked 
to allow Ine to do that. The refreshment that they 
had talcen made them feel that they would rather en- 
joy a good song, and the fact that they had appar- 
ently persuaded me to go with as little trouble as they 
11a0 had, put them in a good I I L I I ~ I O ~ .  They were per- 
fectly willing that I sing to them." 
"17 es-I see, and am waiting for the result with in- 
terest-but I fancy I can see what it was," and the 
scout smiled inwardly. 
"The representatives of Goltlen Gulch seated them- 
selves, bottles all around, and prepared to hear my 
song. I am not a great singer, and I guess that I re- 
cited the song rather than sang it. The ballad began 
ill !lie liveliest nianner, but, as I proceeded and no- 
ticed that they were listening with evident pleasure, 
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unseen by any of the others, he stooped to the qrou9d 
on which his eyes hat1 been fixed in his apparently 
ain~less walk, and picked something from it. A mo- 
ment he heltl the thing in his hand, and then slipped 
it into his pocket just as the others joined him. 
The hci-ses were then mountecl and the four inen 
started for the town of Golden Gulch, leaving the 
sleepers to their own devices. 
1 .n APTER 
I saw t 
a town ( 
your prt 
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to near a gooc -a story with a lesson, I will be 
hungry. I sll somethi~ it in the hotel, 
after which you will find me on my platform dc 
; E. street. I shall sell no  goods tunight, but those 
who care to hear what I have to say, may do s 
In silence tney rout again the scout , red the hotel. Buffalo Bill and 
could hear the baron t ) his mule, or, less often, started on their belated supper 
to Pawnee Bill. I t  w dark now, and when, at ?to the room. They ate in si- 
last, they emerged from and saw the first lence, the tall man apparently preoccupied oncc 
buildings that made up the town of Goldet1 the thinking, perllaps, what he shoulcl say to the m 
lights, blazing in the saloon and in the hotel, stood ,,,ere now waiting eagerly to hear his story. 
out clearly, Thc outside saw the lights carried down the 
They soon hat the street was crc street ed in the position they had occupied the 
- 
crowded for )f the size of Golden Gu n night ,,,. The platform had been left there, and 
front of the saloon a group of  men were talking gradually a crowd began to  collect in front of it. Con- 
eagerly, as rode up the and ''' versation was general, and it was to  be seen 
mounted, they were immediately surrounded. that Newton, whatever else he 11ad done. had made 
"Well," cried a rough voice. "~vhar be ther other a great impression, and the fact that 
fellers-hev ye killed 'em off wi' sun1 o' yes magic?' : give any more presents that night 
Other questions were horled at Newton as soon as forgotten in the desire to hear what nan nappened 
he Was recognized, and many attempts to get Euff a'o when the six men f roIn tolvn had overtaken hin 
Bill and his pards away from the others in order to every inhabitant knew by this time that 
hear the latest news from the front. had left with the intention, if they discovered any- 
Newtoh, as soon as he was able, mounted the steps thing, of driving the man away, nev, 
of the hotel, raised his hand, and waited for silence. face there agaio he had come 
he "I have had a very others were absent, required an exprdIldrlun that 
ing day, and I am sure that be glad to hear all were anxious to he: 
about it. I do not feel quite rning from i t  to It was through thi wd that Craig 
the sordid business of selling ,. . You will [lave l o  Newton, after keeping the people waiting while he 
had h ~ s  supper in peace, made his way. He mounted 
lr. 
s expeci tant cro 
he was 
was con 
, , l  
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tall man. 
Newton did not spe; 
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fast. 
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waited to see whether or not tlie men would come 
and Newton dominated the gathering. 
The question was soon settled. In a group, led 111 
one MTIIO had left the crowd to tell them what wa! 
going on, the late bodyguard, as Newton had called it 
approached and stood within reach of his voice. The) 
were a tired-looking lot, and sullen-sullen to tlii 
point of speechlessness. 
The tall man did not give any one time to inter 
rupt him. Anger and fire were in his eyes, and hi! 
words come sharp and incisive. 
"There they are-there they are," he cried. "I1 
they had not been crazy-if the whole lot of you had 
not been crazy-they would not now be in the positior 
they are-and of which they are ashamed. Yes, the) 
follo~vecl me-I felt that somethii~g like that would 
happen. But I supposed that I would have reasonable 
men to deal with. Instead of that I found half a doze11 
drunks-drunks-and what do you think I did? It 
there could be anything more humiliating to them, I 
w o ~ ~ l d  have done it. But I could think of nothing. 
You boast of this great West, where all tnen do as 
they please, and where one man does not consider 
that he is his brother's keeper. And yet thoughl 
that I ought to have a keeper. Well, there are six of 
them-and I put them to sleep by reciting poetry tc 
them-poetry-poetry about love-and the sweet, 
soft things of life. They closed their eyes and passeil 
away just because my voice was gentle-passed away 
like so many babies-ant1 they have just wakened. 
Leave me alone-leave me alone. I tell vou. or  I shall 
Newton's Cozwage. 
.think' up.something that will drive you all our, ot yo. 
own town-so great will be your humiliation." 
He stopped, looked down at the crowd for a m 
merit,. and then dropped to  the ground. The asto 
ishment and wonder that pervaded the men before hi 
held them motionless for a moment, and thcn, fier 
and loud came the cries of the people of Go1 




"We won't stan' fer bein' talked ter like thet!" 
"Who's he, anyway-wet es his game?" 
"Don't stan' still like logs-git arter him-he's 
sneaked for ther hotel." 
But Newton was out of the way. H e  had taken 
advantage of the darkness and the condition of the 
crowd to make his escape. 
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at  all. 
norning, said. gen tlelr 
"You ar yvul ~ ~ s t o m a r y  day ln +hP 
solitude of :ed Buffalo Bill. 
"Most 2 if I am followed, I sl 
greatly surprised. I'll go get my 11oi;se." 
Presently Newton reappeared, mounted as he had 
en the day before, his saddlebags bulging as usual. 
brightly as he passed the pards. 
probably go to the same place where I 7 
I aLcluay ,I' he called back. "If any one inquires 
me, tell them that I woulcl be glad to see them-if they 
are fond of music and poetry." 
He was off up the trail, and Buffalo Bill watched 
see whether or  not an( nd wo~~lcl  start out 
ter the man. 
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Porbenrafzce Pays Dividends. Fo~bearaf.zce Pays Dividends. 
el anything to eat. I didn't cook myself much of a, 'This dark-here-now Pa-e-has-ka knol 
mch, and I'm hungry." I-Ie started back as though to leave the 
"1'11 be at  your performance," called the scout after Buffalo Bill held him fast. 
lewton, as the latter rode on. "How many Indian-all ?-all r n i l l n ~ "  h- 9cbLU 
At that moment Buffalo Bill started, turned, and 
gain drew the weapon that had saved him from "Mebbe' all-mcbbe not all-inf 
aeath many times. H e  hacl felt a hand upon his arm, 
and now he saw the form of an Indian standing be- 
fore him. Now the king of scouts  is hold 
"How," muttered the red man. man, and for a mon~ent his mind was full or pictures 
"How," replied Buffalo Bill. "You want speak to that were horrible to contemplate. If tlie Indians were 
started out on the warpath, the suffering and tragedies 
"Pa-e-has-ka Indian's friend," came the guttural that woula follow were appalling to think of. 
As the red man disappeared from view, Buffalo BilI 
"When red man good-yes." turned and started on the run for town. 
"Pa-e-has-ka this Indian's friend." "At least they will find us prepared, 
The king of scouts came closer t o  the redskin, and 
ow he recognized him as one of the three he hacl set 
free after they had attacked the baron. There were 
no signs of liquor about him, and his face was serious zr; brought there, in spite of themselves, by the at- 
as he stood waiting before him. ction the man had and by curiosity to see how he 
"Pa-e-has-ka know this Indian," said the scout, ,uld treat them. 
fter a moment. Newton had not his lips, and the scout did 
Indian on warpath-this dark-come h e r e w h i t e  t wait for  him to  a o  so. H e  dashed through the 
lan look out-Pa-e-has-ka know now." )wd that surrounded the platform, and with one leap 
The scoutYs face became deeply lined as he heard rs upon it by the side of the tall man. A murmur 
be few short words that meant so  much-so much that surprise arose as the scout was recognized, but the 
las terril i r ~ n u r  died out as Buffalo Bill's 
ndian and came close to  him. d clear from his lips. 
"Indian cuIlJr riere this night-this dark-to Golden 
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his reliability. street was full of Ilo Dill darted forward. H e  
&n running in tf their homes. The that had been arranged, and n 
- hts. which had SO larely snone down upon many loye rile ~ 1 1 ~  cdllsed by the fight at the 
int sullen, f ,  I ,  deserted, reet, the voice of the king of sc 
Jig den p1at.I a'At them," he shouted, and the 
Buffalo L l l l  ~l~lr r ied  to the notel, where preparations .,ant to Newton, he spoke cluicl<l 
were being H e  left here, and , ou are 1 
spent the nc tuse to house, tnak- rive tho 
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i the stre 
he fight 
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tet, the k 
was on. 
:n were 
tell ho'a . .  . 
war cry 
here , 
excitement lnside the hotel. The f 2 r t  that  I ans-tht 
fighting with a savage ferocity that was wondel 
even in them. 
Buffalo Bill was all over the place, and wherever 
his strides carried him, there was consternation and 
death for  the savages. I-Iis gun spoke, and his knife 
rendered many a red tnan helpless to battle against the 
whites. 
Pa117nL.e Bill was a tower uf strength. The longer 
he fought, the more he ~vondered at the manner in 
which the savages were conducting themselves. It 
seemed as though they were fighting at random, under 
no leadership, but thirsting for bloocl. 
And the baron! With his queer expletives and de- 
rious thrusts, he was doing his share in the, fight. 
The force that had been placed at that end of the 
town to meet the first attack had been able to holcl its 
own, and the leader of the whites there hat1 given the 
signal to Buffalo Bill in the hope that they mould be 
able to stop the red Inen before any real damage was 
done to the town. And it looked now as though the 
whites were in a fair way to  succeetl in this. 
The darkness hampered all-the recls as n~ell as the 
whites, and there was some danger in using firearms 
in a battle of this sort. The king of scoots, there- 
fore, resorted to his gun as little as possible. 
H e  had just struck to the ground a tall Indian with 
a fierce face, ancl had turned to meet the attack of an- 
other, when, in the light of a blazing torch, he s a w ,  
samething on the ground that caused him to  t11r11 from 
the second Indian, and, head down, rush forward into 
the very midst of the battle. 
Then he stopped, made a lunge with his knife, 
ing the arm of an Indian who was just about to 
his own w,eapon dowa into the heart of a inan lylng 
,prostrate, and seized the body from the groond. Back 
into the darkness he dashed with his burden and placed 
the man behind a small shanty. A voice came 
the ground, and Buffalo Bill smiled-happy tc 
the firm words. 
"I'm all right, Bufialo Bill," said the man. "I was 
jost knocked oot-dead to the world for a minute. 
Now back at them.'' 
"Mrild Bill !" esclaimed the king 1 
thought that yoti were clead." 
"Not on your life-but I ~vould llct\= ULLII 1i I 
hadn't been lucky enough to have you there 
me up. Back at them." 
"Ho\r do  you come to be here?" 
"Old Nomad, Little Cayuse, and I met an I1 
little while ago. I Ie  seemed to  know that w 
friends o f  yours and suggested, in his Indian way, rnar 
~ O L I  might he needing or. IVe hiked here j~ ls t  in time 
to get illto this lovely little mess. Knew you were 
here. any \~~ay ,  and lvantecl to see you, but didn't know 
that yoti \vaotecl os as badly as this.'' 
"So the others are here?" 
''SOnwwhere-~+e may run across them out there 
in the place where th'ings are doing." 
"The same Indian that told you, told me-and we 
ready for them," exclaimed Buffalo Bill, as he 
\is p r d ,  Wiiil Bill. of Laramie, out and 
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160 ,er Actions. 
* -  +he light grew, and as the man made no further 'he scout ~ c i b  C M I I I I I I I I I ~  Wild Bill a ~ c a u  Iluw. *Id 
it might that his head was i~~casecf in a face bore a relieved look 
-a cloth with blood. He wore no hat, It's plain to  be seen that 
and his hair IILII~Y UU\'YLI, saturated urith his own blood. d I am glad to say that ir s normng serio~.-. - - -,F- 
His fa 'e, in spite of the coat of tan, r some k :r the he ]as taken 
and hi :nt upon the men there on the away f tle whilc I come 2 
grounc ~ t . "  
Sudc vhile 'the newco~ner w: in his But doesn't he k 
strangt 11, Buffalo Bill opened 11 and at I doubt it." 
the same moment Pawnee Bill wakened. I lie king of dow Buffalo Bill WG, L ~ I L I K  ~u~~~~~~~~~~~ llVlll u1 
scouts did not move, but looked up questioningly. his saddlebags that lay r 
Pawnee Bill, however, started immediately to his feet replaced the bloody b a d  I a fresh 
- 
the nev ~nsing the cut which appeareu on the f ~ r e i ~ r a u  ( 
~t the scc Laramie man, All through the 
Id Bill !" 1 7  t might have been, Wild Bill had 
. "Wait!" ordered the king o . "This is n o  ,, but when it was finished, and tne scout broug 
game of Wild Bill's. Wait 2 ~t-perhaps he  hot coffee, Hickock's eyes opened, and he starc 
:he pards with no recognition showing on his fac 
Then the man who had cotne upon tl in thli -1e seem 
strange manner sank to the ground. k it fror 
"I've got to eat," he muttered. nt. 
With a quick glance at Pawnee Bill, the king of 'I never saw him like that," muttered Pawllet-. 
A 
scouts jumped up and adder1 more ~vood to the fire. wild Bill suddenly began to  laugh. I t  was not 
Coffee was boiling in a moment. and some bacon size ural laugh, and his eyes, though they looked straig 
zling over the fire. Pavrnee Bil t talten his eyes Buffalo Bill, did not hold a natul 
from Wild Bill, but the latter \tr resting back 'I tell you, boys," cried the Lar 
on the blanket Buffalo Bill hau rnro~vn beside him. rer so hungry in my life. A bit more or mar: grt: 
]at is it?" asked Pawnee, as the king of scouts ff, if you please. Let me see-if 
clled. "That is Wild Bill, of Laratuie, all riglit rhe king of scouts served him and Wi 
-nllr--is he crazy? Why doesn't ha ,911- to us? 1 swaIIowed the bacon as though he had fiad nothi1 
When Buffalo Bill spokf 
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Qztcef- Actio~zs. '3 
I 62 Queer Actions. 
breal;f~r;t cligests. I'm not very spry just ' d 
a perfectly natural voice, as  thou^& everything was all like a little r r ~ ~ t . "  
right and nothing strange had happenecl. "Go as far as 1 7 0 ~ 1  like !" exclaimed the scot~t. "We 
"I guess yo~i've lrad a preffy hard time, fnentl," he be hcre, ready to hear what you've got to say whl 
said to the Laramie n-ran. you wake up." 
"Great game !" replied Wild Bill. "But i t  ain't fin- Again the strange light came i n Bill's eyc 
islred yet. Yon are good to a stranger-much obliged." and again he l a~~ghed .  
"So you've got sonlethii~g to do yet, Bill I-Iickoli," "I woulcln't go to sleep and let two strangers walcn 
said Pawnee Bill, "and war& us to help yon, perhaps?" me i E I had my valuables about m I ain't got 
The Laranlie man looked intently at  his pard fa r  a any-and-I want the rest." 
moinent. His  eyes .closed, and i n  a morneti~. was asleep. 
"I don't know why you call mc Bill Ricltcrk," he In silence, Buffalo EiU and his pards ak their break- 
said presently, "though 1 knbw the fellow-a worth- fast while Wild Bill slept. When they had finished, 
less sort of a chap, ain't he?' 'they resumed the scrutiny-of their friend. 
"Friend of ours," put in the scout. Presently the Laramie mall opened his eyes. He 
"I believe," whispered Pawnee Bill, "that tlifs is one raised .his hand quickly to his head; then he sat .up, 
~f TT7iI" Bill's jokes. H e  knows ns, all I?@, and an expression of pain on his lace. And there was won- 
jusr pretending to  be out of Iiis mirrd." cler in his loolc. 
"All right," responded Buffalo Bill; "but you'] "JVell, pards," he exclaimed, "things are pretty hazy 
wrung. Do you thmk that Bill is a goad m o ~ q h  actr in niy mind ! But I'm glad to see you." 
, to fool us-when we have l m a ~ n  and lived with h-I "hid I can tell you," cried Pawnee Bill, "that we're 
for so long?" Then he turned to the Laramie ma glad t o  see you yourself again!" 
once more. "Perhaps I a111 myself," muttered Hickok, with a 
"We baven't got  anything to do j i~s t  now," he saic in1 smile, 'his hand still pressed to his head, "but I 
"and we're ar'vays ready f a r  a little excitement Te j1 as fhough I was some one else-some one that 'had 
us ahour F u r  game; and perhaps we'll join yorr in it. ~een on a little spree ant1 ended up with a terrible head. 
The Laramie man looked first at  tfie king of scont When did I a d r e  on the scene? It's a long time sinte 
and then at Pawnee Bill-the two best pards he ha I- 9 9  
in the world-arrd'there was doubt in his eyes. H e  stopped in a dazed sort of way, as5thougJn tryltng 
"This here's a particular sort of a game," he*rl remember just \;hat had hanened. 
sporraed: "'I ain't in the habit of trustin" strangers- It did mt take Buffalo Bill long to let the Laramie 
I 
\ but you look all right. Wait- a little whiIe till this here 
; waking up and finding him stand- 
~y tne camp nre, and the scout explained to  Wild 
I what he though1 ppened to him. 
'But," exclaimed e, "you are all right now 
I can tell us everytning tnat happened!" 
Nild Bill shook h 
'1 ain't so sure aE "I remem- 
a lot of things. ULIL l'-rn out of my head, 
remembt :h t 
 bout hi: 
r .- 
n know : .. nuch llke the SiuUA aa anything-but tllcy ulull 
r much like the Sioux that we're used to seeing." 
You mean," said Buffalo Bill, "that the ones yc 
. were more Iike the original Indians-wild, and a 
. ? ? 7  . . 




t had ha1 
I Pawne 
.. . ., 
is head. 
1 mean,' :d Wild 
.l . Bill. lout that h..+ :$ ttered. en't had much experlence witn me o ~ a  savages- 
Indians nowadays aren't very fine specimens. But 
in tell you that, for downright savageness-fierce- 
;-dignity, and everything that we know of tho 
ones, the band I saw t, cake. . 
CIS, they were wonderful lest spec 
r saw-and they haven't e v e 1  uved on an" 1 ~ 3 ~ 1  v c  
I ,  or I'm a liar.' 
'awnee Bill look 
head. 
I think, 
I told Bi 
seen for a little \vI-:'- ---' I think that he 
"All right-all r ?uttered Wild B 
a bit nettled that Bill should thin 
; mistaken in what he was so sure he had see 
~t I tell you this: I'm going to see those India 
in i f  it takes me a year-and I'm going to find o 
about  then^." 
'Tell us about 11 quiet1 
he possibility is Interesting, anyv i I belie 
t you were all right at tl 
~ g s  about this country t 
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the 
- ,  
know w 
- .. ' 9  .-... 
hether i 
-. 1 n--. 
:r is rig 
I wonas sea rawnee DII 
]ugh to bandage on yo ? I mean 
bandage ILI wore when yo here." 
'Some k - -ian," suggested Wild Bill 
nically. 
'It is qulte prop lid Buffalo Bill, 3il-1 
gh instinctively to take care of himself." 
Ise," said Wild Bill, "that you both thi 
!t youTve seen all the Indians in these parts?" 
3 not all,". said the king of sco. 
re that there are many that we h 
one time or another." 
"That's what I always thought," the La 
~tinued,  "btit I've changed my mind. I 
I saw new Indians like the ones 
-I mean some that aren't any mc 
I reds than Pard Cody is like- 
er, mu: 
put that 
3 that yc 
I ,  M'IIU 
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hat we ( 
; there a -perhap: 
30 not k t tribe?" 
-.., ...- SIOUX, I guess. AT least, tney luuked 
se  few 1 rds," re1 
166 Queer Actiojts. 
Bill. "You know it was several days ago that we sep- 
arated ?" 
"Yes, you and the baron went off together to do .a 
bit of investigating-wasn't it about his mule?" 
"Yes. His mule got lost and he got me to go with 
him and see if I could get the beast back. The baron 
was sure that no one had stolen the animal, for he has 
great respect for the brute's hind feet. 
"I guess the big thing happened about midnight," 
continued the Laramie man. "It seemed as thaugh 
the woods and the ground was like nothing I had ever 
known. Suddenly-remember it was terribly dark- 
when I was just about to get down and malie the night 
there-I saw a big light just over the rise of ground- 
a lot of roclc in front of me, where the trees didn't 
grow. In the center of the clearing, in a circle of 
light, stood a gang of red men the-well, I've tried 
t o  describe them to you. I t  seemed as though they 
had come from another world-their faces were as 
plain as day-and such faces they were! Say, pard 
Cody, I just can't make you understand. They were 
busy with some feast or something, and-and-welI, 
there was blood enough to satisfy anybody. I crept 
forward, leaving my horse-" 
"Just like you !" exclaimed the scout. 
"And I got close enough to  make sure that they 
weren't like any Indians I had ever seen. Then, jnst 
as I was turning around to get back to my horse, thf 
tame the blow on my head. I hadn't heard anythi~ 
and I hadn't seen anything, but I can tell, you thai 
felt something then-and the next thing I remember 
r- 
1 
was waking up here and loolcing up a t  you, pard Cod 
and at  you, Paivnee Bill. You can say anything th 
you want to, and you can think that I have dream1 
all this, but 1 tell you it's the truth." 
There was a ~nornent's silence while Buffalo Bill w 
deep in thmght. 
Then Pawnee Bill made a suggestion. 
"You might have fallen from your horse & I , ,  , . 
blow." 
"I wasn't on the horse." 
"I-Iow many Indians were there?" queried Buffa 
Bill. 
"Half a dozen, but they looked like twenty-and 
bet there was more savagery irl then1 than in ttwen,, 
ordinary Indians." 
sort of an impression his tale had ~ n a d e  upon Buffalo 
Bill. 
"I just couldt~'t take my eyes off them," said W:'-' 
Eill. "All I can say is that it was wild country a 
there were a lot of rocks. The light, of course, cal 
from a fire." 
"And the-blood ?" 
"From what they were eating." 
"Ah," exclaimed the king of scouts, "we'll put any 
idea out of our heads that they mTere eating anything 
but animals-not human animals, either! If we have 
discovered something--or, rather, if you, Wild Bill, 
have discovered sotllething that the authorities don't . 
know about, it is our duty to investigate and give the 
I to the 
-'TAPTER XXII. Lf: 
UNPR my life, d the ma to  save "I could1 an 
Laramie. 
'We will have to :et a horse 
you and then to ou started. 
u will be able t o  u ~ Y C ; I  L J J c  a a 1 L . C  course as YOU took 
j in that way f i  ;pot where 
e Indians?" 
-VI course I can do that. But pruuauly we won't 
re to go to all that trouble. I can hit our former 
il and go  on from there to the place where the baron . . 
1 I parted cornpal 






lch and 1 
where y 
k5 'awnee Bill set about getting thei 
cam r preparatory to leaving. Thei 
horses were unrernered and saddled, and Wild Bill in 
[led that, owin$ 
Id make him tal 
, ,?cure a mount f~~ llllll. 
We will have to go to Golden Gulch, anyv 
king of scouts, "for there is no place ne 
e where we will be able to get another norse. 
hey figured that Wild Bill must have been out o 
head for nearly forty-eight hours, as he and th 
)n had been traveling two days before the Larami 
had met with his misforttlne. 
he morning was now well advanc 
~y through which they rode verv L C ~ L L L ~ I L I I  
not long before they strucl ail leadi~ 
Indian reservation-which t w well. 
"'I aim thinking of Craig hewton; said Pawnee ~ 1 1 1 ,  
I a smile, when they had ,t of their 
ney. 
Naturally," replied Buffal- CZ*ll "He used to corn 
his trail and talk poetrj he wasn't sellin 
sky t o  the Indians." 
was at  that IT 
dle of the narro 
uffalo B 
p outfit 
ill and I 
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"Look out!" he cried, as he crawled to  one side o 
the trail, seeking shelter behii~d a loose bowlder. 
The others had seen and heard just a illonlent afte 
the keen instincts of the scout had warned him, an1 
now there came to the three pards the souucls of thre 
shots. And those shots had been fired from up th 
trail. 
"Ready, when I give the word!" said the scou~  
quickly, as he was joined by his parils behind his 
temporary and shelter. "We'll malie a dash 
and get them-we must look into this." 
Their guns were in their hands now. But they vlere 
useless. The friends could not shoot to any advan- 
tage, as the smoke from the guns of the attacking 
party was too uncertain to tell of the whereabouts of 
the enemy. 
The moment Buffalo Bill saw that his con~panions 
were prepared for the sally, he darted forward in the 
direction whence had come the shots, taking care, how-. 
ever, to lead the way from one bowlder to another, so 
that they wo~11d not be compelled to expose then~selves 
needlessly. 
The shooting continued. But so quiclc were the 
dashes of Buffalo Bill and his pards that no bullet 
found a resting place in flesh. Once the bandage worn 
by Wild Bill was grazed, but the Laramie man merely 
laughed and pressed on. 
Now they had passed out of the ravine and were 
at a place where the trail was bordered by grcat trees- 
it ran directly through the heart of the forest. And 
here their work was comparatively easy. T h c j  sep- 
:ard now 
-..A 
arated, and, guided by the shots that they he r 
ant1 then, they dashed after the tmn who had fitcu up or^ 
the111 so suddenly and with no apparent reason. 
Buffalo Bill was far ahead of his companions, and 
once he caught sight of the form of a man darting 
backward through the trees. I t  was the only time he 
had seen one of their adversaries, and the king o$ 
scouts was determined to make the most of the chance 
that had come t o  him. 
Forgetting caution, he dashed on ahead. Tree after 
tree he passed, refusing to stop in the shelter of a great 
trunk-and always he fried to catch another glimpse 
of the man he had seen. T h e  bullets whizzed past 
him, and he could hear the thud of some of them 
as they were embedcled in the bark of the trees. 
The shots came less often now. Evidently the put- 
snecl were beginning t o  fear that they arortId not be 
able to make their escape if they continued. 
A determined look came to  the clear eyes, and Brrf- 
falo Bill rec1ouhIecl his speed, now, o~iring t o  the in- 
frequency of the shots, paying less attention than ever 
to his own protection. 
Suddenly there came a final shot. The man Buffilo , 
Bill had seen, and on whose heels he was pressing 
so Jose, had determined t o  stop and make a desperate 
effort to get the king of scouts. This Buffalo Bin 
Imew from the fact that the ffash and smoIie came from 
behind a tree quite close to him. . 
\Then, from other portions of the wood, came the 
sound of other shots. But the scoot Irad ann p~lmose 
Unprovoked vzolefz 






iagecl to deal the 
's eyes flashed. 
Pa-e-has-ka kill- or a 1 : cr~ea,  as tne tw 
lerful men struggled in each other's arms 1- 
to take advantage of the Indian's unar 1- 
3n, the king of scouts, with one great effort, threw 
red man from him, and, as thc 
sush at him, Buffalo Bill dealt h 
that felled him to the soft IT( 
,k of h i t  a moment to M 
1's wrists and ankles anc 
erbrush. There he lay, uncon 
~t called again to his par 
Here-have you lost the 
'awnee Bill appeared at  that  moll,^..,, , s l l ~ h t  CLL 
one cheek. H e  looked the pro 
1, then at  Buffalo Bill. 
I t  is always so, K- -" - - "  ~ ~ T X T ~  1 
are successful.' 
Forget that !" ex 
ion did the others go-pernaps i r  isn r too larc I 
them yet." 
'he Indian was ' 
his pard, joined later by W ~ l d  ~ 1 1 1 ,  spent a Ion 
r in trying t o  find the tracks ~thers-i 
'e were others. But here even th ; skill wa 
;-ka stril te," he : he man. 
mind, and one only-to capture tile Inan wno nad 
s SO neai 
to the I 111, 
, L1lcll. lli W V l l u e r t ~ l  burst of speed. D ~ S ~ C L L  al" 1nd 
n behind which had come \", 
:aring into the underbrur all 
m 01 a11 Indian. 
Che king econd, his 
fe in hi: conflict i f  
 ere forcec~ upon ,na tnat last ~ u r s t  of speed 
t hint tc In, hoping 
ut ~voulc nd that he 
did thus have B.r,lualu ulll ar, a u13auva1-+~-- Lad 
he guttul 
his stru 
ral reply. fire 
I 
and 
d upon I lim and 
a quick 
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:d faster 
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lau Ilgureu un 1111s very move, and 
)pped, therefore, onto the 
nan, and in a second had 
:ncnea tne revolver rrom the Sioux's hanc' 
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0 1  1 
wa: 
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~f half a 
m a n i a  
the S ~ I E  
174 UnprovoJzed Violence, 
unavailing, and they returned to the place where they Unprovolzed Violelzce. 
hat1 left the one Indian whom they had captured. 
- pards had camped for the night, Buffalo I 
he man was conscious gow, and his sullen face Pawnee Bill and Wild Bill to remain in the trail an 
very plainly the anger he felt at having been the Indian, while he himself took one of th 
iccessful in his attack. horses and rode back to the camp fire, not f a r  distan 
Buffalo Bill stood near him and spoke with dignity: Arrived there, the king of scouts made a careft 
"You shoot Pa-e-has-ka-why ?" examination of  the surrounding ground. In places 
Sullen silence on the part of the red man. was quite soft, and there were certain marks thz 
"Pa-e-has-ka friend to good Indian," continued the seemed to  interest him very much. H e  spel n 
scon t . hour over them, and then retr~rned to  his 1s 
. Buffalo Bill stooped and examined the feet of the tall on the trail. 
Indian, while the others loolced on in wonder. They then started once more fa
"We'H just take him along with us," said the Icing Indian a prisoner. 
of scouts. "There is no use in trying to get anything 
out of him, but I want to have him where I can lay 
my hands on him." 
"He's merely one of the reservation Indians," c m -  
mented Wild Bill Hickolr. 
"Right you are," mas the scout's reply. Neverthe- 
less we'll take him to Golden Gulch with us and put 
him in jail there for safe-keeping." 
The Indian's ankles were unfastened and he was 
freed from the tree. Then they started back for the 
trail. The horses had not wandered far, and the Lara- 
mie man was now quite willing to ride Pawnee Bill's 
horse. During the chase, Wild Bill had forgotten that 
he was wounded, but now it was all he could do to 
mount his horse. Pawnee Bill and the Indian walked, 
khile Buffalo Bill and the Laramie Inan rode the two 
steeds. 
When they had - reached the place where the two 
1 
I 
was well into tne atteriioon uy rne time Buffalc 
ind the others re Aden Gulch. 
ley rode up to t and had their horses at- 
to. and Buffalu U,ll Luok the Indian prisoner in- 
deal of comrnen 
the party ente 
~ n d  Wild Bill ar- ler was 
the prop el to let hi111 have 
rse. 1 hey were waitlng wnlle the animals were 
ind whil ling was being prepared for t1ien1- 
~ t ,  standing in front of the hotel. 
. from tl n across I ,  
ned to 1 red in z 1' 
1 see," conttnued Newton, In 111s pleasanL - - - -  
eman who had just entered the town and who was had the 
ing his way toward the hotel. 
.- . I don 
en and boys ran along beside tlie stranger as hc 
cu C A ~ L ~ ~ " .  db I KcI,L 1,1v word with you ana 
~ t ,  and the calls and shouts they 
din. I t  was Craig Newton. fine." 
Ih," Cried one rough-voiced fellow, "you had the 
 ere, aftt ? Whe tt ~ le  to pa* 
'he judg 
Y I L C  I I I ~ ~ I  : btwdted ano KO mrn over a new leaf.' 
I "Wh IE that , 
Meeting 
> . .. . 
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man smiled at the scout and then glance( 
mtempt at the crowd. 
Buffalo Bill," he repliec [ l a v e  IIUL 
, me, and that is the very reason why I 
I have as little use for them as they ha 
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let me o 
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~ u t  I  
,ff with : 
r judge 1 to senten Ice me, 
nerv e to con 
>ut ?" 
\r:..- .-.-... 
le back 1 
I W '  ..I--. 
:r all, eh 
ther. "' 




', yes. 'I 
- - . - - . -
y f'' 
'e seetnec i to  thin: get ( 
',I 
ter s [ere havt : you bet 3y asked 
man I some time had elapsed between the time when the 
must have been sentenced and this clay. 
"I can't tell yo11 a b u t  that," replied Newto 
frown on his brow. "I've been doing a little inv 
gating on my own acco~int, and it's a secret." 
"I beg your pardon," said Buffalo Bill quickly. 
was interested, that is all, and had no idea that tnvrr 
was anything secret about your recent whereaboi 
"Well, there is," returned Newton, with a s~ 
"and perhaps some day you'll know all about it. -,,, 
just now I'm not saying a word." 
The horses were brought around and preparations 
made to  start, btrt nature took a hand in things and 
decided against wi ld  Bill. H e  was about to  mount the 
horse that he had secured for the trip, when, without 
warning, he reeled and fell to  the ground. They were 
unable to revive him, and then it was that the scout 
discovered that Wild Bill's wound had broken open 
and was bleeding profusely. 
They carried him into the hotel and put him to  bed. 
The town doctor was summoned and reported that 
Wild Bill ought not to move for  a day or two at  least. 
During the visit of the pnysician, the Laramie m3n 
recovered consciousness, and loud were his protests. 
The trip was thus abandoned temporarily and Wild ; 
Bill compelled to take care of himself. 
"We'll wait here with you," said the scout to the 
tinhappy man, "and just as soon as you are able to 
guide us we'll start. I t  won't be long." 
Buffalo Bill saw nothing more of Craig Newton 
until late that evening, and then the lnan came out in 
,,'!;i il? tert 
- 
e he was 
rance of 
front of the hotel, where the scout was sitting 
Pawnee. H e  looked rather tired, as tho~igh 1 1 1  
I)een at ~vorlc over something that required grea 
centration. 
"\Veil," he said to the scout, "do you think th 
have any trouble while I am here?" 
"I wouldn't worry about it," was Buffalo Bill's reply. 
"The citizens of the town seem to have become quite 
used to your being here. I haven't heard vour ----- 
mentioned." 
Buffalo Bill now left the others becaus 
ested in something that had attracted his atternion 
about half an hour previous to the appea New- 
ton in front of the Ilotel. 
He had seen, standing almost across trom the place 
where he had been sitting, a n~otionless figure, half 
concealed by the darlcness. The scout felt that the 
man had been watching him as though waiting for an 
opportunity to speak to him, and now he wanted to  
Sive the person that opportunity if he was right in 
his surmise. 
It was too dark for the scout to get a good look at 
the man; but, that he was an Indian, Buffalo Bill felt 
sure. Moving down the street, he kept his eye on the 
other, and was interested to see that the Indian, after 
waiting a moment, followred him without hesitation. 
When Buffalo Bill reached the end of the street and 
entered the trail leading to the reservation, he ~ I I C I V  
that the tman was close behind him. On the alert for  
whatever might happen, tlie king of scc :d and 








In  a moment the figure a 
~enly, and Buffalo Bill 
coming toward 






:cl the scl 
-.-a 
1 the In dian, as Thr Tnrlian ~nclined his he, 
thought once more. 




"You hat you are asking me t 
because friend? There is some 
"R/Iet,,. ,,,e pard hurt?" 
This was getting interesting. The 1. 
parently followed the pards and was a 
movements. How long had they been ulluer ni 
and what had he judged froin what he had seen 
LLC~nie ,"  said the scout sternly, "why you 
pards ?" 
"Not like man that come he 
of Pa-e-has-ka," and the India1 
"You iuean Newton-white D sold 13 
to Indians ?" 
The Indian bowed his head, ffalo Bill 
tinued : 
"He has nothing t o  do with pards. 
wants Indian to  talk straight. Why yo1 
"To speak-to tell Pa is no 
friend to Indian." 
The ~ i i an  spoke solemnly, and tile king or scouts was 
impressed by liis earnestness. 
"Perhaps he is no frierid-1 s sell 
whisky to Indians-but now-is l lG rutus Lv uv some- 
I thing nox,v ?" 




Buffalo B111 rose and nc 
le specimen of his race, 
:fore the king of scouts. 
"How," replied Buffalo Bill. 
"I speak good, mebbe," continued the 
,unsel with Pa-e-has-ka." 
The scout motioned to  the other to  seat himself, 
e red man obeyed. Though it was dark, the light 
~fficient for Buffalo Bill t o  note the serious expres: 
' the Indian's countenancl 
"You followed Pa-e-has 
d you not speak there in t o w n "  
"I speaE , reply. "Pa-e-has-ka fri 
Indian. leak true. Others 1 do 
low." 
"You speak about what ias-ka came her1 
let you talk. What is it?' 
The Indian did not reply at once. H e  seemed tc 
~nsidering the language he should use, ancl the sc 
 ought that the man was evidently the possessol 
-ain and, perhaps, cunning. H e  studied hirn whil~ 
aited. 
"Pa-e-h Gold Gulch to-c 
ie red mdll ICIIgLII. 
"To-day," replied the ! 
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82 An Interesting iI4eetilsg. 
''He has done the tl~ing," responded the red  ma^ 
Buffalo Bill remembered the fact that Newton 
made a mystery out of his recent actions, and v 
dered if this Indian bad chanced to discover sc 
thing that was calculated to  hurt his people. 
"Why do you tell Pa-e-has-ka?" he asked. 
"Pa-e-has-l~a malie Newton g o  away." 
"And keep him from doing something that Inc 
does not like?" 
Another nod from the Indian. 
6 <  Tell Pa-e-has-lta what Newton has done." 
The Indian shook his head. 
"Not tell," he said. 
"Then Pa-e-has-ka can do nothing." 
Buffalo Bill rose as though to put an end to  thc 
terview. H e  Itnew the uselessness of atte~npting ru 
argue with his co~npaniotl, and did not intend to  try 
to  discover by questioning, what Newton was up to  or 
had done. The longer he talked with the Indian, the 
less he lilted his manner, and a suspicion came t o  him 
that the man had some ulterior motive in seeking this 
interview with him. 
"Pa-e-has-ka friend to  Ind ia~~ ,"  repeated the recl 
man. 
"But not a friend who will drive a white man away 
because Indian says he is doing something bad, if 
Indian not tell what that bad thing is." 
"Newton steal," muttered the Indian. 
"From Indians ?" 
"Tell no  more," returned the other. "Indian ask 
Pa-e-has-ka to take Newton away. If he not go- 
: In- 
- - I  .- 
'The redskin n~ntle an elocluent gesture, and Buffalo 
Bill faced him quickly. 
"If Indian does wrong-kills," he said, "Indian will 
suffer. Go back to reservation. Newton will do noth- 
mg." 
"Indian tell-want to  tell. No! Cannot tell.' 
"I uiiderstand that Indian thinks he can't tell, 
plied the scout. "Pa-e-has-ka talk to Newtun- 
him." 
"He no tell," was the other's response. 
"That's his b~isiness," returned Buffs," UI1l. 111- 
dians be good, and Pa-e-has-lca will be kiend. In- 
dians bad, and Pa-e-has-lia fight them." 
The recl Inan bowed once more, and then, wit11 some- 
thing like a grunt, disappeared into the darkness, up 
the trail, in the directiotl of the reservation. 
n Attaclt olt tne Jatl. 
w n l i n ~ ~  scout was fast 2 
ndvlllg moved his bed, however, close to the oper, ,,,,,- 
at he might cat( 
t was not a soul 
;ht, Buff few moments enly there came a flash of light from o 
n his ro before strik- dow, and the scout peered into the darkn 
iat n'intluw Iookecl out upon a sllla]] ,,,. lor a repetition. The light had wakened 1 
  no re than fi ft; from but now all was black once inore 
I' back from the to place the light exactly, but he 
I livugh this l ~ L 1 l l u l l l s  was rough, it hnu uccll built from the direction of the jail. 
of heavj nd timbers, and it was here that the ~ d s  he waited. Then he 
prisoner: ept. Originally made for other pur- lain down fully (dresse 
poses, it naa w e n  talcen lately by the deputy as a jail, anu ciarrea our into the hall, stopping d I I I U I I ~  
The deputy's cabin was farther up the street, but a : Bill's door. 
watch had been set over the Indian. -4iid now, as ne," was his Ic 
Buffalo Bill looked do~vn  upon the jail, he wondered ras sufficient to  bring yawnee to his side 
if there I hat an attempt ~vould Ix made 110 Bill explaint seen, a] 
to get th [e was aware of the fact that, the pards dashec s and 01 
lians did not interfere with the opera- erted sti 
But there I ~ S  something so strange r kept clc and mac 
of the last few hours, that the scout nay am1 ," w h i s ~  
felt that almost anything might happen nc ts, "and it may. Anyway, lie lob 
I The night had gro~vn darker, and Buff could they were a t  the side of the h( 
inst clistinguish the outlines of the bu from Jot a sorind was to be heard, ant 
out the small b~ 
are probably as ]used oment they wai 
Kllffalo a a  luunctl out into the dcllLrllc>a. "but c,Llv,, ,he space intervenrng Detween me t~ullulI1 
seems s rould ~d just quitted a 
11 after good mding close to t 
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I 86 An Atfaclz 01% the Jail. 
Of a sudden, when it seenied as though there woultl I RPZ Attack om the Jail. ~ $ 7  be no further developmenls, the Icing of scouts heard el~~tches of thc h s t  Indian he had taclcld, and' then a faint sound coming from arouncl the corner of +I,- 
sam7 that the man had no gun. 
jail. 
FIis own weapon he hesitated to use until it became 
In that direction he ~nacle his way, and then, ju necessary, and when the first redsitin dropped to t k  
he reached the hclc of the ja& he saw another gr~~incl ,  he felt that there would not have to be any 
of light, and in that Rash the dark figure of an Inc 
shooting. 
The light, moreover, did tlot die O I I ~  this time, bu 
Pavvnee Bill now came t o  the assistance of the scout. flame caught a pile of wood and dried grass that 
,I\ siasli from a knife had torn tlie sleeve of Pawnee's been placed against the building, and in a inoinen 
shirt, but he was not harmed. Two Indians were on scene was illu~nillated by the light of the fire. 
the grotmd and two facing the pmcls, &.en two more 
"Here, pad , "  called Buffalo Bill, as he darted appeared, breathing hard; as though they hadl been 
ward toward the Indian. . running. 
Pawnee came rushing across the grmzncl ailcl ~ v ,  They, too, threw themselves on the white men,. just 
the scout's side just as Buffalo Bill grappled n4tl as Euffalo Bill lcnockecl one of the otliers senseless, 
red man. and the battle was resumed; the odds now k i n g  three 
And then it was that another Indian joined to two. Tlie man against \t.hom Pawnee Bill was 
group. It was as tbough he had sprung from figl~ting, was an unusually po~verful fellc 
ground, so sudden was his coming, hut Pawnee "They have no guns," cried Buffalo Bill must 
was upon him instantly. A third Indian ran t r n n  use ours i f  there are my more of colning.w 
the protecting darkness, and then a fourth. Four I The scout now swung his pokerful right fist, Iandecl against two, they were, but there was no fear in the cleanly on the jaw of one of the Lnclians, and had the hearts of the pards. 
satisfaction of seeing h'irn drop to the. ground-~31- 
As the king of scouts swayed bacltward and conscious. 
ward in the grasp of his antagonist, he expected Eelti~~cl them the fire blazed. I t  had wught 'ae I&- 
moment to hear the report of a gun, ancl he was a!: tie building now, and was crackling aginst the dry ished that his adversary did not shoot. 
logs. A shout came from within, and the I r n d h  
Three of the red inen were grappling with the SLUUL, 
I 
dashed at the pards with fresh strmgtl~. ~ ~ e s  
and one powerless in the hands of Pawnee Bill. A gleamed in the yellow l,igllt, and, da& fxe~ g l l o ~ d .  
~ U C ~ J I  blow fro111 the scout's fist freecl him Irotu the "End it-d ih !" &e& Pawnee B21, mdi befame his 




r ~ v u ~ ~ u  qas literally strewn 1~1th red men, and crows nau assemuleu uy rrlls ume, and there were 
~e battle to the white pards, terns ancl torche half dl lians wl 
\ king of scouts, as, at last, he the pards had ovc were bot lying on 
coverea tne ~rlerl WLLII 11.'- ground. One of tnem nad not yet regained consci 
Now the shouting h hased, and there came ,,,,. 
running from all directit I of the town. After a while the crowd began 
"P~i t  out the fir.1" nrdered the scout as he saw the for the first time, Buffalo Bill saw Craig. I\ 
danger llized that there were was loolting at the scene with a tl 
men inn 
- 
on his face. 
at that moment, the door of the little jail flew His eye caught that of 
an appeared, surveyed the scene, and head. 
ome one inside. "Bad business," he I ~ I U L L ~ I C U  
rle out o' thar!" he shouted. de. 
ian tied," was the reply from w it make you ch: 
guard darted back into the bur ildingl away lrom here?" asked ~ u r r a l o  
and in a moment the tall Indian, who had been cap- n the sl 
tured the day before, rushed past Pawnee Bill and the this." 
others standinn by him, and was all but lost in the lrelv shows yvu that the lndlans aren't - 
to jith," returned Buffalo Bill, "and that 
)me exactly civilized yet. Of course 
w something about Indians," resx 
und, unfamiliar as it was to him. Once he fell, to this is the first time I ever k~ their 
anu ne had just regained his feet, when the king oj , make a jail delivery. I can't unaerstanu how 
was upon him, pinioning his ariils t o  his sides, they took sucll chances to save one of th 
use," he said in the red man's ear. "Come "They thought that they weren't any 
back !" 16 chances," responded Buffalo Bill. TI;.;r pludably 
Thej , and thc was marched back to counted on being able to  fire the jail and get away 
the ligl point of it's gun. into the woods. They 17ft the escaping to the pris- 
TL - 
lire rlau been a1111ust extinguished, and it was oner. If I hadn't happened to  see the first light, they 
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might have been succcssful. If the thing had c ;  
at their first aeempt, they would have been far 
before I could get out here. Rut they failed t o  
the blaze catch and were delayed. I t  wasn't a 
cleoer scheme." CTIAFITR XXV. - 
H a ~ i n g  assured himself that the deputy woulzl now 
I 
AN OPPORT'VNE MEETING 
malce sure of not having a repetition of what might 
have ended in disaster, Buffalo Bill and his pard r? tlI'hen Buffalo Ein entered the dining r 
trrned to thek rooms at the hotel. nlorning, he was astonished to find the Laramre n 
iere before Him. Wild Bill's face was pale, brit 
as determined. 
"I knew that the only way I could c~nvince yo11 tli,. 
was all right," he said to the scout, "was t;o be spl 
efore yon. Anyl~ody that dovs that mist be pet ty  
rong." 
"So you are determined to start O L T ~  today?" 
uerietl' Buffalo Bill. 
"Yes, and' yon. a v n ' l  strong enough t o  stop me," re- 
lied' the Laramie man. 
Accordingly, preparatiom for an immerlia%e dcwt 
[ere made. And presextly the pards darted out, Head- 
~g, at first, up the trail tl'iat led tn the Indian r e m L  
on. 
In a coupl'e of hours r h v  St-ft the trail and t!I?m 
Iere compelled to blaze their way where there was 
o trail. Progress m s  slow, as they were compelled 
) tnalze long detours to  pass around ravimes and smII 
~iions, and when darkness was almost npm t h .  
fild' BilF nras discouraged. 
"It seems as though we ought to have come Irr, tile 
'an' tfiat the baron and F toole by this time," he re- 
larlte8, as he d n ~ i e d  the cotrntry aro~mcl f 11c:~il. ":';? 
don't recognize this pl'ace at  an." 

'm opp( 




111g moving out there ( 
N the p1 
e rnat I was SLTUCK-~IIJ iust bey UIIU LICI-11 
show yo I saw the India 
and I v farther than thi! 
~t was aare now, and the paras worked very quiei 
advance. After half an hour, dt 
q had heard no  more sounds, th 
C33r;U L I ~ L ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  vzs beaten by nature. 
it till morning,' 
\veil. I've see 
; vvesrern counrry, uur this is about the 1uut.rlt 
In again 
de their 
'Ah !" hl 
11  . T e cried, _ _  _I___ ace now -.,..-A &I. faint s ,ouncI 01 
trail. 
Presently the scout 1 
a movement in the t r e t ~  CIUILc  llcal 1111 
e to see a thing, 
re that it was a 
ligible e'xclamati 
11e was sniffing 
ells our fire," n e scout. The fire was 
but a faint smell ot it remained. 
*XIS followed. 
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At 1: 1 the scout was quite clos 
up a t: e. The nlan had struck h-, and 
for a secona, while the tiny flame rose LIU~II ~11e ~ i v e  
-le scotit that a souncl f c  
as accustomed, reached 1 
me one was gently drur 
~g on an ncient origin. 
:or a f e  istened intently. 
m some alsrance, ana was soothing in its 
Buffalo I about to awaken Pawnee Bill a] 
L I ~  him or while he investigated the sour 
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1g6 An Opportune Meetiltg. able," continued Buffalo Bill. 
are looking, among other thing 
"And I might say the same," respontled Buffalo B "I wonder who'll be ther next," muttered old No- 
"We seetn to be thrown together all the time." 
I [  What-" began Newton. mad. 
"This isn't a very good time to speculate on that," 
"When we are a party as we are to-night, we ma said Buffalo Bill. "I think 1 
it a rule to keep a lookout," said the scout. "It m 
Let's turn in." 
my watch, and I heard you. ~ f t ~ r  the trouble I ha The suggestion was greetea wlrn approval ~y tne 
been having with the Indians, I thought it was just 
others, though Newton's actions seenled strange. H e  
well to  investigate. They seem to be after me, f 
,-- 
was very thoughtful as he wrapped himself in his 
some reason." blanket, and the scout was more interested than ever to 
"YOLI certainly gave me a start," said Newton. know how it happened that they were continual 
will join your party, with your permission." nilig into the man, and why he refused to expl 
The horse was left where Newton had tethered hi actions. 
and the scout matle the way to his camp. P a w  Soon all was quiet a t  the little camp. 
Bill had just awakened, and finding that Buffalo E closed except those of Little Cayuse, 
was not there, was rousing the other pards, when t was to watch. 
king of scouts and Newton put in an appearance. It was, perhaps, an hour a appeara 
"I met an old acquaintance who was just making Newton that the little Piute suc t straigh 
camp for the night," said the scout, "You all know bent forward, eyes turning to plerce the darkness ot  
him. Allow me to  present Craig Newton." the dark night. For, like Buffalo Bill, he heard the 
They were all awake by this time, and low exclarna- distant drumming, faint and low, but plain. It  ceased 
tions were uttered. almost as sutldellly as it had begun, and the Indian re- 
"Seems to me,'' said Wild Bill, "that this trail is as lapsed into motionlessness once more. 
had as Broadway, New York City. They say that It was then that he was co~~scious of lent on 
you can meet everybody you know there." the part of Newton. The man was near him, and 
' "And we've run across three people of our ac- Little Cayuse's wonderful alertness told him that the 
rluaintance here on this trail," explained the scout to man was awake-and listening. Then the white man 
Newton. "First, two of our pards, and flow you." in a low tone. 
"It does seem rather strange," was that person's re- ho's watching?" he asked, so lou 
ply. "But I could explain the meeting with me easily t disturb any of the sleepers. 
-if I cared to. Perhaps I shall." 
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s feet in a second, darting 
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When Little Caj reached the t r a  - 3rd 
e so~mcl no more 
Little Cayuse now awa~ened Pawnee Bil 
"Well," asked P 'heard anything Y 
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CHAPTER XXVI. 
GATHERING DATA FOR A BOOK. 
Buffalo Bill. as usual, was the first to opcn his e 
at break of day. and soon the camp was astir. 
The little Piute made a fire, and soon coffee 1 
boiling and bacon cooking over it. The wind was cc 
illg from the direction in which Wild Bill had r 
that the Indians had been seen, and Bhffalo Bill 
not fear that they-if they were there-xvould sr 
the odor. 
And presently all the pards and Newton were 
gaged in eating a hearty nleal. 
"I think," responded Newton, sipping his coi 
"that I am going to  tell you all my business. I've 1 
foolish to keep it back so long." 











- 4  I "You see," continued Newton, ''\11hat Little Ca: and I heard last night makes me believe that T di 
come out here on a wild-goose chase at all. But I had 
the foolish idea that.1 wanted to  be the only one that 
had any knowledge on this subject-I thought it wotdd 
make that knowledge all the Inore valuable." 
"May I ask," said Buffalo Bill, "if you refer to 
the sound of drumming that Little Caytlse heard last 
night ?" 
_-. . - -  - _ 
"Yes-that's what has cot~\.inced me that the 
so~nething doing here." 
I "I heard the same sound earlier in the iligllt,". 




"I believe that it was made by a ka~ld of savages- 
Illdians quite different fro111 those living on the reser- 
vation. Indians whom few, if any, white nlen have 
ever seen." 
"There happens to be one," interposed Wild Bill, 
"who has seen them." 
Craig Newton was intensely surprised at the turn 
the co~lversation was taking. H e  supposed that Buf- 
falo Bill and the pards knew nothing of the existence 
of any such band, and was correspondingly disap- 
pointed when he found to the contrary. H e  told them, 
I~o~vever, that he was getting data concerning the In- 
dians fo r  the purpose of writing a book 
Uncler Buffalo Bill's direction, all now worked to 
make the place as safe as possible in case it was needed 
for a retreat. Fallen trees were moved when possible, 
and the spot began to take on the appearance of a 
fort. 
The horses were taken back into the woods, and the 
saddles and the rest of the outfit hidden where others 
woilld not be likely to find them. 
The six men then gathered together to receive their 
fil~al instructions from Buffalo Bill, when, suddenly, 
Little Cayuse darted away from thein. Then to their 
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uni- 
the 1 Evidently they had not made a very careful exa ation of the ground, and did not know that 
hites had a place in which they would be comp; 
vely safe. When they realized this, and the fact 
they were doing little damage to  their enemies by t 
fit ceased tt 
ot lld hear 
~ V \ . L ~ I I  L l l c  Indians 
er, Cody unde f roln th 
th ade in the Siou 2, that t 
wclc Lullll~letelv at a loss tu I\r tvw what to A- l e  
plain, hok ndians I 
their pres s \voulcl 
chance of gerung across rne Iran1 and starting to set 
for the strange band, which, they were now confid 
made its home somewhere in that vicinity. 
There was a long lull in the figlititlg; one of tt 
behind the wall, however, taking an occasional sho 
a redskin whenever one would appear. 
"Pard," said Buffalo Bill, addressing Pawnee, "pc 
can leave off shooting and keep a watch back o f  L 
I think that they will t ry to  divide their force and 
get to our rear, relying on their superior numbers. 
And now, as a proof of the scout's foresight, tl 
came a cry from old Nomad, and he dropped his 
and lay stretched on the ground. H e  had k e n  ! 
from the rear. 
But Pawnee Bill, following the scout's advice, had 
seen the Indian whose bullet had apparently fottnd its 
mark, and Pawnee Bill's gun spoke plainly. The red 
ok. 
.-1 -- 1-:: n ~ a r ~  L I I I C W  LIP 1113 IMIIUS and fell lo1 waru on 111s 
one of the bowie man's 
More shouts came f~ 
llatl made the mistake or senalng one Daclc tnere at a 
~d the sharpshooters of t white 
d been able t o  pick the ; they 
~ositions in their rear. 
Indians behind had less 
t ,  as the trees were f e  
the Indians realized their mistakc, uldlly 
ber were put out of the battle permanent] 
Then the portion of the band that helc 
tively safe positions in front, renewed their fire des- 
'perately. The cries rose to  the sky, and the bullets 
whizzed over the heads of Buffalo Bill and his pards. 
Old Nomad had sta to his k 1 was 
shooting whenever he ! opportur m de- 
termination expressed GI, 1113 ~dce .  
N it is?" called Buffalo Bill to hirr 
ht es er fiddle," was the firm repl! 
wor ~nocked  me over-fright, I guess." 
1c1 not been fright-far from it, but t l  
vound was not a serious one, and he wa 
qmte able to  take care of himself. 
The wounded Indians to  the rear of the little 
were trying to  crawl away. Some did not movl 
wnrlld not move, ever. But the king of scouts s a w  
was time to take further action. The Indians 
in time, realize that they could do little against 
the scout's band, and would draw away. In that case, 
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now tnat me enu was so near, a snot woula come 
a distan ne of thc 
The 1 rt of thc 
fierce. Buthlo Bill had +el!ed three of the red 
and was now rushing to  the assistance -of those 
needed it. As one wotlld fall, another would at 
to rise and take his plac 
men had been too power 
It was with difficulty 
so man! lay on thc ground. The knife of one 
Indian 1 led the shirt of Little Cayuse. But .an 
every occaslon when it had seemed as though an In- 
dian wnla to pierce the heart of qn 
men, eii falo Bill or Pawnee Bin 
others B ~ U U I L ~  there t o  deflect the weap 
so the end came. All the Indians, except three, 
>unded seriously or put out of business for *he 
nrne ~ e i n g ,  and these three surrenclerecl in sullen si- 
lence. N o  longer did the m~oods ring 
cry, and even the voices of the white mer 
I.-,, The carnage had been terrible, and Burra~o ail1 s111- 
.LC d p l J d  
cerely regretted the day ~d the baron's ire, for 
disappearance had made - him to make e in the 
n abat~doned their guns. the investipation that wd3 llJK _its close 
But tlYe fact that there Not 1 Buffalo Bill's p: serious 
jurecl, E ntlians required able atte .ke the fight any the less nerc man u 
isped by white, a ; flashed 
and the scout aid all he could fur  L I I C I I I .  Those \ V I I U  
: morning light, 5 vicious were but slightly wo~indecl, he ordered bound 
those ~ ~ l i o n l  attention worlld 'help, received it. 3nce in a while one o i  ~ ~ i i k t l o  EI,,  , ,, ,{ would ! 
I 
j but e q  
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1 counted twenty Indian captives, "that we sh But the scout was unable to get the 
-._ t lla\.e a difficult tin-; after this. If the band tl away a secret of his tribe, and Buffalo 6111 was con+ 
has its home near here were very strong, these n1 pelled to give up. \ 
would not have come from the reservation. That tll "At last," he said, turning pards, "we are 
came to protect them is evident. Old Nomad," a ready to search for the baroll-aliu the mvsterious 
the scout turned to the old plainsman, "you hat1 t tribe." 
bad luck to receive the worst injury. You stay hf 
and do what you can for these poor fellows and g u a ~ ~  
them, while the rest of us will go on and see what \v( 
can find." 
"Ain't et bad ernuff luck ter git hurt," complain 
old Nomad, "wi'out bein' made ter stay here an' pl 
nurse ?" 
"It's hard luck," responded the scout, "but I do1 
see any way out of it." 
Now, among the prisoners, Buffalo Bill recogniz 
the Indian who had followed hirn and asltecl him to s 
that Newton left the country. H e  had the feeling tk 
the red man was treacherous, but he moved towa 
him and spoke. 
"You lied to Pa-e-has-ka," he said. 
The Indian was silent, sullen. 
C l  You said it was to get Newton away that y~ 
came to me. You really wanted to find out what I ur 
going to do. You are a bad Indian." I 
"Can do nothing else," tnutteretl the man. "B 
chief give order." 
"And you knew that they were going 
to the jail," the scout went on. "Now tell P 
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"Now, do you believe me?" asked Wild Bill, in a 
"He's found it-he's found it!" exclaimed Wild. hushed voice. 
Bill. "Hooray ler Little Cayuse." "Wonderful!" replied the king of scouts. 
And, indeed, the little Piute had made the discovery "What a story it will make!" came from Craig 
There was a slab of rock, seemingly quite like all thf Newton. 
rest, but a close examination disclosed the fact that the "It seinls almost a shame to disturb them,' 
edges were worn. And after several attempts to move peretl Buffalo Bill. 
it, the reason for this wearing was discovered. It "I don't imagine that they'll show much fight, --.- 
had often been taken from its place, and now, possibly Pawnee Bill. 
for the last time, it was moved, and the pards saw be- "But how about the baro~;?" asked Wild Bill. "I - 
fore them a long passageway. don't see him joining in the festivities." 
This they entered one by one. I t  was quite dark. "These don't lo& like festivities to me," said Cody. 
The sound of the drunlming was louder now, and as "It seems to me that these men have a sort of premoni- 
the pards advanced, it became more dlstinct than ever. tion that their days here are ended. I don't believe 
Presetltly, when they were least expecting itr the that they will last long on the reservation. See, they 
passageway opened. They had been descending all the are old." 
time, and now they emerged into an open space, open Now the drumming ceased, and the men moved 
to the heavens at the top, but walled high with rock. away. Their faces were turned for a moment in the 
It was an amphitheater, a large one, though its ex- direction of the passageway where the pards were se- 
tent coulcl not at first be estimated. But the opening creted, and then the white men saw that their 
through which the sky could be seen was small, the tenances were sad. The expression on every fa 
walls forming a sort of roof. of a great sorrow. 
"Yes," tnuttered Cody, "they know that at last their And in the center of this amphitheater, they saw ten 
end is near. They knew that they were seen, and the 
Indians clustered. One was beating a drum while the 
others were moving about him slowly. They seemed 
sound of the fighting was the final straw. They will 
not be surprised to see us." to pay no attention to the newcomers who had stepped 
back into the passageway. And such proved to be the case. As Buffalo Bill and 
his pards walked forward, covering the savages with 
Never had any of the pards, except Wild Bill, seen their weapons, they evinced no surprise, but stood, 
anything like the sight before. These Indians were tall mute, as though waiting for the end to come. 
and stately, showing great dignity and telling the story And I-IOTY the pards realized that, t h o ~ i ~ h  't ey were 
of the decay of the present-day red man. 
' whis- 
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be treated well." I with t 
he oldest and tallest of r 
Ve will con~e," 1 Investigation proved that Buffalo Bill and 
ave dre: had come to the correct conclusion concerni 
con~man They were the last of a tribe, the original Sio 
men o n  the reservatiol~ had always : the truth 
about them and their hiding place as secret, a 
betrayal of which would result in deatn to me offender. 
Craig Newton accompanied the pards and the pris 
oners to civilizatiotl, and not long afterward Buffal( 
Bill received a copy of the book he had written. I 
was rful hist he Indians of the West. 
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Instantly the scene changed. The baron came rt~sh. 
ing to them, ancl was greetecl with open arms. 
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the Laramie man, "and that is, was I hit by one of 
savages or by an Indian from the reservation? 




For a moment Buffalo Bill was very grave, \ 
"It'maY be," he said, "that one of the old fellow T I - I E  S T R A N G E  I I u ~ s b n  
hit YOK but 1 have an idea that it was sollletlling quis "Pardon me, sir, but who is the chief 
different. The nlarl lvho aslied the question \\.as a Stran,,, -- 
A twinkle Came to the SCOLI~'S eye as the Laramit those of the wagon train. 
Illaf~ waited for him to go on. His tone lvas courteous, yet comtnancling, and he 
"I think, in all probability, that you \Yere kickec hard, as his splenclid horse showed, to over- 
by the baron's mule." take the Ivagon train, the trail of which he had come 
That night while sitting in the ]lotel at ~ ~ l d ~ ~  Ilpon to at once lino~v, as a man of the border, that it 
Glllch. Cody received a telegram ordering him to re- \vas goillg into certain danger and death i f  not checked 
port for at Fort McPherson. Leaving his friends very soon. 
a t  the border settlement, the ]ting of scouts set out or? The scout had raised his broad sc 
a lone trail for  the military post, 
I 
sight of ladies in the train, but his question nau 
adtlressed to a man of illiddle age, evidently the one in 
charge. 
In an ambulance, used as a "prairie carriage," sat an 
elderly female, beyond all doubt belonging to  that 
much-abused class known as "old mai(ls," and 
u.itllin it \\.as a negress of middle age, and whose inky- 
black husband was driving the vehicle 
There \x,qs a second ambulance, prairie 
lvaif, a l1oy of fifteen, knorvn as "Pepper, and whom 
: .  
p ,  
Elr. Marl<ham, the owner of the train, had picked up 
h on the trail \vest~vard. 
TIlree large and well-filled wagons, driven by YoLlng 
bordermen, a lot of loose horses and cattle in charge 
of other men, Mr. Marlillam and his really beauti* . 
, - =.  
e 
I A N .  
of this t rain?'! 
apr to. 
at the 
* 1- .-.- 
2 I Stralzgc ?11ta8~. 
f~11 dauchter Madge, both- w r l l  1110~1nted and attir,,,, 
the outfit thus halted upon the prairie by 
Irn and handsome stranger, except the guide, 
I" w*a 110t just then with the train. 
sir," saic arkham, in rep1 
sir, it is r intention to att ;e t- 
rlernenr upon the Loup, as your course in re- 
stranger qu i r ing  
means, I 311 1 ~ c h  
llch 1 have purchascu uuon the Elacre. 
'The PLatte, sir i ,here I e 
'Yes, for I havt sed the Waller Ranch and h LVlr. ~vlarlcnam anu iviadge saw rne srarr rtie 
cattle." 
er gave, 
the cnow hit luger, wltn some surprls 
upon his rlgnt ear my marK. 
'So I kr but my guide, who has ridden on 
lad to fi ]at man, sir, was leading you into nping ground for the night, takes ly with old Black Face, the ch 
i trail to avola ~ a n d s  of Indians on the direct trail," 
into x~hose clutches this trail will take 
)lained Mr. Markham, while 8 ler 
'se, attentively regarding the strar These words fell like a thunderclap 10, 
lnr~rested, apparently, in what her fdmer nan s a ~ a ,  c" ' Markham and Madge, and they sat staring In amdzc- 
toward her. upon the strange horsema 
have just come fl rson a10 
y dear sir, you astoulld n 
me nver trail, and have seer es of redskins, nor found words to say. 
heard of any a t  Fcrt Kearnf T halted there, for io Carl would have astounded YO lore, sir, 
I am bearing dispatches, not struck your trail, and, kr 10 train 
A 
Im McPherson to 
laha." 1 come up here, feared you were I C J ~ L  a ~ l u  calne o* 
My guic rn you." 
ians on our trai nd most heartilj 
rnisinfol 10 
\ 
an I the 
- . 7 
move- ) knows better th ; I I ; I I~  on the b o ~  
n i e ~ ~ t s  of the hc 
at being the case, we have come a long v 
urse for nothing." 
u have, indeed, sir, and another day on thls r a i l  
take you right into the Indian country, 
rain would fall an easy prey to massacre! 
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He was 
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rmed, I , assure yl 011, for t 
220 Tlze Sfl.a~zge H o~se~llalt. 
I manner and your face carry conviction with all yo say." 
"I also join my father, sir, in thanking ~ O L I , "  s 
Madge softly. 
The stranger's face flushed, and he said cluickly 
"1 seek no thanks, nor do I want them, for doing 
duty. 
"My orders are imperative to press on to Omaha, 
I felt I would not be doing my duty to allow you 
gokon this trail, when I knew your force, so came 
warn you." 
"May I ask how you knew" what force I hac 
asked Mr. Markham. 
"It is as plain to me, sir, as are tlie lightning ; 
thunder the precursors of a storm, for I read trails 
an open book. 
The Strange N o r s e ~ ~ l a ~ l .  
Both Mr. Markham and Madge paled slightly, whlle 
the former said anxiously : 
"Then what is to be done, sir?" 
For  a moment the stranger was silent, and th  
said : 
"If you ask my advice, sir, it is to go 110 fartht 
"Yet your duty will not permit you to 
"No, it will not, I regret to  say, unless- 
He paused, and Madge cluickly said : 
"Your manner implies that there is a possibility that 
you may do so." 
guide u 
7,  
"Lady, were yo~i r  father alone-that is, were there 
only men on the train-I would set them on the right 
trail and let them look to their manhood and prowess 
to pull them through all right. But with yourself, and, 
as I see, another lady on the train, I feel that it is my 
tluty to make every sacrifice. First, however, we will 
settle about ICio Carl, and then I will decide what is 
best to be done." - 
"And what would you advise about asked 
Mr. Markham. 
"Catch him," was the laconic response. 
"But how?" 
"He has gone to yonder nlotte?" 
"So he said." 
"He is not in sight on the prairie." 
"No; he was just disappear in^ when. we slghted 
~011.~' 
"Then lie does not know of n1j 
"He cannot po~sibly do so." 
"Then we'll fetch hitn back to the train." 
"See, there are the trails of your ambula~lces ; 
wagons, half blurred out by a few cattle, and I kn 
you could not have more than half a dozen fight 
men, which in this country would be a mere hand 
against old Black Face ancl his braves, inore especi: 
if you-were led into an ambush." 
"I see, sir, that you read signs or1 the prairie as ( 
would at1 open book, for my force does nutilber bu 




are I "You say that your guide has gone on to prep 
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1 that I ; e that hc ck-hearted villail 
'You will not kill him?" asked Xlatlge timidly. 
"No; miss, for  I never take the life of a,hutnan bei 
less it is absolutely necessary:' was the response, a 
Madge breathed more freely, as she had feared 'tl 
she would be cotnpelled to  witness one of those drt 
scenes for which the far frontier was noted, and 
~ich she heard so much. 
"I will I OLI suggest, sir, 
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hat it is you will 
tlie 
the 
along the Platte." 
"And then ?" 
"I will attend to the balance, sir," was the c; 
reply. 
Mr. Markham nodded and rode forward nl 
Madge, leaving the stranger concealed hehind the r 
wagon. 
A quarter of an hour passed, the whole fan 
The Sfra~sge  Horse~iz, an. 
out befc . .. . .  
: answer 
The stranger had stepped boldly )re him, 
from behind one of the wagons, and held hts revolver 
leveled at the guide. 
His face was smiling now, and hf 
f ree-and-easy way : 
"Correct, Kio Carl, and I have the 
gathered about the center of the train and waited sol 
what nervously for the coining of the guide. i \ r l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  
all seemed to fear. 
Presently he dashed up and asked sternly: 
"IVhat means this long halt hcre, when there ' 
hardly time to reach a camping ground before nigh 
I 
"It means, ICio Carl, that I have decided to go 
farther on this trail,'' was Mr. Marlcham's firni 
sponse. - 
"Ha! Do you interid to asstune the duties of gui 
sir?" was the angry response. 
Mr. Marlthatn hesitated, and then came, in d 
tones : 
"No, but I do, ICio Carl!" 
The man started back, jerking cruelly upon his rei 
until 11e forced his horse upon its haunches, and 1111 
his face hecame pallid, cried, in startled tones: 
"Buffalo Bill l" 
you !" 
volces of the teamsters uttered the words i~ 
, for the name spoken by Carl had told who was 
ranger, and all knew llinl well by reputation, 
1 not one of the trainmen had before seen him, 
ing the traitor glide, 
I Carl was a man of consummate nerve, and he re- 
gained his cool nce, and as free 
and easy a wa ch 13uff: lad ad- 
dressed him : 
s, and it the first u have had the 
n me, Cc 
d I wan1 you to beware O I  rne rnird," was Buf- 
falo Bill's response. 
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Stepping forward, it was but the wc 
for Buffalo Bill to disarm him, and t 
lariat from his saddle horn, he ordereu LIK p l u e  to 
remou ~ich ICio Carl did with a smoth- 
ered c ain in the saddle, Buffalo Bill 
bound rill11 securely nand and foot, tying his f ' ' 
neath his hors 
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After watching him for some nlonl, 
Isell, rep~leu tne teamster, and he araggeu out a wit11 the tealllster and the prisoner hilllaclL, Mark- 
pants, a slouch hat, full of holes, and a ham rode on alter t 
I and all were surprised 
nd began to pull them upon the still un- at  the change which t 1 place, and which Seedy 
Sam, the wagon dribGl. cnl~iained in his quaint wav 
-_.__-_D DM, yer don't I r L  L ~ I G  U C V J I I I I C I I ~  in the111 LIU a 
advice or tne wortny teamster, anu tne latter ----... 
"I don't kno - intcntic t I shall 
take care of yc thing fo ~ t i l  you 
come to claim 
Buffalo Bill to his 
saddle pocket, ( . bundle 
upon u. 
of almost tne exact nue or tnar or I\IO 
oath ca 
"Ha! ha! I<io Carl, I can play you pretty we14 
can't I?" and Buffalo Bill rumpled up his hair, put 
on the false beard, pulled the slouci~ hat over his eyes, - -. 
d look the very counterpart of the traitor guide. 
ing the weapons and horse of Kio Carl and leav- 
I own in the care of Mr. Markhain, he rode away 
once n d so much resembled the traitor ,guide 
f those in the train, seeing him depart, 
believe, ,.,., for some reason, Buffalo Bill had re- 
CHAPTER XXX. 
B U F F A L O  B I L L ' S  P L O T .  
I B~~f fa lo  Bill was rewarded by discovering a moving form. 
"Injun !" 
The word escaped his lips like an exclamation, and 
peering still more closely, he continued : 
"As I thought, Kio Carl meant deviltry. Ah! There 
~t was very evident that in changing his clothes for come several of the red rascals to meet me, or, rather, 
those of I<io Carl, Bu&~lo Bill intended some bold ruse, to meet him, as they believe, or I am mistaken. N ~ ~ ,  
Buffalo Bill, look out !" 
his jyords as he rode along, spoken half alo~ld, 
showed what his intention was. \with a light laugh, as though he relished and defied 
the great danger he was running, Buffalo Bill arranged 
"1 am he mnttered, "that old Black Face his toilet more to his taste, as he deemed it necessary, 
@ lies concealed in the timber yonder, with a score or two looked to his arms, and rode quickly along the timber. 
of braves, and Carl was leading the train into the am- 
E1.e horsemen had come out of the timber, and 
bush, and Illas to share the spoils with the redskins. were riding leisurely toward the scout, as i f  to meet 
"Great heavens! What a fate that beautiful girl him, and yet.exhihiting toward him no hostile demon- 
would have suffered! I shudder to think of it, and, strations. 
if I am right, I<io Carl will do no more harm in this They were Indians, in all their.glory of war paint 
world, once I lay my clutch upon him again. Now alld feathers, and one rode slightly in advance of the 
I'll see if I am right before the sun is set half an other four. 
hour, and if my rig will bear muster with old Black ' "The devil himself, as I live!" said Buffalo Bill. 
Face." Then in a moment he added : 
He then rode quietly on, the timber ahead of  him "Old Black Face has noticed that the train has turned 
rising dark and threatening, and his keen eyes search- l~ack, for he evidently ha~lookouts  in the treetops, and 
jng its depths for some sign of a foe. I he is coining to  ask me, or rather, Kio Carl, as he 
As the sun touched the distant prairie horizon, he thinlzs, for the reason. Well, the train was too far off 
was within a mile of the timber, which jutted aut from for him to see anything going on of a suspicious na- 
the river to a considerable distance and formed a secure iure." 
hiding place for a thousand savage foes within the I t  b a s  now growing dark, and when Buffalo Bill 
shadow of its large trees and thickets. drew within a cotlple of hundred yards of the Indians, 
After a long and untiring peering into the timber, he was confirmed in his opinion that Kio Carl had 
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"The brother of  the Elack Face heard all, and he 
told the chief of the whcel tepees which trail to take 
and nrhere to camp, ancl sent \lord to the captain of 
lorse braves that he \vc 
: Face and his warriors. 
...,... niliere to strike his villag 
The old chief fairly shouted 1171th %is bold 
assertion, failing t o  see that there retended 
motive, and Buffalo Bill cried : 
et the Black Fa for by telling the horse 
ts of the whites i lked story, he could come 
on and meet his red brurners, let them know where and 
when to strike the wheel tepees, then and tell 
the paleface chief a false trail for his to  take, 
and lead t h a n  into an  ambush which my ~rorher  here 
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seen." : Black Face speaks of ~ h a ~  nls eyrs  uavt: - , 
iffalo Bill, speaking the Sioux tongue perfectly. 
e knows not what his brother has to  say." 
: Black Face will listen," said the chief, evi- 
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said Bc 
"But hl 
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can E 
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Bztffalo Bill's Plof. 236 He knew him to be also a companion of Kio Carl, 
that ugly head of yours full of lies, it will be becausr and did he meet him at  once would his disguise be 
my tongue sticks to the truth too fast to pull it off," penetrated, and death would cluickly follow, 
mentally observed Buffalo Bill, while aloud he con- of the most awful torture that Indiag cruelt 
tinued : devise. 
"The Black Face knows the Lone Tree, toward the Remembering that Mr. Markham had told how Kio 
setting sun ?" Carl had secretly met a white man on the prairie, he 
"The Black Face has been there," was thepompous felt sure that White Panther, as the Indians called 
reply. him, and Salt Lake Saul, as he was known in the set- 
"Two suns from this the wheel tepees will camp tlements, must be that individual, who had gone on 
there." ahead, when his pard became the guide of the train, 
"Ugh !" for no other purpose than to  get old Black Fac 
"Let the Black Face creep upon the camp by night, ally. 
leaving their ponies far  out on the prairie, and his H e  knew that he had to be most cautious, not to 
braves can do their ~vork." betray ignorance, so asked, as a feeler: 
"Ugh!" and the grunt was one of satisfaction most "Why did not the White Panther come with my 
intense. brother, the Black Face, to i e e t  me?" 
"His brother will be there, and when the braves of "The Panther has ridden hard, ant 
the Black Face have many scalps at  their belts, and asleep." 
their ponies are loaded with the booty of the palefaces, "Ah, but he must have eyes like the stars now, for 
I lead them on to the spot where the white warriors I want him to guide the ~vheel tepees to the Lone 
can be met in battle and defeated." Tree." 
"Ugh! My white brother is a great chief. Let him 
"The Black Face will tell him." come to my camp," said the delighted savage. 
"No, for I must be off on the trail t o  seek the white "It is well, and I will start on the back trail. Let 
chief." the Panther have a swift pony and follow." 
"The White Panther, the paleface brother of the "It shall he as my white brother says," replied the 
chief, is in the camp and would see him." old chief, and bidding the redskins farewell, Buffalo 
Buffalo Bill fairly started at the name, for  he had Bill started upon his return, <greatly rejoicing at his 
long heard of the renegade white known as the White discovery and the accomplishrr 
Panther, whose crimes had forced him to seek refuge H e  had gone but a short I 2 called 
: the redskins. 
3 
among 
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He  had ridden hard thz nd in fact for several in the end he would gain by his gener 
lays had had but little r he was glad to  seek "I'll make the swap, chief, fer I h: 
mepose in security and dre he was to be horse I seen on the train, afore it pulled out o L.x.UA.w. 
L sharer in when the Mar at the mercy Git OL my, an' I'll strike Cad's 
) f  the red demons who IVI The 3on had the saddle and t 
rencgacle upon him, and, mounting, the vlllaln set on n Black Face awoke him to 
at a swinging lope which threatened tl 
1 seen ICio Carl coming, and 
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240 Bz,ifgZo Bill's Plot. 
"Waal, what is ther stakes?" and the renegade drew 
rein, as his pony got head and head with the gaunt 
black ridden by Buffalo Bill. 
"The stake is White Panther, alias Salt Lake Saul, 
as you see!" 
The answer fell ike a thunderclap from a cloudless 
sky upon the startled renegade, while lie felt a revolver 
muzzle pressed hard against his heart. 
Salt Lake Saul was a quick man with revolver and 
knife, and a hard one to surprise, as many had found 
out to their cost. 
But he had been caught for once, and by one he 
deemed his devoted pard. 
There must be some mistake; and he half laughed 
forth : 
"What in thunder does yer mean, Carl?" 
"Just what I say," was the stern rejoinder. 
"An' what did yer say?" 
"That the stake I am now playing for is Salt Lake 
Saul, the renegade, and I have won it!" 
"Durnation! Does yer think this are a place ter 
joke, pard?" 
"Move one finger and you will find this is no joke, 
but deadly earnest." 
"What hev I did ter turn yer agin' me this way?" 
"Durned ef yer 
yer thet looks like 
I obsarves ?" 
Bufalo Bill's Pror. 241 
ain't right! But who in thunder be 
Kio, and yet ain't got his voice, now 
"Have you ever heard of Buffalo Bill?" 
"Bitin' snakes o' Ireland! Is yer that terror?" 
most howled the renegade. 
"Yes, I am Buffalo Bill." 
"Then ther dance's done and ther fiddlei 3 1,; 
was the almost resigned response. 
"Yes, and Death's the fiddler." 
"Don't doubt it, Buffler, and I'll soon nev a n 
o' a thousan' strings to sing psalms o' glory on." 
"Or a poker to  stir up the fire below." 
"Don't speak o' it, fer it makes me shiver to think 
3w hot it are, and-" 
Quicker than a flash of lightning lie had dropped 
his hand upon a revolver butt, and it was half oul 
his belt, when Buffalo Bill clutched it and cried stert 
"Hold on, sir, for I am your master!" 
"Yer takes my hand, pard. I pass," said the di: 
pointed renegade, and at an order to  raise his ha 
above his head, he silently obeyed, while Buffalo 
disarnieg him. 
"NOW your claws are cut, we'll get alon 
gether, and I want xiable, as I have some q~ to  be sc 
how 'ti 
"I aln not Kio Carl." tions to ask yot~." 
"Holy Rockies ! Then I are cotched !" "Shout out fust 
"Yes, the Panther is entrapped, at last. Hold, keep ter take me in, and ther 
those hands away from your gun or  I pull trigger, and "Oh, that is simply a lit1 
it's but an inch from your heart to my pistol muzzle." 1 what I wanted to know." 
!g better 
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For a Foe's Sake. 
last th'e new camping ground was reached, and the 
was spread, which was especially for the use of Madge 
C H A P T E R  XXXP. and Miss Samantha Doolittle. 
In getting things to rights, preparing supper, and 
F O R  A F O E ' S  S A I C E .  making himself generally useful, Pepper, the youth, 
.*And you think," said Madge, when her father had was invaluable, and won pronounced praise from Miss 
joined her and told of Buffalo Bill's having assumed 
the rig of Kio Carl, "that he \\rill dare venture into "Rilaclge," she said, "I do be thinking that Proilidence 
the camp of the savages, pretending to  be the guide?" illas most kind to that boy, to bring him under the 
"Yes, my daughter, for from all I have heard of shelter of our guardian wings." 
that famous man, I know he will hesitate at no risk . "Or to us, auntiev-Madge al~vays called Miss Doo- 
to carry out his ends. little auntie, though that lady had begged her to make 
"How different he is from what I had pictured him, it "co~i~i~i"-"for Pepper certainly has proven himself 
when reading romances of his strange deeds upon the most useful- in everything, and is really womanly in 
border. H e  seemed to me, as the writers  en-painted all he does for us." 
him, a giant andoferocious being whose hands and "True, Madge, true, he almost seems to me like a 
clothing must be covered with the blood of his foes. woman, at times, but do you know you were sadly 
Rut we find him an ele<g;ant gentleman, courtly, and as remiss to-day ?" 
6 c 
hanclsome as a picture." How so, auntie?" 
"He is, indeed, a remarkable man, Madge, and I sin- "In your duty." 
cerely hope he will come safely through all his dangers. "What sin did I commit and what duty omit, pray ?" 
I t  is certainly very noble of him to set aside his duties, "You did not introduce me to that very elegant gen- 
which must be urgent, to get us out of the scrape into tletnan, Mr. Buffalo Bill." 
uhich that traitorous guide led us." Why, auntie. I hardly met hitn myself, and I knew 
"Oh, father, what i f  Buffalo Bill had not come on not who he was until Kio Carl spoke his name." 
after us?" and Madge shuddered, while Mr. illlark- "Well, Rlaclge, I don't know as I should, and I don't 
ham answered C know but what I should have spoken to him without an 
"The thought of what would have followed, Madge, introduction, under the circumstances, for I owed him 
is terrible to contemplate." our thanks for all he did." 
And thus father and daughter talked oil, until at "He did not seem to  like thanks, auntie." 
True nobility, my dear, the truest bind. that avoids 
245 
tent 
a F'oe's Sake. For a Foe's Sak 
But there was one missing from 
deeds done. I meal had sat with them. and that one was rne gume. 
lcnow as I snould, and I don't know but what In the goodness of her heart, Madge herself : 
lld do the same way; but- ranged a tray with his supper and carried it to h 
ere's Pepper to announc to where he sat upon the trunk of a tree, securc 
Miss Doolittlt engthy when she began 
with "but." I-Iis heac, W c L 3  ~ ~ c n t ,  apd CLL llL1 dords he looked tv, 
t youth known as Pepper was almost a boy in and the firelight showed th; 
for he seemed hardly twenty, and his face was said in his quiet way: 
one rnat few could gaze upon and fail to  see that in it 
>and-easy costume and 
-- - oenearrl 111s L U ~ L  a U C ~ L  of arms. by his manner anu the pathos In nls 
His hair, contrary t o  the border I [now that inhunl 
short, and his slouch hat had the rim 
"Miss Madge, sup1 
has made some of Mi nth's favorite hoecakes," "Looks are deceiving, Miss Malnlldlll. d3 Y V L L  YI 
id, in a boyish ind with a miscl~ievous 
find out when you know him better 
le of the eye. 
"It will take a great deal to tnakc 
h, Pepper, why do you call me Miss Samanth, and 
is other than an honoraMe man, iv l  ,,,s tace llpC 
ast syllable?" cried the old maid. 
then where will M look for honor 
snortness 01 ureatn, replied the youth, and he led the ~lght, Miss Markham, anu 1 lovea 
Ere, where Mr. Markham was already >rother. I had a happy home, and 
able, upon which Aunt Phyllis, the negro ake life joyous; but, like the snake 
zll, $lacing a tempting meal. 
he is, he came into my household 
-. Marlzham and the ladies sat down to supper, despair, and sorrow behind him. 
in getting things to rights for the night. 
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248 For a Foe's Salre. 
I-Ie drew aside his hair as he spoke, revealirlg a hole 
in his ear, evidently made by a bullet passing throuigh. 
Alter a moment he resumccl, ant1 his voicc quivered: 
"He called that 'his rnarli'; but, oh, he had left far 
worse scars on my heart! I carne to the prairies to 
hide my sorrows, and here he has dogged Iile, and, with 
his plausible story, see how I arii, while lie has gone 
free. Soon he will return and tell strange stories of 
me, saying he has verified all he saicl, arid your father's 
trainmen will swing me up like a dog to die.'' 
"No, they will not do that;  but a trial will be given 
you," said R'Iadge earnestly. 
"There is no justice on this border, hriss ?ITnrkham, 
escepting such as is administerecl froin tlie muzzle of 
a revolver and the point of n Icnife." 
"But my father will see that you do not suffer inno- 
cently." 
"R/liss Marliham, your father is a just man, but the 
111en who are rio~v his teamsters are cowboys. and a 
wild set, ~ v h o  love tur~noil rather than peace, and Buf- 
falo Bill will soon set the~ii upon me like a pack of 
hounds, ~vhile your father will be poxverless to aid me." 
"But surely he will not do this wrong?" 
(1 FIe surely will, and w70rse, as he has cloile in the 
past." 
(1 But I-emember the splendid nanie lie 11as won along 
the border as the foe of evildoers, and he is tlie bul~vark 
that stands hetween the settlcr arid the cruel reclskins." 
"The stories of novelists, Miss Marklia~n, I aisure 
I you. But I can do nothing, so will say no nl~: .c  " 
I 
For a Foe's Sake. 
"Yes." 
",12nd forgive me?" 
"i.Vhat have I to forgive 
to have 
-. rL L - -  
r impress He bowed his head, and 1 
with all she had heard. 
Shc believed Buffalo Bill Honorable and noble and 
' the guide guilty, but still there might be the shadow 
of a doubt to both beliefs, and he was entitled to  the 
doubt until proven wicked. 
"Answer me," she said, with 
"Why did you leave the regular trai 
"As I told your father, Riliss M 
])and of reclsl<ins." 
"But Buffalo Bill said there were 
regular trail, and there were many on the way we mc 
going." 
"It is but a question between us, Miss Markha 
When I am dead and beyond recall to earth you will 
find that I was the one sinned against." 
"If I could believe this, I would at once set you 
free," she said, in her earnest, impulsive way. 
His eyes flasliecl, and he dropped his head, the more 
to hide his thoughts. which surced t h r o u ~ h  his brain 
like a torrent.. 
After a *while 1i< .se, 
and saicl, in his low, really sorr LUI - 
"Miss Markham, as a man \\rho stands looking down 
into his own grave, you will forgive me for what I say 
to you. I say it asking no mercy at your hands, b~ l t  
only to prove to you that I am inn the charge 
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I meant not to imply rnat I careu ror  you, 
She o be with her, yet, even contrary, I do not; but if you are so base 
in her beived so much homage said you loved me merely to totlch my syr 
from I I I C ~ I .  w l l l c l l  l l r l  UcLLLLLY, lit, and lovely character !-on. I repeat. mav God forgive you!" 
he had I 
, hndly reg tor 
confession of love, comlng as ~t d ~ d  trom a man 1 0 ~ 1  are u n ~ l n u  ru UULIIJL 1 1 1 ~  ~ ~ L C I  3LLLll LI LUIII  
situatiot adly peril, fairly stunned her. sia 
felt pai ].ply so, for  what coulcl she say acting u 
lrn, not even llking him, in spite of her admira- nocent, and if you pledge yourself to return w~tllln 1
lanly qualities he had eshihited month and prove yourself innocent of the char 
quaintance? For  the daily mar 
: against you to my father, I ~vill set you free." 
aged many mile! H e  started and answered : 
~g this confessio "And if I so prove myself inn 
~s r :  wnat n l o  ~ a r l  had aimed at. expect f roll1 you ?" 
he guide's guilt "Nothing more than the 1 
1st Buffalo Gill, saved an innocent man fro 
will be riisited upon you." 
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252 For a Foe's Sake. 
"And that is all?" 
"All." 
"NO more?" 
"You have heard me, sir, and I have nothing more CHAPTER XXXII. 
to  say." 
She took from her pocket, as she spoke, a knife and 
J' 
THE RETURN. 
quickly severed the bonds that held him fast. When Seedy Sam went tn make hi :r secure 
"NO1u, you are and I advise you lose no for the night, by tying him more firmly to a tree, and 
time in making your escape, which can easily be done sleeping by his side, a yell of surprise alarmed the 
while the lnen are at supper. sir, and if  I do canlp, and brought all to the spot, excepting Madgc 
wrong, Heaven forgive me; if right, I will have my ~i~~ ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ l ~ .  
own reward." The two ladies remained at their tent, the I 
She turned away, as she spoke? and* chattering like a parrot with alarm, and longlng over 
her, she did not stop, but continued on to her tela. and again for the of UM~. ' ,  B ~ E ~ ~ ~   ill. 
while he, with a sinister, triumphant smile, glitled "PTThat is it, Pepper?" she asked excitedly, as the 
away the shadows the timber, 'prang 'pan the ]ad came back from ille scene, followed by Coon and 
back of the first horse he came to  and rode off upon phyllis. 
the prairie. "Satan's broke his chains, Miss Samanth," 
reply. 
"You naughty boy! What do you meal 
nslictl the elderly maiden. 
"Missy Sunltha, de boy do mean dat de prizner hav 
gotted loose, so he have," said Phyllis. 
"Oh, catch me!" yelled Miss Samantha, staggering 
bacliward toward Pepper. 
But Pepper stepped aside, and Miss Doolittle had a 
fall that made her false teeth rattle and her "store 
curls" quiver. 
L "Lordy! chile, what fer yer let Mi itha take 
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256 Tlze Return. Her father took the glass, and said, aft 
had lnade and were only too glad to  skulk away, through it : 
threatening to get Seedy Sam drunk, as a way of ask. "That is not the guide, ICio Carl, my daughter, 1"-+ 
ing his forgiveness for the error they had committed. Buffalo Bill in his clothing." 
As to Mr. Markhall, he knew not what to say or do "Oh, yes, I had forgotten that he disgui 
as Madge kissed him good night and silently entered to like the father." 
her tent, whither Miss Samantha quickly followed, "What, is it that elegant gentleman, 1 
leaving the father seated by the fire brooding over what  ill ?" cried p ~ i ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ l i ~ ~ l ~ ,  up 1 
had occurred, and wondering what ltlotive could have "It certainly is, Miss SaiGantha," answered iur. 
prompted his daughter to do as she had done. Markhatn. 
\ 
"Can she love -him?" he groaned aloud as , '(1 an1 SO grad, and I hope, lladge, that you will not 
thought flashed through his mind. be so reniiss as to fail to present him to me." 
The members of the train went t o  their blanket beds "I will not forget it, auntie; but, father, do you o h  
that night with something to ~ o n d e r  over, from Seedy serve anything strange about the burden the led horse 
Sam, who thought of his escape, and his comrades, 
* 
bears ?" 
who could not decide upon the motives of Madge in re- Mr. Marltl~ain looked attentively throug glass 
leasing the prisoner, down to her father, who feared for a moment, and answered: 
he had solved that motive, and Coo11 and Phyllis, who "Yes, Rfadge." 
talked it over as they dropped asleep. "Well, sir?" 
The following morning, as the savory smell of broil- "It is a hu~nan being." 
ing antelope steaks was wafted through the timber, the "So I thought." 
teamster acting as sentinel called out that a horseman "1,aws sakes, and the poor critter is the 
was in sight. horse ?" 
Soon after he cried : "Yes, Miss Samantha, and he is either badly 
"Thar is two of 'em!" wounded, or-" 
The excitement in the camp at: once grew great, "Dead," added Madge, as her father paused. 
for they knew not what danger tl12~ had to confront. All who had heard the conversation now gazed with 
But it was only a short time before Madge+ lo"lting interest upon the coming horseman, and as he drew 
+'**-ugh her glass, cried : nearer they could distinctly see that the led horse p.7- 
[t is the guide coming back, mounted up011 his ried a human form, yet whether 
horse, while he leads another animal, upon the hard to tell. 
v a c ~  of which is a heavy load, apparently." 
dead or  
sed him: 
dr. B~iff  
ler curls . - 
tied to 
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I ~ e t u 7 1  The ~rer~sr~z .  
cr and n e two hc pres- "Call ne ~ o t  live?" 
r;llLly urlfalo Bill drew rein near tne tent, ana politely The question came t i ~ n i a ~ y  rrom ~vlaage. 
raised I- said : "Not ar Inger, miss." 
"GIac bring "Introd Madge, for I M 
us good famous scout, ant1 ask him a few questions," said fi 
1 wounded prisoner, sir, 1 ,anion Dooli ttle, the 
~ n d  Buffalo Bill threw a false maiden. 
mars ne wore, sprang to the ground, ~ I I U  apl~~crached But Maugt: wdb gamlg sorruwrully upon rne ayincl. 
a spotted Indian pony. man, and, seeing that an introduction wa 
~ffalo Bill had arranged 1 had just then, Miss Doolittle made a low ( 
a" aa rv ,vl,J, And of resting place fc a smirk, and said : 
"Pardon my sp ~ u t ,  witf 
a fornial presentat ances ur 
[CCC ~ I I U  arm3 I I ~ U  IXCII M) IJULIIICI  r 1 3  LU I I U I L I  
position, and though he r fully don't know as I s 
y step of the horse, he ravely should ; hut-" 
ttIrOUgh the long night'! Mr. Markham coughed, Maage turnea away, an0 
The s and a1 Coon was keard to say, in a low 
around, ~ffalo Bi "Golly, but she am a talker!" 
I a bed f is poss~hle." "But," repeatec Doolittle, ~n a louder t( 
ckly dor Seedy Sam, "will you kindly me, sir, if that 
the woui he back of the ing mortal man n by the aboriginl 
"Don't ioot yer horn too lively, old gdl 
an' I dead yet," came from the wounded man, 
s face of himself Buffalo Bill smiled; but, checkin 
)n the ter that was upon his lips, 
"No, miss ; this man w; nyself ." 
d Mr. "You shot him?" and MISS voonrtle grew faint 
"I did, 
"He shl own 
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260 Tlze Return. I The Ret~,~r~z.  26 I 
him, fer ef he hedn't been quicker than I were, he'd 'a' as I axed him to fetch me to camp to see my old pard, 
been out on the prairie now." Kio Carl, afore I die, he patched up this hole in my 
All looked at the wounded man, and then at Buffalo side, and here I are, so trot out Kio, or I'll leave ther 
Bill, who stood calmly gazing down upon the one life trail afore he sees me." 
....,.,, he had wounded unto death. "He wishes to see the prisoner, Carl, alone for a 
"Can nothing be done for him, sir?" asked Madge. few moments, and I see no reason why we should re- 
"Nothing, miss." fuse the request of a dying man," said Buffalo Bill, 
"Who is he, sir?" as all Iooked at  each other, and no one spoke in reply 
The question came from Mr. Markham, and in re- to the request of Salt Lake Saul. 
sponse Buffalo Bill said: Mr. Markham's face flushed, and he looked wor- 
"He is-but ask him, sir." ried; but before he could reply, Madge stepped for- 
The wounded man heard the query ant1 reply, and ward and said, in her clear tones: 
answered for himself : "The guide, Carl, is no longer in camp, sir, for I 
"Has yer ever heard o' Salt Lake Saul, pard?" released him last night." 
"I must confess I have not." Buffalo Bill was taken aback, it was evident, and -, 
"Perhaps ef I sling my t'other handle at  yer, yer'll he arched his eyebrows and looked to the maiden for 
know it. Has yer heerd 0' ther White Panther?" an explanation, while the dying man shouted forth: 
"A renegade said to be the ally of the Indians?" "Are this a leetle game to keep me from seein' 
"Yas." 
I*" 1 I ' W I L  U"L1Z;IIl L 1 1 L 1  L I  
I Markhatn, in a tone of horror, while Madge shrank made against him, and to  save him from death, which 
DacK wlfr  a snuaaer, ror sne, roo, nad heard of the he said would be his fate, I set him free.'' 
White Panther. 
"1\Tn mnrn rind-:- ' tL-- +-uth, pard, fer Euffler thar "My dear young lady, you have made the saddest 
knows me. I are Salt Lake Saul, ther White Pan- mistake of your life, for, upon your own track, you 
ther," and the dying manecast his eyes around the have loosened a bloodhound that Itnom-s no mercy to 
group to see the effect of his words. man or woman." 
All remained silent. and he continued. while each Buffalo Bill spoke the words in an impressive man- 
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worse have I gone until I die now, a renegade, a 
thief, and a mLlrderer. C O L I ~ ~  man be worse?" 
' c D ~ ~ ? ~  speak o f t h a t  now," said Buffalo Bill, in the 
CHAPTER XXXIII. 
same gentle, almost womanly, softness of mall11er that BUFFALO RILL'S GAME TO DIN. 
sho,l,ed the great scout in a new pllase, by no meam It was not long. after  Salt Lake Saul died, before 
calculated to lessen him in the esteem of who Bill transferred the leather belt, unexamined 
saw and heard him. hiln, to his owl1 waist, and told Mr. Markham that 
"you gave me my death w011nd. Buffalo Bill, and it  was necessary for him to be at once on the 1narch. 
1 thank for it, for  you have saved me from the A grave was hastily dug, the body of the renegade 
g.lllo%lrs, and I prove my forgiveness by leaving placed therein, and the train pulled out for the platte 
a dut). to perform. Xroond my waist, whe1l I am trail, once more, Buffalo Bill agaill in his own cloth- 
dead, will find a leather belt, in which are some ing and mounted on his own horse, while Madge rode 
valuable papers, and a little money. A confession Carl's black, as the treacherous guide had, in nlaking 
there from me tell who I am and 'lThat you are his escape that night, very meanly stolen the horse of 
to do with the papers. Will yOL1 do this for the One llrho had set hill1 free, in returll for her kind- 
 TI,^-, I am content. Give me your h a l ~ d ~  if 
is honest and mine is crime-stained." Having set Mr. Markham on the trail with full di- 
~ ~ ~ f f ~ l ~  Bill pasped the hand of the dying renegade' rections what to do and where to camp, Buffalo  ill 
and, kneeling by him. th11s remained. waved a farewell to  the salute Miss Doolittle 
~h~ eyes of Salt Lake Sat11 C ~ O S ~ C ~ .  a smile even to be a l'iss of the hand to  her, and returned it 
e ~ ~ ~ ~ e  over his face, and soon the grip the from her finger tips-and started off across 
llanCl tightened and then relaxed. H e  was 'lead' the prairie at  a swinging gallop. 
The animal seemed almost tireless, and the 
rest he Ilacl had while with the train made hilll feel 
perfectly fresh, so that mile after mile was throjyll be- 
hind him with wonderful rapidity. 
It was a long and hard ride to Fort Icearney, 
l e  horse Tvas f~1lly equal to it, and shortly after 
ghtfall *he lights of the fort came into sight, 
~ 6 8  Buffalo Bill's Game to Twin. I 
"I don't care for blood money, colonel; but, as I 
,vas telling you, Salt Lake Saul had gone on ahead of 
Carl and the train, to post old Black Face, who was.to 
be in ambush at a certain timber motte." 
"A rare plot of deviltry !" 
"Which I am glad to say I thwarted, for upon corn- 
ing up with the train, I found Carl had gone on ahead 
- - - - - * . 
to prepare camp, he said, and I told Mr. Markham he 
was being led into a trap, got hiin to  set one for the 
guide, and he came back and fell into it." 
"Killed him, too, Bill?:' 
"No, sir." 
"What a pity !" 
"I only wish I had, sir, but I took his rig, and start- 
ing the train on the back trail, with him a prisoner, 
made up-as Kio Carl, so as to fool Black Face, and 
went on t o  the timber, where he lay in ambush with 
just fifty braves, I afterward found out." 
"You were foolhardy, Cody." 
"Oh, no, colonel, only a little risky, but I met the 
, old redskin, played ICio Carl on him, and fooled him 
well, and, discovering that Salt Lake Saul was back in 
the timber, told Black Face to send him on after 
me, made up a tough yarn, and put back to  the train. 
"Salt Lake Saul followed me, mistook me for Carl, 
his pard, discovered his mistake when I had the drop 
on him, but showed his panther claws, and I shot him. 
"But I did not kill him then, but carried the plucky 
fellow on to the camping ground of the train, and 
thsugh he suffered untold agony, he did not utter a 
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"To my horror, I found that Kio Carl had escaped, 
and after burying Saul, who died an hour after reach- 
ing camp, I put the train on the right trai 
on here." 
"You have done well, Cody, but why did v,u ,, f;, 
on to Omaha with the dispatches, and his 
known on your return ?" 
Buffalo Bill smiled and answcrcd: 
1 and ca 
, 
"Because, colonel, my little game is not yet played 
out to the winning point." 
"There is something else to tell, then?" 
"No, sir; but to do." 
"What do you mean?" 
"I made an appointment with old Black aLc. 
"Ah 1" 
"I told him, in m y  then character of his renegade 
ally, Kio Carl, that the train was to be at Lone Tree 
at a certain time, and t o  there creep upon it, and at- 
tack it, while a squadron of troopers were then mov- 
ing upon him, st~pposing him to be elsewhere than 
where he then was." 
'''1 see." 
"The Lone Tree, as you know, is a rise in the 
prairie, where there is a good stream of water, a , 
thicket of cottonwoods, and that one large tree." 
"Yes, I have camped there." 
"The grass is deep surrounding it and the Indians 
can readily creep upon the camp and surprise it." 
"True." 
"Well, sir, I thought it wotild be a good idea t o  
start out at once a couple of ambulances, a few wagons, 
----- - " - = - _. _ _  ._ - 
zju 
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ulltil he saw the rosy hues of camp fires cast th,eir radi- 
allci. out from the tllicket. 
Then, wheeling his pony, he urged him to full 
speed, and for a few miles seemed to fly over the 
darkening prairie. 
After a ride of half an hour he came up05 a wind- 
ing stream, the banks 'of which were fringed with cot- 
tonwoods, and down this he turned until he rode into 
dense timber, wherein were visible, like shadowy spec- 
ters, the forms of horses and their riders. 
A 
"What has Good Eye to say?" asked a deep voice, 
.as the Indian lookout sprang fro111 his panting pony. 
"The wheel tepees h a v ~  camped in the shadow of the 
been more natural had he blurted out exactly the in- 
formation he bore. 
A satisfied grunt was uttered by the first speaker, 
and echoed by a score of others, and then came the 
question : 
W o w  many wheel tepees?" 
The Indian courier silently indicated the number by 
holding up as many fingers as there were wagons. 
"The paleface spoke with a straight tongtle. Let 
my braves mount their ponies and be ready." 
I t  was the same one who had spoken before who 
gave the command, and as he rode out of the shadow 
of the tinher .upon the open prairie, the lingering light 
in the west revealed that it was Black Face, the Sioux 
chief. . . 
As though he knew well the spot, he held his way 
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directly toward the Lone Tree, as the place was 
called where the Indian courier had seen the train go 
into camp. 
A ride a t  a slow walk brought the band to the place 
where the lookout had sat upon his horse, gazing upon 
the train, and here a halt was made. 
Dismounting, the Black Face securely tied his pony, 
and then looked to his arms, his example being fol- 
I 
lowed by the others of the band. 
"Let the Deer Foot and the Eagle go forward and 
see if the palefaces are asleep. \\re will wait their 
coming at the trail crossing." 
The two braves, in obedience to the cotnrnatid , 
the chief, sprang away on foot and disappeared s c l ~  
after in the darkness, wl~ile Black Face and his braves, I 
also leaving their ponies behind them, under one guard, 
set off to follow tlien~., 
They had 'been, gone but a few tnotnents, when the 
thud of hoofs on the prairie attracted the attention 
of the Indian sentinel over the ponies. 
Attentively he listcned, and soon discovered that 
the sound grew more and more distinct, and that who- 
ever it was, his course lay toward the timber where 
the ponies were concealed. 
There was but one horse, he knew from the sotlnd, 
and gliding to the edge of the timber toward which 
he was approaching, the warrior unslung his rifle and 
waited with a courage and calmness that it wotlld he 
w ur soldiers to imitate in times of danger whcil 
1~ lost needed. 
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"The paleface talks crookecl now. Let him folll 
the trail of the Black Face. H e  will find him u~ 
the prairie toward the Lone Tree." 
"1'11 go at once," said Kio Carl, leaving his ho 
in the timber, the same splendid animal wAich 
had stolen from Madge Markham, and set out a' 
swinging trot upon the prairie. 
I Ie  had gone about a mile when he suddenly st11 
bled over something in the deep grass, fell, and 
fore he could resist was bound hand and foot. 
"Is this the way for my red brothers to  t r  
me?" he asked, in an injured tone, recognizing the 
braves of Black Face. 
The Indians gave a grunt of surprise, cut his bonds 
once, and sent for Black Face. 
"The Black Face welcomes his white brother. I 
I I ~ :  just come from the paleface can~p?" said the cl 
in his dignified way, for an  Indian shows dignity, e 
in cutting a throat. 
"My brother's eyes are blind, his ears are not rignt, 




"It is (he trail' my white bfother told me td  f01- 
IW.,, 
"Not so, chief, for  I have been a prisoner, and the 
t~mber where I expected you to  ambush the train, ant1 
sent y o i ~  word by the White Panther, is far from here. 
Did not the White Panther see the Black Face?" 
"Yes, and told him all the Kio had said; but does 
the ICio trifle with the Sioux?" 
"No, it was all as I told the White Panther to 
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make known to  you, but Buffalo Bill, the palefa 
Pa-e-has-ka"-here a gen\eral grunt was given, a1 
there u7as a hand dropped on,  every knife hilt-"car 
to the train; told the chief I was the ally of my r 
brothers and I was seized and bound. But a palefa 
maiden, one who is yet to be my squaw, set me free, 
and I have come on the trail of the Black Face to tell 
him where t o  strike the wheel tepees." 
The Indians, from the chief down, looked at each 
other in utter amazement, \vhile Black Face said 
sternly : 
"The Icio's tongue is crooked to talk so to the Sioux. - 
They have eyes, and are not smitten by the Great 
Spirit here," and he placed his hand upon his hezd 
as a n@ns of indicating that he was no foc 
"The ICio speaks true, and again tells ck 
Face that the train is far from here." 
"The Icio is like a snake, for he would strike his 
red brother, when he knows the wheel tepees are 
there," and he pointed toward the Lone Tree encamp- 
ment. 
< I  That is not the camp of 111y people," 1 lid 
Kio Carl. 
"The ICio tells lies," was the savage rejoinder, and 
the acquiescing grunt of the braves showed that they 
thought so, too. 
Icio Carl dropbed his hand upon his pistol, but real- 
izing how unequal would be a combat, he said inclil- 
ferently : 
"There may be a camp there, and there i! 32 2 
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man, who having seen that his warning was unhee 
seemed wholly satisfied to let the Indians find 
the truth of what he had told them in their own I 
and he laughed at  the surprise he felt they would 
ceive, as he was assured that Buffalo Bill had la 
trap into which they were going to fall with the gr 
est of ease. 
Without the slightest resistance, I<io Carl submi 
to being bound and was then laid upon the prair 
with the quiet remark from BIack Face: 
"'When the palefaces' scalps hang at  the belts of n - 
haves, and we come back for our ponies, the Black 
Face will return for the I<io." 
"Yo11 don't mean to leave me here all alone, chief?" 
~ s k e d  IGo, with quick alarm. 
The chief nodded. 
"Leave a brave with me." 
"The knots of the bonds are tied." 
"Still, I might escape." 
"The Black Face will risk it." 
1 6  Chief, again I warn you not to attack that cal 
I t  looits as though I had deceived you, but I have t 
you only the truth, as you will soon find out. Let v l ~ e  
of your haves stay with me to set me free, when it is 
proven my words are true." 
"Nol' and as the chief uttered the word the two 
warrior spies whom he had sent on ahead to  recon- 
noiter, came up to him. 
"What have my braves seen?" he asked. 
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"Ugh! Now my paleface brother with tl 
tongue hears." 
"Yes, ancl you'l! hear more than you want r o  soon 
muttered ICio Carl. 
Leaving the renegade where he had been tied, Bla 
Face called his warriors around him, and, silently as 
specters, they rlloved away in the darkness. 
For a quartcr of a mile they glided rather thsn 
walked along, and then Black Face called a halt and 
gave a few orders in a low tone, which were passed 
along the line of grim savages. 
Then, down upon their faces tl ke , 
magic, disappeared from sight. 
In the shelter of the few slnall 
the huge cot to i~~~lood were visible four smoldering 
camp fires that had been deserted for the night. 
As the warriors, crawling like snakes through the 
grass, came nearer, their keen eyes detected on each 
side of the encampillent what seemed to  be a sentinel, 
leaning against a small tree. Quickly arrows were 
set to the Indians' bows, and soon each for1 
a dozen shafts sent into it. 
Without a groan from either, they sank upun  he 
ground, and then, with yells that were enough to strike 
terror into the stoutest heart, Black Face and his war- 
riors rushed upon the camp. 
The chief himself, ever foremost in the fight, bent 
above the form of one of the guards to  tear off the 
scalp, when a cry of surprise burst from his lips, as he 
found not a human Being, but a suit of clothes, and 
that st~lffed with prairie grass. 
I 
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the capital I can out of this, and the Indians will trust 
nie, too, well remembering my warning and how it was 
; treatcd. But how to  get out of this trouble myself is 
CHAPTER XXXV. the qt!estion." 
BUFFALO BILL'S DOUBLE DUEL. That, indeed, seemed the question, and yet, bound 
I 
hand and foot as he was, with no one near to  #ree him 
For some molnents after, Kio Carl lay tnobionless enemies on all sides and far from help, even shoulc 
though he feared the coming of others. they not find him, Icio Carl did not despair. 
But as he heard no sound near, and the shouts of Suddenly he dropped down in the grass, for he saw 
the soldiers and the trampling of horses far off, with a horse and rider'approaching. 
an occasional shot, a cheer, or a death yell, he rose The animal was seen coming on at a walk, his head 
again to a sitting posture. bent as though he 1vas tired, and his course ~vould lead 
His hands were bound behind his back, and a th him directly over ICio Carl, unless he again rolled away. 
had connected them with his feet, which were also But ICio Carl ltnew that he was in a desperate situ- 
cured, so that he could not even stand upright. ation and that he must take despe~ ~sures  to  
Raising himself to a sitting position, he gazed around escape. 
over the prairie, and could see dark forms of horsemen I t  might be a soldier that was con1111g ~uward him, 
flitting here and there. one who had gotten astray from his comrades in the 
"They are pursuing some of the redskins toward the chase after Black Face and his warriors, and it might 
timber where they left their horses, but few can escaue. be an Indian. 
I'll warrant," he muttered. Perhaps it was a scout from the command of Cap 
Toward the Lone Tree he saw that the camp f tain Burr. 
had been rekindled, and numerous fonns were 5---- Then the blood rushed hard to ICio Carl's heart, a! 
passing to and fro in the light of them, showing that the thought flashed upon him that it might be Buffalc 
the soldiers had been in considerable force. Bill. 
"Well, I know this is a trick of Buffalo Bill's, fn' If so, he made up his mind to take no chances. ' 
e is up to just such plots, and he has hit old B!a But if it was any one else, he would, now having 
'ace and his warriors hard, even if any of them g( one arm free, risk a shot with his revolver. 
way, which loolcs doubtful. If he killed the horseman, he would have his horse, 
"TVell, if  Satan takes care of me, and I don't see saddle, and bridle, which would be everything to hiin 
e should desert me now, I'll take good care to mak as hc then lvas. 
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"Salt Lake Saul has thrice saved my life and risked 
his own to do it, and it is my first duty to see what 
has become of him and to aid hiill if he needs it. 
"If Buffalo Bill captured him, he will be taken to 
Omaha to be identified for the price set on his heacl, 
and then his career will. be cirt short. The Omaha 
authorities offer the reward, and therefore there he'll I 
be taken, so to Omaha I go to look after Saul, for the I 
1 
girl will be safe enough a t  that far-away ranch her 
father is so foolish to take her to. 1 
"So to Omaha I go, rig up in a new disguise, and ~ 
then I can work in safety. Then, if I want aid, I will , 
go to the village of Black Face, and see what I can I 
do to get solne braves to aid me, and, if I have not 
the influence with the reds, Salt Lake Saul has, and I 
he'll be glad enough to  help me if I save his neck. 1 I
I "Con~e, old fellow, our trail leads to Omaha," he said , 
t o  his horse, and the head of the animal was at once 
turned in that direction, while his rider again muttered 1 
as he rode along: 
"If Buffalo Bill captured old Salt Lake Saul, he will ' 
go to  Omaha to draw his reward, and I will be able ' 
to  square accounts with him, as well as get my pard 
free, for, if that man was dead, I would have little 
to fear, as the soldiers would have no terror for me." 
And, about the time Kio Carl came to  this decision, I 
the person of whotn he was speaking was just leaving 
the Lone Tree camp on his ride to Omaha, to deliver 
to the commandant there the delayed tlispatches. In I 
the ambush fight by the Lone Tree Buffalo Bill had 
won the admiration of all the soldiers by his recltless 
L 3 i l  ffalo Bill's Dozdblt 
courage and the certainty with which he got eve 
Indian he went for. 
When ,the redskins scattered, he had pursued Llle 
larger force, most anxious aba\:e all things to capturc 
Clack Face, the daring chief who had so long been 
the bitter foe of the whites and had spread terror along 
the border by the raids he was wont to make with 
his picked warriors. 
Still continuing to scatter, Buffalo Bill soon found 
himself in pursuit of but one redskin. 
H e  was not mounted upon his own horse, hav 
left hit11 at the fort to rest, and the fugitive ran WLL*, 
and seemingly untiringly, the nature of the ground 
being such that the scout's pony did not come up with 
him until a inile had been gone over. 
Then, seeing ;hat he \vould be overtake hot 
down, the redskin, panting frpm his treme ice, 
grasped his tomahawk before he turned at Day, Ior he 
had thrown away his rifle to lessen his weight in run- 
ning. 
Then suddenly he paused, and the tomahawk, hurled 
with good aim, struck the scout's pony fairly in the 
head and brought him to earth with a suddenness that 
sent his rider far over his head. 
Nimble as a cat, Buffalo Bill lighted upon his feet, 
and, just as he did so, grasped the Indian in his strong 
arms.- 
Expecting that the scout would fall with his horse, 
the Indian was taken by surprise, and, powerful though 
he was, Black Face was no match for the white mall, 
especially as he was tired by his 10% 
:n and s 
ndous r: 
I - - - -  r - . .  
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T H E  F U G I T I V E  S T E E D .  -- 
Buffalo Bill was no sparer of horse or human when 
he had his duty to do, and this held good on his ride to 
Omaha. 
He did not care for himself, for he knew that he 
could stand any amount of fatigue, but he knew that 
his horse would fail him soon, and he looked about 
him to deqide where he could get another animal. 
He  remembered a ranch on Beaver creek, where he 
would likely be able to get _a_ good horse, and thither he 
went, to find that the cabin had been burned and the 
cattle run off, and he knew that it had been the work 
of Black Face and his band. 
But, as good luck would have it, just as his tired 
horse would carry him no farther, he spied an animal 
feeding some distance off. 
A closer observation, and he gave a shout of joy, 
for he had been told by Mr. Markham that he had lost 
a beautiful thoroughbred, a claybank, noted for his 
speed and wonderful endurance. 
The animal had slipped his halter .me night and in .  
the morning could nowhere be found. 
Bill reinembered the locality where Mr. Markham 
had told him he had lost the horse, and he knew it was 
not very far from where he then was. 
The silver mane and tail, long and flowing, the per- 
fect buckskin color of the animal, added to his trim 
build, told Buffalo Bill that he had found the lost ani- 
mal, and just in the nick of time. 
" 'A fool for luck,' and a poor man for children,' as 
the soldiers say at the fort, and I tnust be the former 
to carry out the saying, for I do happen t o  be most 
lucky. But now, if I can only catch that horse; I'll be 
I willing to  have luck go against me for the next month." 
The animal now sighted the scout and instantly held 
his shapely head up, like a deer scenting danger. 
Knowing that his own horse was too tired to go out 
of a walk, Bill a t  once turned him loose and hit hiin a 
blow to nlalce him go some distance from him. 
The horse trotted off some thirty paces, and the scout 
at once dropped down behind the bank of the creek, ran 
along for some distance, and crawled through the long 
I 
I prairie grass, directly to where his horse had halted and 
stood with drooped head, too tired to move. 
I 
H e  n~ould have moved off, however, at seeing the 
form of the scout crawling in the grass, had he not 
been checked by a kind word, and in an instant Buffalo 
Bill was at his feet. 
Gazing in the direction of the fugitive horse, the 
soout saw that it was approaching slowly and cau- 
tiously, now that it no longer saw the rider. 
I Crouching in the grass, his lariat in hand, he waited 
I 
in breathless suspense the cautious and tardy approach 
of the beautiful animal, which had become quite wild 
in the few days he had been alone on the prairie. 
Nearer .and nearer he approached, a d .  as if in- 
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hope wi 
ir." 
ve can a: 
ny word 
xvear the rank of general on your shouldefs be'fore 
three years, and I guarantee the Indian troubles would 
be far  less frequent than they are now, for it needs 
just such men as you to deal with them." 
"Thank you, general, but I prefer the free-and-easy 
life of a scout to-the rank of a I a1 commander, 
for as such I can render you g rice free from 
red tape," responded Rill, with a ,....--. 
"Egad, you are right; but as to this Markham and 
his train, for I met him just before he left: He is 
rather a superior man. is he not, to bury himself out 
upon the borde~ .ttle ranch?" 
"So I think, d his daughter is both lovely 
and refined, yet sne seemed to love the wild life of the 
prairies, and I 111 have no cause t o  regret her 
coming." 
"I sincerely hope w ~ t h  you, for her own sake. But 
as you have killed that devilish renegade, White Pan- 
ther, there will be far less danger t o  settlers, I think." 
"Kio Carl yet lives, s 
"True, and I guess v rrange here for a price 
on his head, too, and r 1 for it, you will claim 
the stakes." 
"I don't care for blood money, general; but I'll do 
all I can to  win any reward put upon the head of IGo 
Carl, for I have an d d  grudge against him and know 
he is my bitterest foe. When do you wish me to return, 
sir ?" 
"In two days, for I can send you as a guide for a 
sul~ply train which goes to  McPherson, if you dare to  
accept the position." 
I 
I Tlze Fzbgitive Steed. # 
I "Certainly, sir, I will do anything that I can be useful 
in," and promising to  see the general the next day, 
I 
Btrffalo Bill declined the invitation to put up at  the bar- 
racks and wencled his way into town to a hotel where 
he was well known to the proprietor. 
I-Ie was just about to  enter the saloon to look around 
for a familiar face, knowing well that it was the place 
to find any plainsman that might be in town, when the 
proprietor called him aside. 
I( Say, Bill," he said, in a whisper, "do you know the 
fellow known as Kio Carl?" 
"I do." 
"Have you seen him lately?" 
"I have." 
"Where ?" 
' 'OLI~ on the Loup." 
"When?" 
"Several days ago. But why do yotr ask, Dolan?" 
"Well, a man came into the bar a little while ago, 
and he looked to me strangely like Carl, and I knew 
you woulcl recognize him if anybody would, so I said 
nothing, but waited for you." 
"IS he there now?" 
"No, he has gone to the stables to see about his 
horses; but he has engaged a room and will soon 
return." 
I 
I "I'll lay for him, and see if it is our man." 
I "Do so, Bill, for, to tell you the truth, a cattleman 
1 came in from the cottonwood some days ago, spent con- 
siderable money with the boys, and then started home I considerably worse off for liquor, and this fellow I sus- 
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I 
pect of being Kio Carl came in to-night upon a horse 
1 
the match of the one the ranchero had, if it is not the 
very animal, but the saddle and bridle are not the CHAPTER XXXVII. 
I same." A S U D D E N  D E P A R T U R E ,  
"Well, I would know ICio Carl if he was painted I 
black and wore a woolly wig, and if he is the one who At  the time of which I write, some yc 
I has engaged a room with you, I'll just trump his little Omaha was rather a lively frontier settle 
game, whatever it may be." different from the handsome city of to-day. 
"I know you will, Bill, and 1'11 keep watch for you, I I t  was then a border settlement, with soldier 
so as to post you when he comes in " i sutlers, traders, teamsters, cowboys, Indians, and la: 
I The landlord and Buffalo Bill now turned away from but by no means lea'st, Indian fighters and scout 
the window where they had been standing while talk- I roving its streets. 
ing, and as they did so, a tall form arose from the I There was aIso another class that was an 
11 shadow outside and glided away in the darkness. make-up of Omaha's citizens, or hangers-on, ~ I I U  L I ~  
I t  was Kio Carl, and he muttered, as he turned and was the gambling fraternity, among whom were mc 
I 
shook his fist at  the hotel: who could handle a card with the skill of a "heathe 
1 "You think you would know me, Buffalo Bill, under Chinee," and back up any assertion against their honc 
i 
1 any disguise, do you? Well, we shall see i f  I cannot with revolver and bowie. 
deceive even your eagle eyes." The water of the Missouri not being very palatabl 
whisky was more largely patronized than the purc 
fluid, with the result that about one-fourth of the pop1 
lation were continually in a state of excitement, whic 
only blood-letting could cool off. 
I t  is needless to say that many got their blo 
and so summarily and decidedly that it ren 
I and it was a regret with the better class of citizens th: 
numerous others of the turbulent kind 
I 
I "snuffed out" also. 
I 
In this community, Buffalo Bill was well known i 
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I H e  was noted as the scout of the border, the dead- *"Well, Dolan, he has not come yet." 
i liest shot, best horseman, worst hand with the knife, "Nor will he." 
and a man to stick to the trail of a bad Indian or foe, "What's up ?" 
the instinct of a bloodhound and the tenacity of "He has skipped." 
a bulldog. ccNo." 
A frank-faced, generous-hearted man, ever ready to 1 "Fact, for he heard all we said." 
I 
help a friend or a stranger in distress, he had yet shown "How did you know this?" 
terrific tiger claws when brought to bay by those who 1 "I got tired of waiting for him t o  come, sc 
wished to ride him down and rid the country of onc to the stable and asked for him." 
they dreaded. "\Veil ?" 
Upon entering the saloon, therefore, after his short I 
"Dan, my stableman, said he had seen hi 
chat with the landlord, Buffalo Rill was greeted with 
out there, when he stopped, turned back, and stoocl out- 
shouts of ~velcome and innumerable invitations to:  side the window, while you and I were standing in- 
side." 
"Take suthin', Bill !" 1 "Then hg heard what we said?" was Buffalo Bill's 
Bill was considerably fatigued with his hardships of quiet remark. 
the past few days, and willingly acquiesced in the press- "Of course, and skipped." 
\ ing invitation, by inviting all hands round t o  drink with 
I 
"But where did he go?" 
him, as he said : 
\, "Dan said he thought he had gone back into the "Pards, I've got some hundreds of invitations to house until he saw him steal away from the window, 
I 
drink now, and if I accepted all, I'd get gloriously ant1 then start up the street." 
drunk, so we'll compromise by all drinking with me." "He left his horse?" 
The compro~nise was accepted, and after ~ a y i n g  the "Yes." 
I 
- score, a by no means light one, Buffalo Bill took a seat "Did he leave anything in his room?" 
at a table where he could face both doors and took up a "He had nothing to leave in the shape of luggage, 
paper to read. though he had plenty of money, for I saw it when he 
Thus passed an hour or  two, and, interested in the asked me to join him in a drink." 
paper, he seemed utterly oblivious t o  the exciteme~~t "Describe him, please, Dolan." 
and wild clamor about him, yet not a person came in "A tall man, with a beard cut short, no mustache, 
at the door that he did not see, and observing the land- I and dressed in black. He looked like an 
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I 
"Kio Carl was differently dressed, had a full beard 
I he refused jist ter insult us, an' he drinks, 
md a mustache, long hair, and looked like the itinerant liar." 
devil he is." "But, gentlemen, I ndver drink, and surely you wo 
"But he could have cut off his mustache, cropped his I not force me," was said in pleading tones, and m: 
beard and hair, and put on a black suit, for the one he 
I 
present were touched, yet dared offer no remonstrar 
wore was strangely like that the ranchero had on, of I as the "gang" who had the stranger in their POP 
w6om I told you." were to be dreaded by those who wished to keep ( I 
l'Yes, he's no leopard, and can change his spots ; but of the grave. 
I thinlr I should knolv ICio Carl under any disguise- I The one they insisted should drink with them wa 
na, what's the row there?" and Buffalo Bill sprang rather pitiable-looking object, and should have exci 
to  his feet and soon cleared a way through the crowd compassion in the heart of any one. 
to nrhere a little mischief was going on which he I H e  was badly crippled, one leg seeming t 
thought called for his interference. and drawn up, which made him painfully la; 
The excitement was certainly above the average, in he stooped, and was humpbacked. 
I the Overland Saloon, to  attract the attention of Buffalo His face was sn~oothly shaven, his hair CI 
Eill. to comb, and his attire was evidently t 
But, accustomed as he was to  wild scenes, the oaths clothi~lg of some large man who had taken pity upon 
and loud voices, often in anger, of the crowd around him. 
him, he yet, in spite of seeming indifference, heard and H e  wore green spectacles, as though his eyes were 
saw much that was going on ~vhicli few believed he affected, and evidently carried his worldly goods w 
noticed. him, for a ragged blanket and overcoat and a sm 
While talking with the landlord, and interested in bundle, with a handkerchief serving as car~etb:  
the disappearance of the stranger, he suddenly heard, hung on the end of a stick. 
in pleading tones, the cry: H e  had entered the hotel and asked thc 
o be b 
me, wl 
~t too shl 
he cast- 
3 clerk ? 















"Gentlemen, don't harm me, for I am only a poor , lodgings at half price, and been referred t c~  L1lT; , d d -  
cripple and a stranger in your town." ~ lord, who was talking to Buffalo Bill at the bar. 
"Yer swallow ain't crippled, ef yer leg are, an' Upon making the effort to  reach Landlord Dolan, he 
derned ef yer shan't take benzine with us, ef we has had been spied by the "Terrors," as the gang who 
ter pour it down yer," said a rude voice in reply. I .  seized him were called, and his strange appearance at 
"Thet are so. nard. fer we asked him ter drink. an' I /  once excited their ridicule instead of their compassion. 
04 1 A Suddelt Departure. 
"Say, .pards, heur's a what-is-it : so let's hev a leetle gramillar says, an' yer has ter obey, or I'll trill1 tHet 
fun!" cried the discoverer of the poor wretch. knapsack yer carries on yer back," ~vas  the brutal re- 
"What'll yer take fer it, Tom?" asked another. mark. 
" T t  ain't fer sale. fer I are going ter travel with I All the crowd had noul gatherec! around attracted 
it and skeer Injuns off ther earth." by-the strange cripple and his persecutors, and seem- 
"Mlhar did yer ketch it, Tom?" ingly in terror, he gave vent to the appealing cry that 
I "It hed clum a tree an' pulled it up arter it, when I had attracted the attention of Buffalo Bill. 
shooted, an' down it dropped. See; I hit it thar fust 
I 
I Forcing his way through the crowd, he soon stood 
an' brolie its leg, an' next time I struck it squar' in in front of the poor wretch, and then a silence fell 
ther back, an' yer see ther swelling haven't yit gone upon them all, for the scout was recognized, and it 
down." was evident that he intended taking the part of "the 
All this time Terror Tom had the cripple by the under dog in the fight," as it was his custom to do. 
shoulder with an iron grip, wheeling him around for 
inspection and referring to  the deformity of his back 
vhen he spoke of the "swellin' not hevin' gone down." 
"Give it a drink, Tom!" cried one. 
"Yas, see if it guzzles licker." 
"Pour benzine down him an' set him on fire ter see 
~ i m  skip lhely." 
"Vraal, I'm durned ef I don't pickle hiln with a lcctle 
fire water, fer fear he may spile. Come, hum'back, 
take a glass of sperits." 
! "I never drink, sir," faintly said the cripple. "Waal, yer does, when I shouts treat!" responded # 
he enraged bully, in a savage tone. 
"No, sir; I am bad enough deformed, God l<noms, 
without being a drunkard," was the reply. 
"Furies, he are a-preaching, or I are drunk!" shouted 
one. 
"I am no preacher, sir ;  only I do not drink." 
66 I say yer does, he says yer does, as ther school I 
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I before hundreds whom he had bullied and who f c m d  "There's another window for you, Terror Tom!" 
I him, he tightened his grip upon the shoulcler of the cried Buffalo Bill, seizing the king bully as he was 
I cripple, while he cried : 1 scralllbling to his feet and dragging him to the window. u~711 cl'ar ther room fer action, Buffalo Bill, so out "Carry the sash with YOU, Tom," he continued, and, 
1 ther window goes yer pet, fer  fear he mout get hurt with all exhibition of his marvelous strength which 
in ther scrimmage that are to be." raised a yell of admiration from the crowd, he hurled 
Terror Tom was a man of herculean build, and the 
I 
the giant bully through the other window into tile 
cripple, dralvn up, bent, and lame, did not collie UP to yard, giving him a fall of several feet, and sending 
shoulder, and it looked as though "out of the win- him to join Dagger Dave, who was collecting himself 
&w" he must nade the effort to pitch together for flight, gashed with glass, bleeding, and 
him out. thoroughly cowed. 
I And make the effort Terror 'Tom did, but to the sur- "R~ln, pards, Buffler Bill are comin' ter bury yer this 
prise of all, before he could swing the cripple from time!" yelled a spectator out of the window, and the 
his feet, he received a blow in the face that sent hiln two desperadoes quickly made tracks toward the stable, 
I to earth with a shock that shook the house, and stunned dazed, bleeding, and utterly unable to account for the 
I him, too. way it all occurred. 
And it was the cripple who gave the blow, straight "Pard, YOU can hit as hard as a government mule 
1 out from the sho~ilder, full in the brutal face, and with can kick, and that is saying volumes. Give me your 
i a force that was terrible. 
hancl for the neat way in which you sent Terror Toln 
Buffalo Rill had sprung-forward to aid the cripple; to earth, and tell me your name," said Buffalo Bill, 
I hut seeing that, if driven to it, he was able to take care stepping toward the cripple, who, after his knoclcdown 
I 
of himself, he turned, as a shot was heard and a b~lllet of Terror Tom, stood as innocently by as though an 
passed through his'hat. uninterested spectator of the affair. 
I t  was the last shot that man ever fired, for before "My name is Cripple Kit," he said, in soft tones, al- 
he could draw trigger a second time, Buffalo Bill most ~ ~ o m a n l y  in their sweetness. 
dropped him dead in his tracks with his revolver, and '"You were not christened Cripple Kit?" answered 
then, turning just in time, caught the knife of Dagger Buffalo Bill, with a smile. 
Dave upon his weapon, snapped the blade, and, seizing "No, sir, but I am such a deformity I soon got the 
his assailant in his strong arms, threw him bodily out name, and it has stuck to me through life, accl bvill 
of the window, carrying sash with him, with a crash doul~tlcss be put on my tomb, if I xet cnc," was the 
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1 "Where do  talc in^ "four fingers" undiluted, and with a snlack 
1 "The East." of relief he added : 
u ~ n d  have yuu cv l l l~  West to live?" i 6 6  I drinks a leetle myself, Cripple I<it; it are my 
1 "1t looked a while ago as though I had come West ton1 I7CI7Cr to desert a old friend, an' spirits an' llle to die, and if it had not been for  you, I fear they has heen acquainted too long fer me ter go back 
would have killed me, and. deformed as I am, 1 love 'em when I are hlstenin' ter ther toln&fill ther glass 
I life." up again, b s ,  thet I may propose a toast ter BLlf- 
"Mc tct to  go at out fler Bill." 
here 7" This ingenious device to get a second drink "ter 
"An keep t'other from bein' lonesome," was successfLll, 
6 1 Wel,, 1 lI  I ,an help 4 -... gentlemen, all stood ready with their glasses, \~?hile Temperance 
I 
let us have a drink, and, Dolan, please have that Poor Jerry-so called from preaching and never practicing 
fellow buried at my expense, and send in the bill for -cried in stentorian tones : 
I your windows, too," and Buffalo Bill pointed to  the "Pards, heur are to Buffler Bill, ther king of scouts, 
I man he had slain, whose body lay in the corner where an' a man who never desarted the trail 0' a friend or 
! it had fallen, a bullet in his brain. a foe." 
I "Never mind the glasses, Eill, for  it was worth the 
The toast was drunk with gusto, and in the excite- 
I expense to  see you break them with Dagger Dave and merit that followed Buffalo Bill, Cripple Kit, and 
L Terror Tom, and as for Flighty, the town will bury Landlord DoIan left the saloon to  the noisy revelers. 
him, and give you a vote of thanks for giving it-the 
opportunity. 
"Pard, you' ill, I sYpose?" and Dolan turned 
to Cripple Kit, who answered : 
"No, thank you; I never drink." 
"Then don't tech it, pard," said a man with a very 
red face and enlarged nose, "fer it are a dern good 
rastler, an' I hes yet ter see ther galoot it can't down 
in a reg'lar stand-up meetin'. A leetle rye straight, 
boss," and the individual who had started out on a , 
temperance lecture to Cripple Kit ended his hara:i;;ue I 
I 
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I I t  was Texas Jack, a S C O L I ~  and plainsnlan, has, 
d e  like Buffalo Bill, won a name that will live long i 
j 7, song a n d  story. <XXIX. 
j I was jllst allout to strike yoL1r trai 
A HOME FOR c~ IT. for  I have a lnessage for 
T h  in the saloon cre te an excitement OHow are YoL1, old pard!" and Texas Jack graspe 
in omana, alld made B ~ ~ f f a l o  B111 tar more of a hero ll le Qlltstretched hand of Euffalo Bill with the grip 
true friendship. 
than ever before. t i T ,  
~i~ having killed one of the terrors and sql1elched glad We Jack, anrl s~~ppose  yo11 hav 
the others, for  they had not been heard of sillce tht cO1ne by McPherson and I<earney, and are just from 
I fracas, added to the p r i t y  of the atlnosphere in Laranlie ?" 
~~~l~ the next morning he went on the search, I came through on the jump, and $tart back 
set a score of trusty men at the same work, for Kit t"-n'orrow. I stopped over at both McPherson and 
! Carl; but c d d  the renegade be found. Iicarne~, and saw the boys just coining in, after 
horse he had ridden into OlTlaha was Prover fig11t at  Tree. They were full of talk about yoLl, 
to he the property of the ranchero, for  his dead body and boasting over your little plan to wipe out old 
\ had been found by the trail side, a bullet in his brain, Blac]c i;.?ce--but is this a friend of yours,  ill ?" and 
i 
I and his clothing gone. jack t~lrlled to Cripple I<it, ~xrr.ho had come up rvith 
1t was evident that his murderer had pobbed him Euffalo Dill. 
and then his clothing, and, as his suit " Y ~ s ,  Jack. an(l a good iellorr he is. Cripple  it, . 
with the one worn by the man whom Dolan, the land- this i5 my friend, Texas Jack, of \v]lonl yoLl have 
lord, had suspected was the renegade, it seemed he- I~eard." 
yond cavil that he was right in his suspicion- 7'he two men grasped hands and Jack said in his 
~h~ horse still remaining in the stable provec1 that free-and-easy style : 
the owner, ( the one-who had left it there, 
hilnself to claim his alleged Prop- 
"Clad to see you. sir ;  but, Bill. the boys gathered 
was afraid t i n  just thirty-seven scalps that m o r ~ ~ i n g  after the 
erty. Idone Tree fracas. and are betting that you toolr four T~~ days after the arrival of Buffalo Bill in Omaha Or five. I took odds that YOLI belted half a dozen top- 
a arrived from Fort  Laramie, and he was at: , ;'llfits, for  I know YOLI, Bill, so  tell n1e if I \,~\rin or cnce soLlgGt out by the scout, who knevr llilll \<'el'. lose 3" 
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And at break of day 
following morning Texas 
Jack started on his way 
back to Fort Lara'nie' 'lLi' 
Cripple hit for hii 
c a ~ ~ ~ p m i o n ,  a d nlOunteda "''on '-c CHAPTER XL. 
the splendid claybank 1 THE THIRD MEETING. 
his pocket he carried a letter to 
Buffalo Bill had not forgotten his 
froln ~ u f f a l o  Bill. This letter of reco,nmen~ation the scout told 
I Lake regarding the wishes of 
the dying re 
\ Kit to read and then hand to h(r. 'larkhatn' 
who' sde as to what. he wished hinl to do with the paI 
without doubt, \vould give him a place in 
' the scout he would find in his belt. 
and the friendless (ellow seemed overjoyed at the Examining the papers while at Omaha, Buffalo  ill 
'und that *hey told the story of a very evil life, and 
prospect. ere were documents of a legal nature which had been 
I ..'len9 
and were most important in righting a Jvrong. - 
Lake Sat11 had been most anxious to right this 
I 
\ 
and had SWTrIed pleased when Buffalo Bill had 
1 "omised to  aid him. 
1 Seeing the value of the contents of the belt, Buffalo I1 had so~lght the adjutant and chaplain of ~~~t 
"lnaha and placed in their hands the carrying out of 
1 "It Lake Saul's wishes, SO that justice could be done, 
and it JnaY be said here that it was faithfully done by 
two officers to the scout's satisfaction. 
4fter another couple of days spent in Omaha, Buf- 
started out in charge of the train the cola- " had spoken to him aboirt and which war going 
' seek a settlement near the ranch of Mr. Markham. 
Buffalo Bill safely guided the train to its destina- 
tion? and then going to the ranch of Mr. Markham, 
I was much pleased to find that Klt had arrived there I 
' in q a f e t ~ ,  had been w~rrnly welcomed and had already 
I hegun to feel at home. 
I 
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